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When The Journal went to press last week
James S. Harriman, Esq., had opened the case
for the defence. He declared his belief in the
innocence of Grady and severely criticised
newspaper reports based on personal opinions
and prejudicial to his client, who was entitled
to a fair trial.
He said that the defence hoped
to produce a witness (Beecher Kendall), then
out of town, who would testify that he saw
Grady enter the Commercial House at 20 minutes of 9 o’clock, w’hile Bennett had testified
that Grady was in the Thomas house at 10
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10. Mr. Harriman also explained
the difference betw een murder and manslaugh
ter as relating to this case.
The' accused, Ira S. Grady then took the
stand in his own behalf, and in answer to
questions from his senior counsel Forrest Martin,
Esq., of Bangor, told of his movements after
arriving in Belfast from Islesboroon the morning of February 21st until a few minutes after
he had left the Thomas house that
evening on
his way to the Commercial House. He admitted that he had been drinking and that he had
bought liquor several times during the day,
but denied all knowledge of the crime of which
he was accused. He said he had no trouble
with Mrs. Thomas.
Everything was pleasant
between them and he had left Bennett there.
He did not remember of reaching the Commercial House and had but a dim recollection
minutes
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cross examination by Asst.
Atty. GenBarnes he was asked to explain how he
remembered what happened in the house and
forgot w'hat happened after he went out. He
said that the liquor took more effect when he

In the

It always affected
got out and tried to walk.
him that way. He said that he used to room
at Mrs. Thomas’ house. He declared that the
conversation at the jail with Mr. Harriman. as
stated by Bennett on the stand, did not take
place. Court adjourned at 5.45.
When the court convened Thursday morning

member of

Monroe and took a
all discussions. About three
health prevented his atten-

atherings
Lj.
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only

and

Grady

again called to the stand and the
by Mr. Barnes was resumed.
Grady recognized the knife in the case as his,
but had no knowledge of how blood came
upon
th^ blade. Had bought two pints of liquor in
all hnd was very sure he did not
buy liquor
after 4 o’clock in the afternoon.
He reiterated that he and Mrs. Thomas were drinking the
second time he was at her house.
Grady did
not become
“rattled” under the
searching
questions of the State’s attorney but gave very
consistent testimony. He again stated that he
remembered leaving the Thomas house, but
remembered nothing that occurred shortly
after.
Grady left the stand at 10.30 and the following witnesses were then sworn for the defence:
Roland C. Patterson, Amos F. Colcord, Fred
Herrick, Edward B. Lunt, Adolphus J. Noyes,
Orlo D. Mudgett, John W. Jones, Gardner W.
Lane, Edgar Harding, Walter S. Packard, True
Hay ford, C. M. Smalley, Horace Smalley. Their
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Nora C. Bennett, wife of Sidney Bennett,
testified that her husband was at home on the
night the officers came to arrest him. She said
he had not had time to say much about what
had happened at the Thomas house before the
officers came, except to tell her that the Thomas
woman was killed and that he did not have
anything to do with it. She had no idea what time
her husband got home and denied that she had
testified at the inquest that he arrived at the
house at 1.05

a. m.

S. Harriman of counsel for the defence
denied that such conversation at the jail concerning the knil'e between himself and Grady,
as testified to by Bennett, had taken place. Ht
had previously told Grady that the knife would
probably be eliminated from the case on account of City Marshal Hammons getting the
blood spots on it in fitting it to the wound.
The door was closed leading to the corridor, so
that if Bennett had passed by he could not
have heard what was said in the cell.
Elbridge A Thomas, husband of Harriet
French Thomas, testified that ^n February 21st
he was fishing between Islesboro and Camden.
He did not learn of his wife’s death until he
was notified from Belfast.
Witness testified
in regard to a knife with a blade an inch and a
half long, which he said was in a drawer of the
kitchen table when he and City Marshal Hammons searched the house.
Witness cautioned
James

me

city

marsnai

not

to

get

cut on me Knue.

Sheriff Amos F. Carleton testified in regard
to the location of the cells in the jail and said
that it was possible to hear in the corridor conversation in the poor debtor’s cell, as the door
did not close tightly.
At 3.15 p. m. the evidence was all in, and Attorney Martin began his argument for the defence, and for three hours held the close attention of the jury and a crowded court room
with an eloquent, logical and skillful plea for
the acquittal of Grady. He reviewed the evidence, strengthening the weak points in the
testimony for the defence and pointing out the
weak places in that for the prosecution.
He
believed in the innocence of his client, and in
the presentation of the case carried conviction
to the minds of many and added to his laurels
as a criminal lawyer.
At the close of his plea

the issues involved.
He said that no person
was so humble but
that he had the constitutional nght to have the
question of his
or

guilt
innocence determined
by a speedy public trial
by an impartial jury, and that the
jury in this
case was

selected from among the citizens of
this county.who are noted for
good character,in-

tegrity and understanding. The State had assisted Grady to obtain
counsel, had summoned witnesses m his behalf, had
given him the benefit
of a jury trial, and he had
the privilege of
being considered innocent until his guilt was
established beyond a reasonable doubt.
Judge

Peabody then read the definition given by
Chief Justice Shaw of Massachusetts to
illustrate the meaning of “reasonable
and
doubt,”

explained

to the jury the difference
between
murder and manslaughter and the
respective
sentences which might be
given. The charge
was very clear, both
sides were fairly presented, and it was listened to with the closest
attention

throughout. Attorney Martin was
heard to remark: “The best
charge 1 ever
listened to.”
The case was given to the
jury about 1
o clock and
they were out 3 hours and 25 minWhen they filed in and took their seats
excitement was intense, but there was
profound silence in the court room.
When
Clerk of Courts Wadlin put the
question to
the foreman, Albert
Park of Lincolnville:
“What say you, Mr. Foreman, is
your verdict
puilty or not guilty?” and the reply was “Not
Guilty,” the crowd in the court room broke
into applause and cheers. Grady was immediately discharged and received the congratulations of his relatives and friends.
Sidney G. Bennett was also indicted for the
murder of Mrs. Thomas; but nol
pros was entered in his case as to murder and he was held
for manslaughter under ?500 bail to
appear at
the September term of court. Bennett obtained bail Saturday and was released from the
utes.
the

iail

at

noon

den. Esq., of
of Belfast.

Rio

Winterport

d—

and

Abner Gilmore

The court adjourned Friday night after a
session which extended over three weeks, five
days of which were devoted to the Thomas
murder trial.
The last divorce decreed was that of Hervey
H. Savory, libellant, vs. Angie A. Savory. Di-
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tion before the eighty years’ war that
they
The Mason’s
gave themselves the name of the Church unGround Broken Saturday, May 7, 1910. der the Cross, and their symbol was '"A Lily
amidst Thorns.” In 1566, while war was
ragAn interesting event in East Belfast last
ing, the deputies of the church met in Antfor
a chapel
the
was
ground
breaking
Saturday
and adopted the Belgic
werp
Confession, which
at Mason’s Mills. The ceremony was to have
continues to this day to be one of the doctrinal
taken place one week earlier, but a heavy
standards of the Reformed in Holland.
rain storm caused a postponement. Last SatThe Reformed Church in America dates back
urday the weather conditions were ideal. The to 1628. In the
summmer of that year the
sun shone brightly and although there was a
Rev. Jones Michaelius arrived at New York
slight chill in the brisk breeze from the north- and
formally organized a church which has had
west there were suggestions of spring on every
continuous existence to this day, and is with
hand. The site of the new edifice is in a pasreason supposed to be the oldest Protestant
ture nearly opposite the White schoolhouse,
church on this continent. This is the Colleand some of the young growth of white birch
giate church. Although constituted in 1628 it
had been cut away to clear a space for the
was not incorporated until 1696, when William
building. The site is an elevated one, com111. of England, granted a royal charter under
manding views of the bay, the city opposite the
title of “The Reformed Protestant Dutch
and of Goose river; which, as it flows from
Church of the City of New York,” a title
Swan lake, should have its name changed to
which has never been altered. The Collegiate
Swan river From the staff on the W’hite
Church maintains at present nine places of
schoolhouse the Stars and Stripes floated in
in New York city, and the
following
the breeze, and on the grounds Old Glory was worship
are issued in the interest of the
suspended between two graceful birches. A periodicals
Reformed Church in America: The Christian
large truck wagon, its wheels trimmed with
Intelligencer, weekly; The Mission Field,
evergreen and little flags, served as a platThe Mission Gleaner,
bi-monthly;
form and on it was an organ to furnish an ac- ! monthly;
and the Day Star, monthly—for the
young.
companinient for the singing. A handsome
Rev.
William
Vaughan was one of the ofpair of gray horses, their harnesses decorated
ficiating clergy of The Collegiate Church bewith evergreen and flags, were attached to a
fore coming to Belfast, and Trinity Reformed
new plow, similarly decorated, and were ready
church is affiliated with that church, under the
at the signal to break ground along a line insame form of government and observes the
dica ed by stakes from which small flags flutsame form of
worship, as follows:
tered in the breeze. Rev. Wrilliam Vaughan,
GOVERNMENT.
the leader in this as in other good work on the
East Side, was the master of ceremonies.
The Reformed Church in America, while
Those present included many of the moving
recognizing with all the other Reformed
spirits in the enterprise, the children of the Churches the three-fold ministry, yet makes
Sunday school, their teachers and parents; old four classes of church officers
and young alike interested and enthusiastic;
1. Ministers of the Word.
and three of the city clergymen. The order of !
2.
Teachers of Theology (Frofessors).
service wras as follows:
3.
*
Elders.

Mills

binging,

Chapel.

A Glorious c.nurcn.

j

ceremony took place at G.SO p. m. Rev. Ashley A. Smith, pastor of the Universalist church,

officiated and used the single ring service.
were attended by Miss Frances Murch,
the sister of the groom and Frank Bramhall.
The parlor, where the ceremony took place,
was decorated with cut flowers.
The bride
was gowned in light blue silk with white lace
trimmings and the bridesmaid wore light gra1^
nuns veiling.
The bride is a native of Sister
Bay, Wisconsin, and for four summer seasons
was with the children of Mr. and Mrs. H. H.
Hilton of Chicago in their visits here. She
went to Chicago with them last fall, but returned immediately to Belfast, where she has
since resided. The groom is a graduate of the
Belfast High school and a popular young manBoth are employed in Leonard & Barrows’shoe
factory. They left after the ceremony for the
Field cottage, Penobscot Camp, on the bay

They

shore, where they began housekeeping. The
bride’s friends recently gave her an agate
ware shower, including dishes of all
descriptions and sizes. They received many valuable
and useful gifts, with th€' best of wishes of the
doners for a happy and prosperous life.
Harkness-Drinkwater.
Miss Annie B.
Drinkwater of Northport and George E. Harkness of Hope were married May 2nd
by Rev. S.
E. Frohock.
The groom is a well-known and
popular citizen of Hope and the bride is one of
Northport’s most esteemed ladies, having been
a very successful and popular teacher in that
town and Lincoln villa. -Camden Herald.

TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
The following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending May 9, 1910:

Nancy
Wellman, Searsmont, to John
W. Levenseller. do.: land and buildings in
Searsmont.
Bertha Howard, et als., Belfast, to Henry L.
Pendleton. Hampden; land in Winterport.
Zidana

William Vaughan, but that if he
did not care to undertake it he thought his
people would. On conferring with his people j
he found they agreed with him and the matter
was presented to Mr. Vaughan, who decided
to
it.
Mr. Vaughan in addressing
the assembly later said that it was with the
approval of other ministers that he had attempted the work. At first there was much
in the way. While the people wanted a Sunday school for their children they saw no
possibility of a place of meeting. A meeting
was called to talk the matter over and only
seven came; but when one woman said, “we
want our children in Sunday school and my
husband says if you will only build a house, I
will give a thousand feet of lumber and five
dollars or its equivalent in lumber," there was

by

the Rev.

undertak^

at

ground

once

there

was a

for

room

to climb.
and there wre

began
us

preaching
been
met

rented,

The next

meeting

full and faith and interest
A vacant house was offered
began, with sixty present, a

service and

continued.

was

hope.

which has
house where we
made comfortable

Sunday

school

When the
a

barn

was

the weather got too cold for
our meetings there, the store, wrhere we now
are, was opened to us.
Standing lumber has
been given and men have given their services
to cut and haul it. Several have given lumber
which they will deliver, and several have given
We have such confidence in the willmoney.
ing spirit of the people that if the material
for the building is forthcoming it will be put
for

us,

and when

Frank B. Condon of Waterville, a teacher in
the Coburn Classical Institute, was in Belfast
last week in the interest of the school.

Liberty,

A

recess was then declared, all marched to
dining hall, where a sumptuous dinner was
served by the ladies of 0. Gardner Grange.
After dinner the Grange was reconvened in
the fifth degree and the choir rendered inspiring music.

the

W. M. York then introduced Mandeville Half
of Turner, president of the Producers and
Consumers’ Exchange. A brief resume of his
remarks follows:
“W e are an incorporated
body with a capital stock of $10,000. We pay
no interest nor dividends, but
propose to make
good to our stockholders by the saving in buy-

The many Belfast friends of Mrs. Charles F.
Wildes will be pleased to learn that she has a
position with the Somerville, Mass., Journal
and is

reporting current

events in

East Somer-

ville.

Jerry Sullivan arrived last week from Mattapan, Maas., where he spent the winter. His
daughter, Miss Blanche L. Sullivan, has employment in Boston in the suit department of
a

large

tron’s family in the State. Membership is re
stricted to members of the Grange. Inforn
our manager. B. L. Stevens, of what
you wish
to buy and sell and he. with his
necessary
force of men, will do his best for you. We
propose to pay spot cash, buy as near the manufacturer as possible and in quantities that
will enable us to get good terms. We shali
endeavor to buy any article which our patrons

Mrs. Albion Hart of Lincolnville, who has
been visiting her daughters, Mrs. Arthur Hopkins of Damariscotta, and Mrs. Henry Duncan

son.Manley W.

tem avenue, returned
Dr.

Hart. Admon-

In fact, we are developing a
may require.
system of both buying and selling which has been

home last Thursday.

Charles D. Woods, director of the Maine

Agricultural experiment station at Orono, left
Saturday night for Washington. D. C., to attend a meeting
of the convention of the
Eighth Revision of the U. S. Pharmacopoeia.
M isses Mary and Lizzie Forbes, who have
been employed in Belfast for several years,
left Monday for a short visit with relatives in
Newlonville, Mass. They will return to Belfast on business before going to their home in

the crying need of our farmers in the past
Information as to packing and shipping will be
furnished at any time.
The supply will be so.
regulated that at no time will the markets be
;

Nova Scotia.
Mrs. George Dyer, who has been at the Dr.
Tapley hospital in this city for several weeks,
has returned to her
is

recovering

home in Dark Harbor. She
from an operation
hospital, and is be-

ing cared for by

Miss

Evelyn Pendleton, train-

manager says that he saves his cr.-t- mere
from 5 to GO per cent or different artich
lie
can sell the best flour it
bam lots
cG.Op
per barrel. A. L. Harris says that he <. r. bin

nurse.

serious operation, returned to her home last I
motion
grain in large lets at a cons -..i r:.bU
Monday. The operation was very successful !
and can sell to the farmer for a
ail
and Mrs. Ryder is enthusiastic concerning the !
of profit. From an actual pure! use of a< r cu!
treatment which has restored her health.
tural implements, there was a sa\ it
f
of
W.
Burkett
arGeorge
Somerville, Mass.,
| ly 20 per cent. Eggs were sold by m
2f>
*
rived in Belfast last Tuesday morning on busicents* w hen st iling for 'JO cents in Tunic
ness and to take the remains of his brother. J.
“There are honist men who can bo ! ired t.>dc
Frank Burkett, from Bangor to Rockport l\>r the work which the ca aur.issior men
arts are
burial. A few weeks later Mr. Burkett w 11 now
doing and if they are 1
satisfactory to
return to spend the summer at his old home,
A* \ :v ••nt
you or us we can make a changm
where he has many friends to welcome him.
we are using our capital l'r .m saio
•!'
1< tc
1

Charles Upham and daughter Bessie of
Somerville, Mass, returned home Saturday
from a visit with Mrs. Levenseller, East Belfast.
Bird and daughter, Miss Etta
Dickey, who have been living in the Bartlett
house on Cedar street, have moved to NorthMrs. Helen

Carrie E. Gilmore left Tuesday to visit
E. Walker in Lynn, Mass., and will
visit relatives in Lawrence before her return
home.
Miss

oi Boston

C.,

season.

in Caribou and

J. W. and W. S. Roberts of Reading, Mass.,
are here for a few days getting their cottages
on the North Shore, Northport, ready for the
season’s occupancy.

daughter Ida,

who have

Wilson.

from Mr. Frank 1. Wilson, former editor and manager of the Belfast
Age, is self-explanatory. All who knew Mr.
Wilson felt that he had been misrepresented
in the statements attributed to him by a selfstyled “non-partisan” sheet, in a scurrilous
attack upon a Waldo county official:
letter

Augusta, Me., May 10, 1910.
Charles P. Hazeltine, Esq.,
Belfast, Maine.
Dear Sir: My attention has been called to a
letter written by me to EdgarF. Hanson under
date of January 15, 1909, and printed in the
W'aldo County Herald on May 2, 1910, and 1
am informed that the price for citations and
the commission allowed as given by me therein

ses.
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sell in car-load lots which
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any restraint in

were

vicinity.

George F. Fames of Boston is to he the
guest of the New Hampshire and Vermont
State Dental Societies, May 14th to 17th, and
has been invited to give a clinic at the New
Jersey State Dental Society meeting at Asbury Park, N. J., July 3rd. He is kept very
busy with his general practice and has many
consultation cases from other dentists.

house. High street.

following

Farrow of Saco

l)r.

been in Auburn the past year, have returned to
Belfast and taken a rent in the M. R. Knowl-

Statement from Frank I.

and Mrs. J. A.

our men

more
tan.

;rch:
! les-

v.

freight.

1

to Boston.

Mrs. Viola Ames and

ed

to hire

o-

spent Sunday at Pentagoet, their summer
residence at Dark Harbor, returning Monday

this

mer.

Eater

agent, etc.

our

ness

“For the same reasons, it would 1 o
ivanta
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Hare in Rockland^ last
geous for Pomona granges to incorporate and
w eek, their visit being occasioned by the illness
! his
of the captain’s mother, Mrs. Fiona Farrow of locate at some good shipping point.
would ho In lino with
Iw.ct 1.,^
Islesboro, who has been in a critical condition,
us Patrons, ami it we c
manat the home of her daughter, Mrs. Hart, but | ciples. Try
has phown signs of great improvement during | age in a way that you consider for your interests, put others in our places. It rests with
the last few days.
a sue
you. in a great measure, to makc’ti.
From friends in Los Angeles, Calif., it is
cess.
learned that Mrs. Florence C. l’orter and her j
Mr. Hall’s remarks were closely
we<(
daughter, formerly of Caribou, now of South and he
courteously answered many *q :•. .■urns.
will
come
to
Maine
sometime
Pasadena, Calif.,
The Grange extended a rising v>ue u:' thanks
this month for a stay in Bangor, the home of
to Mr. llall.
Mrs. Porter’s oldest daughter. Mrs. J. G. L'tterThe following program was then j.-re>entcd*
bach, and to visit her mother and other friends Piano
duet, Sam Hall ami Lelia Mai den, who

Miss Nellie

rsracKeit

pay

was

Capt.

port.

rt.

Edward Sibley went to Portland where
the guest over Sunday of Mrs. Charles
F. Flagg and Monday she left wj,th a large
party to attend the General Federation of
Women's Clubs in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Mrs. Sibley will visit the family of her daughter, Mrs.
H. H. Hilton until they come East for the sumMrs.

she

Mrs.

jererey

in so far as we can prevent it.
This
be done by watching the markets especially the New England markets and sending
the products to the right places.
In other
words, by distributing them among the o :!'erent markets. We keep an agent to lock after
this branch of the business. Wo intend to
make every sale a bona
the farmer only fair wages.
“There are similar exchanges in other States
can

a recent meeting in Boston it was agreed to
exchange stock and combine the companies
and thus be enabled to ho larger werk. Our

Mrs. George Ryder of Brooks, who lias been
in Dr. Tapley’s hospital, where she underwent

Mr. M. P. Woodcock, who has been in the
Waldo County Hospital for a few weeks, is
gaining rapidly and is able to walk out.

anu avirs.

glutted,

At

very rapidly
she underwent while in the

ed

iii'uui

(iracu

1,500 share holders with stock at $1 per share.
The shares are purposely small, as we hopethus to gain a representative from every Pa

store.

of Rockland, and

v

—o-—

Mrs. Thomas E. Shea has opened her cottage, Ferndale, on the North Shore, and has as
guests her sister, Mr$. Edward A. Wadsworth,
and her children. Mr. Wadsworth has employment in Belfast.

The many friends of Charles F. Shaw will
be pleased to learn that he is again on his engine on the Belfast and Burnham run.

The

Grange.

Leslie B. Gardner and Ralph H. Cunningham
visited in Brunswick, Waldoboro and Thomaston last week. In Thomaston they were the
guests of Warden Bernes O. Norton.

Mr. E. H. Kelley of the Bangor Commercial
spent a few days in Belfast; the past week on
his return from a short visit in Portland.

A

spent the winter in this city

a

fast

Henry A. Rogers, Knox, to Maggie E. Whitcomb, Morrill; land and buildings in Morrill.
Charles F. Fogg, Jackson, to Ezra A. Carcourt adjourned.
winter.
At 915 Friday morning Assistant Attorney penter, Brooks; land and buildings in Brooks.
The last speaker was Rev. J. W'. Vaughan of
Wilber Clark, Lincolnvilie, to Edward M.
General Barnes began his address to the jury
Citypoint, who said he did not represent any
on
behalf of the State. In his opening he Coleman, do.; land and buildings in Lincoln- church but he did represent the Classis, one of
ville.
spoke of the loss to the State by the absence
the official bodies of the Reformed Church of
Julia E. Young, Burnham, to the Central
of County Attorney Buzzell, who was called
America, and without the consent and knowlMaine
Power
land
in
Company,
Waterville;
away at the opening by the serious illness of
edge of the Classis no church of the denominahis father, and again called to Monroe Thurs- Burnham.
tion could be erected anywhere in this country.
H.
R.
to
W.
M. Parse, do.; He bore the
Dyer, Searsport,
day night by his death. He talked rapidly for
good wishes of the Classis on this
land in Searsport.
an hour and a half, presenting his facts in
occasion.
Georgia A. Dean, Camden, to Fred O. Dean,
At the close of the exereises Rev. William
logical sequence and in simple language. He
said he did not want to convict an innocent do.; land and buildings in Lincolnville.
Vaughan took a new spade, that looked as
Henry Bakeman and Josephine F. Wight, though it was intended for digging rather than
man but should present every item of evidence
the State could obtain to punish the murderer Belfast, to Mary E. Keene, do.; land and build- kept in a case, and said, “We are now to break
ings in Belfast.
of one of its citizens as the law demands. He
ground in the name of the Father and of the
Henry A. Stevens, Searsport, to Edward A. Son and of the Holy Ghost, as the first
discussed at some length the expert testimony
step in
of Prof. Whittier of Bowdoin College concern- Sargent, do.; land in Searsport.
the erection of a church in which to worship
Lydia M. York, Monroe, to John H. York, do. Almighty God.” Mrs. Eugene Achorn drove
ing the blood on the knife, and criticised the
testimony of Dr. Wilson, who said on the land and buildings in Monroe.
the horses while Mrs. T. S. Thompson held the
E. E. York, Unity, to George H. Reynolds,
stand that the wound could not have been
plow in turning the first sod and all the people
land
in
than
2
less
1-2
made by a blade
inches in do.;
Unity.
gave three rousing cheers. All followed Mr.
Ellen
A.
Coombs, Belfast, to Lewis A. Whit- Wil]|hm Vaughan in turning a spade full of
length. In conclusion he said that the State
wanted the truth, and only the truth, and was comb, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
earth.
Everyone agreed that the service was
Ezra A. Carpenter, Brooks, to Charles E.
just as eager to acquit Grady as the defense, if
helpful, instructive and inspiring.
he is innocent.
He thanked the jury for the Bowen, do.; land in Monroe.
Rev. Albert E. Luce, former pastor of the
Ella 0. Evans, Belfast, to Irving L. Perry,
attention they had given to every word utterBelfast M. E. church, but now at his new
ed during the trial and cautioned them to find do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
sent his regrets at not being
charge
Charles Kneeland, Stockton Springs, to Chas. able to in^Dexter,
their verdict on the evidence presented to
attend; and, speaking for himself and
them. He held the close attention of every E. Sanford, New York;
land in Stockton the Methodist church, wished for the moveone in the court room during his entire adSprings.
ment abundant success.
dress.
J. Wilfred Staples, Stockton Springs, to ReAt 11.20 Justice Peabody began his charge to member B. Donaldson, Mt. Desert; land and
The Reformed Church in Holland dates back
the jury, and the respondent manifested more buildings in Stockton Springs.
to an early period in the Reformation when
interest than at any time during the trial. The
Nettie G. Smalley, Belfast, td Sarah L. Hub- the Protestants on the Continent were divided
judge said, in brief, that the case had been bard, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
into two bodies, the Lutheran and the Reformpresented on both sides with ability and vitalJoseph H. Farwell, Unity, to Julia S. Far- ed. The latter became dominant in the Nethand
that
the
had
not
land
and
in
attorneys
ity,
buildings Unity.
only pre- well;
erlands, where they maintained their religious
sented to the jury an analysis of the evidence,
John Sanborn, Belfast, to Albert J. Mudgett, liberty only after a long, costly and
bloody
but had outlined the law which refers to the do.; land in Belfast.
struggle against the gigantic power of Philip
case.
The duty rested upon him to further
Fred. B. Taylor, Jackson, to Roscoe Curtis, II, during which they suffered all that men
present the law aa applicable to this case aud do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
could suffer. So calamitous was their condi-

He

William E. Pickard of Belfast, who spent the
winter months in the Soldier’s Home at Togus,
has returned here for the summer and is at the
Revere House on Spring street.

Stevens will leave this,
Thursday, noon to visit her sister, Mrs. George
F. Reynolds, in Portland.

ton

Voted that the by-laws of this Grange be
amended so that all work may be done in the
fifth degree and that we hold no open sessions.
A line address of welcome was given
by
Howard Clements, to which a fitting responsewas made by I). M. Kimball of
Morning Light,

employed

Mrs. Eugene L.

of

our readers to learn
congregation at Mason’s
Mills and of the flourishing Sunday school. The
meetings were first held in the White schoolhouse, but after a time outgrew that and met
in another building to the number of sixty.
WThen that building was rented for other purposes they met for a time in a barn and had a
congregation of 100.
But, said Mr. Vaughan,
they did not wish to become cattle and as winter approached they began to realize the truth
of the saying, “cold as a barn.” Then they
were offered the use of Mason’s store, where
meetings were held in comfort during the

week

sailing yacht.
and Northport.

braska.

Ralph C. Johnson, Esq., of Washington, D.
was in Belfast last Tuesday, on business.
Mr. Johnson and family will not come to Bel-

size of the.

spend

at'the Morse cottage at Georges Lake.
J. Foster Heald of Northport, has
gone to
New Haven, Ct., where he is
in a

a

Mrs. G. W. Stoddard have returned
visit of several weeks in Schuyler, Ne-

up by voluntary hands.
It will surprise some of
the

ensued.
Resolutions on the death of Geneva Jewett,
Ida K inball, Rose Colson, Woodbury D. Thompson and George Couillard were read and
adopted.

Will Leary and Wyatt Carrow left
Sunday
for a fishing trip to
and will

Dr. and

mr.

granges called by the Secretary. Six granges
in this jurisdiction were represented and visitors were present from Turner Grange and
Equity Grange, Belfast. The attendance was
not at large as usual, owing to the
inclemency
of the weather, but a very profitable
meeting

Gen. C. W. Tilden of Hallowell attended the
of the Loyal Legion of Maine in Portland last week.

The spiritual gcvernment is in the hands of
the Elders, at the heacl of whom in the local
church stands the minister.
The specific duty of the Deacons is to care
for the poor of the church.

a

North Waldo Pomona Grange met with O.
Gardner Grange, West WMnterport,
May 4,
1910, with W. M. Geo. H. York in the chair.
The Grange was opened in regular form in the
fifth degree. The Steward, his assistants and
the Gate Keeper, were absent and the vacan
cies were filled by appointments. The record*
of the last meeting were read and the roll of

meeting

Deacons.
The two former are of the same order, but
with different functions. The two latter are
chosen for two years, but are
eligible for reelection at the close of their term.

from

Mrs. Howard Flanders of Boston is the
guest
of her sister, Mrs. Rebecca Edgecomb.
Eben Wentworth Freeman, Esq., of Portland
was in Belfast last
Friday on legal business.
Dr. and Mrs. F. E. Freeman of Bangor, were
Rockland last week to attend the Elks’ ball.
Mrs. Lena Leavitt Stanley of
Cranberry Isle
is visiting her parents, Mr. ar.d Mrs
George A.
Leavitt.

Singing, “Building Day by Day.”
During the exercises Mr. Vaughan called in
vorce decreed for cruel and abusive
treatment, turn
the clergymen
worship.
present,—Rev.
upon
as per decree on file.
Buzzell; Martin & Cook. Adolph Rossbach of the Unitarian church,
The Reformed Church in America, like all
In the case of the Duplex Roller
Bushing Rev. David L. Wilson of the North church, so- the Reformed Churches of the Continent, has
Co. vs. Edward R. Estabrook, Arthur
Ritchie, called, but officially the First Congregational a Liturgy, the use of wrhich, however, is in
counsel for the defendent, asked to have the church, and Rev. Arthur G. Roberts of the Bappart optional. The use of the Offices for the
verdict set aside. John R. Dunton for the tist church—and all had words of
en.ourage- | administration of Baptism and the Lord's
Supplaintiff apposed, maintaining that nothing men t and were the bearers of the good wishes
per, for Ordination and the Discipline, and the
new had developed
Judge Peabody in his rul- of their respective churches. Mr. Wilson spoke observance of the Order of Public
Worship
ing sustained the verdict of the jury.
of the liberalizing tendency of the times. In- are made obligatory by the constitution. In
The case of Dr. G. C. Kilgore vs. Lenfest for
stead of preparing people to die the churches regard to other observances there is freedom.
medical service was dismissed.
He hoped Some churches carefully obslrve Good
are now preparing them to live.
Friday,
Lafrey vs. Harriman. et al, was settled.
the new edifice would be something more than and some of the great festivals of the church
Nickerson vs. Ryant was entered, neither
a sanctuary; that it would be devoted as well
year, such as Christmas, Easter, Ascension
party; no further action.
to the moral up-lift of the community. He beDay and Whitsun-Day; others do not.
State v*s. George Grotton, app., intoxication,
lieved that the first move in this undertaking
continued.
wras made at the district Sunday school conPERSONAL.
Capias have been issued on all indicted as vention held last summer in Trinity Reformliquor dealers at this term.
ed church, when a lady came to him and askMrs. Georgia S. Pendleton left Wednesday
ed if something could not be done to ensure
for a short visit in Boston.
WEDDING BELLS.
the holding of religious services at Mason’s
Mrs. Nettie Merithew has returned from a
Mills, lie told her that if anything was done
Murch-Arensen.
Arthur K. Murch and
visit with relatives in East Somerville, Mass.
in that direction he thought it should be done
Miss Elizabeth Arensen, were married at. the
home of the groom’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Melvin C. Murch, Bridge street, May 7th. The

MEETING OF NORTH WALDO POMONA

in

4.

The 132nd Psalm read by the pastor.
Recitation, Workers Together for Jesus,
Miss Nettie Nickerson
Prayer by the Rev. J. W. Vaughan.
in the Vineyard
“Out
Singing by little girls,
Ground.”
Recitation, “The Church,”
Miss Agnes Nickerson
Recitation, “The Pilgrims,"
Miss Myrtle Larrabee

PERSONAL.

/

^

The banking rooms of the Augusta Trust
Co. in Augusta were the scene of a happy
event Friday forenoon, when, in recognition of
the 50th anniversary of the birth of Treasurer
Frank E. Smith, the trustees presented him
with a handsome vase of roses. E. E. Newbert was the spokesman of the occasion. Mr.
Smith is well known in Belfast through his
connection with the Waldo Trust Co.

They had a big ball game in Bozeman. Montana, April 29th, between the city council team

nine instructors of the Montana State College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts.
The proceeds will go toward building an athletic field,and the winning team is to be presenti
ed with a beautiful loving cup, given by the
is incorrect. W'hile I have no desire to enter
into a controversy over this matter 1 do wish business men of Bozeman. A post card reto do justice to both sides. The figures given ceived Monday says that “the Faculty won the
from memory of transactions
was entirely
game and that Wm. F. Schoppe, U. of M., dismade over eleven years ago and to settle the
matter absolutely certain I have sent for my tinguished himself by getting another home
old Belfast Age ledger and will make a state- run.”
This refers to a previous game.
ment from the entries made therein by me at
that time. I wish to say, however, that I never,
Thirty-twTo awards of medals for acts of
by word or letter, said or intimated that I heroism were made by the Carnegie Hero
could not get business without giving a comFund Commission at its spring meeting in
mission.
The rate for probate advertising in Kenne- Pittsburg, Pa., May^4th, and Alex B. Luce of
bec county is $2 each for citations and notices Bucksport, Me., was one of those who received
and the Register of Probate collects on a com- an award. Luce is an actor and on
September
mission. My opinion is that the price for this
20, 1908, while at New London, Conn., he preclass of advertising is entirely too low.
vented an unknown woman from drowning
Yours very truly,
F. I. Wilson.
herself in the Thames river, although he almost lost his own life in so doing. He is given
The Railroad Bill Passed.
a bronze medal.
and

In a personal note from Washington, D. C.,
Washington, May 10th. Without a single
dissenting Republican vote the house, today, under date of May 3d, Mr. C. W. Frederick
passed the railroad bill, one of the chief meas- says: “Washington is very busy and full of
people now, with Congress in session and many
ures that President Taft wished enacted at the
Fourteen Demo- meetings of conventions and societies. Everypresent session of congress.
crats joined the majority to make the total thing shows great growth here. It is rumored
vote in favor of the measure, 200 to 126. Grat- that this hotel, The Riggs, is to be torn down
ification was expressed by Speaker Cannon and at the
expiration of the present lease in June
others that there were sufficient Republican
and a large hotel or skyscraper built on
votes alone to pass the measure.
President 1J&11
Taft, tonight, said he was deeply gratified over the corner. This corner,—15th and 9th streets
the passage of the measure.
—is one of the most valuable in the city.”

wrere heartily encored and
osj-.nded.
question. Resolved, “That the .• len

The
of ag-

riculture should

be taught in
on:
public
schools," was opened by G. H. GU i; at:, in
the affirmative and Clara 1) Yolk in I
negawhich
tive. A spirited discussion foilov.e i,
The n.a;oritX
nearly all present took part.
>

••

who

spoke

were

in favor of

devoting the few

years of a child’s school life to tin- lessons
w’hich develop the mental qualities, leaving

teaching of the rudiments of agriculture
housekeeping to the parents; arm later, if
the youth so wishes, there are abundant op
portunites for him to learn the scientific prin
ciples of his vocation.
After remarks by Bro. Toothaker of Equity
Grange, Belfast, the Grange closed with the

the

and

usual ceremonies.

meeting will be with Northern
Winterport, June 7th. Address
welcome by Edna Haiquail; response by

The

Light
of

next

G range,

Walter S. Littlefield.
E. E. Hite ns. Stat*'
Entomologist, will lecture before the Grange.

RESOLUTIONS OF

RESPECT.

Dirigo Grange, Freedom, has adopted the
following resolutions:
Whereas, the unerring hand of Hit
who
guides ti e steps of his children, determining
the number of their days, hath led hon e our
beloved sister, Mary H. Wiggin of 1'irigo
Grange, and though we bow in reverent submission to the Supreme will, yet <>ur hearts
are sad and it is meet that we give expression
to

sorrow; therefore, be it
that in the death of sister Wiggin
grange has sustained the loss of a worthy
one
whom we shall sadly miss.
member,
Resolved, that we do sincerely and deeply
sympathize with the bereaved family. May
they find comfort in the thought of the larger
and fuller life which God gives to his children
and look forward to a time of reunion.
Resolved, that a copy of these resolutions bo
sent to the bereaved family, also to The Republican Journal and Bangor Commercial for
publication; that they be inscribed upon our
our

Resolved,

our

records and that

mourning

our

charter be draped in

for thirty days.
Anne Murch,

M. E. Foster,

Freedom,

Adelle Choate,
May 7, 1910.

Committee
on

i Resolutions.

President Taft is wise if he has decided to.
stop traveling around the country and stay in
Washington until he gets his legislation
through. While the President's away the sena-*
tors and

representatives

will

play.

,

...

Direction* for Making the Famous King t
Road Drag-Dirt Roads Can be Made *
Usable all the Year at a Small Outlay of |

BELFAST. THURSDAY, MAY 12, 1910.
PUBLISHED

The

EVERY THURSDAY

BY

Subscription Terms.
year; $1.00 for six
months.

[Reprinted

In advance, $2.00 a
50 cents for three

months;

Terms. For one square, one
inch length in column. 50 cents for one week
and 25 c< nts for each subsequent insertion.

for Infants and

BK

THE PROBLEM.

The problem given is the soft or dirt
road. It is “worked” occasionally by
being ploughed on each side and the loose
dirt thrown up toward the middle, makir g
a more or less
symmetrical oval sloping
to the ditch on either side.
In good
weather, when the rains are not frequent
or heavy, the ruts will be cut down
by
the wagon traffic. In rainy weather and
in the
spring and fall the ruts are full of
water and the mud holes are worn into
the surface and made deeper by every
new wagon track. The water that makes
mudholes is held in by the bottom and
sides of dryer earth or a frozen surface.
If the water can run off it will do so.
The problem then is to make a smooth
surface so that the water will run off.
Then of course there will be no mudhole. !

IN

IIKLD

AUGUSTA.

HALL.

GUY

The Kind You toe Always Bought
BEARS THE SIGNATURE OF

A REPUBLICAN STATE
CONVENTION

Wednesday, June 29, 1910,

In Use For Over 30 Years.

AT 10.00 O'CLOCK A. M.

THE

For the purpose of nominating candidates
for Governor and State auditor to be supported
at the September election, and transacting such
other business as may properly come before it.
The basis of representation is as follows;
Each city, town and plantation will be entitled
to one delegate; and for each 75 votes cast for
the Republican candidate for Governor in 1908
an additional delegate; and for a fraction of 40
votes in excess of 75 votes, a further additional
delegate. Vacancies in the delegation of any
city, town or plantation can only be filled by
residents of the county in which the vacancy

CENTAUR

COMPANY,

7T

MURRAY STREET,

NEW

from the R. F. D. News.]

For the
good of the cause and at the
request of hundreds of carriers, we reprint the directions for making the road
drag designed by D. Ward King of Maitland, Mo. Mr. King deserves the thanks
and encomiums of all dwellers on the dirt
roads of the country for his discovery and
the
generosity with which he places it
without money and without price in the
hands of any one who will take the trouble
to use it.

} Bu“Manager

Advertising

WILL

{

Time.

Republican Journal Publishing Co.

CHARLES A. PILSBURY.

YORK CITY.

THE SOLUTION.

The solution is the King drag herewith j
illustrated.
|

Any

man or

boy

can

less than two hours.
Get a lo eight feet

exists.

make a

drag

in 1

State committee will be in session in the
the City Hall at nine o’clock of
the day of the convention, for the purpose of
receiving credentials of delegates. In order to
be eligible to participate in the convention,
delegates must be elected subsequent to date
of the call for this convention.
All electors of Maine, whatever their political affiliations may have been, who believe in
The

general principles

and

policy

of the

WlE^T

(THE

long and twelve

ante-room of

the

;

Good Roads Without Money.

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

Repub-

party and desire its success at the polls in
the coming election in th?o State, are cordially
invited to unite under this call in electing delelican

gates to the convention.

order. Republican State Committee,
BYRON BOYD, Chairman.
FRANK H. BRIGGS, Secretary.
Augusta, May 2. 1910.
Waldo connty is entitled to 60 delegates, as
Per

j
8

follows:
Morrill,

10
1
3
1
2
1
2
1
1
2
3
3
3

Belfast,
Belmont,
Brooks,
Burnham,
Frankfort.
Freedom,
Islesboro,
Jackson,
Knox.

Liberty,
.Lincolnville,
Monroe,
IMontville,

Northport,
Palermo,

Prospect,
Searsmont,
Searsport,
Stockton Springs,
Swanville,
Thorndike,
Troy,

Unity.
Waldo,

Winterport,'
Total,

1
1
2
1
2
4
2
2
2
2
3
1
4

60

SPLIT LOG DRAG.

ONE OF THE LITTLE ONES AT THE

A

voting

contest for

present day.
A city clerk, but gently born

and bred;
unknown artist’s orphan child—
His wife,
One babe was theirs, a Margaret, three years
old:
an

$25 in gold is

Belfast

Free

small:

his gains, and hard his work; be-

were

sides,
Their slender household fortunes (for the
Had risk'd his little) like the little thrift,

man

Trembled in perilous places o’er a deep;
And oft, when sitting all alone, his face
Would darken, as he cursed his credulousness,
And that one unctious mouth which lured him,
rogue,
shares in

buy strange

To

couple

The

Peruvian mine.

some

to the sea

went

shore,

at-

tended church and heard

a “heated pulagainst the scarlet
woman and her creed and picture the fall
of Babylon. Then they Walked “now on
sand and now on cliff,” the man brooding
over the loss of his savings, the wife urging him to forgive and let not the sun go
down upon his wrath. At night the man

piteer”

fulminate

dreams and then the child
“wailed and woke
and the father suddenly
wreck!’ then turn’d and

The mother,
‘A wreck, a

cried

groaning

said.

will say forgive, and find
A sort of absolution in the sound
To hate a little longer! No; the sin
That neither God nor man can well forgive,
Hypocrisy, I saw#it in him at once.

Forgive!

How many

He tells further of the
defrauded

him;

who had

man

says he

“trusted him with all,
All my poor scrapings from a dozen years
Of dust and dark work; there is no such mine,
None; but a gulf of ruin, swallowing gold.
Farther

giant

on

in his dream the man saw a

woman

with

a

and followed her to

a

pickaxe in

her hand

mountain

top, from

which she

pointed down in the water to
long reef of gold or what seemed like
gold,” and he concludes:
‘a

“Now I

My dream

see

Life; the woman honest Work;
And my poor venture but a fleet of glass,
Wreck’d on a reef of visionary gold.”
was

His wife tries to comfort
fchat in

garet’s

breaking

the

him;

tells him

glass with little Mar-

medicine in it he broke his

•and that “A trifle makes

breaks.

He

a

•‘No trifle,” groaned the husband;

“yesterday

1 met him suddenly in the street and ask’d
That which I ask’d the woman in my dream.
Like her he shook his head.
‘Show me the

books!'
He dodged

with a long and loose account.
'The books, the books!’ but he, he could not
wait,
Bound on a matter he of life and death:
When the great Books (see Daniel seven and
ten)
Were open’d, 1 should find he meant me well:
And then began to bloat himself and ooze
All over with the fat affectionate smile
That makes the widow lean.”
me

April,

1910.

Lodge, Oliver, Joseph.
The survival of man; a study in
unrecognized human faculty.
1909.
Spinney, William Anthony.
Health through self control in

133.9 L 8

131

Sp

It is said that nobody ever saw a
gray-haired
Indian. No mattei how old an Indian may be,
his hair is always black and lustrous. This is
because the Indian's outdoor life and active
habits keep the roots of his hair well
supplied
with natural nourishment, necessary to the life
and lustrous beauty of the hair.
Gray hair is
simply an indication of lack of nourishment at
the roots. The moment this nourishment is
supplied where it is needed it is quickly absorbed by the hair and in this way prevents,
indefinitely, the hair turning gray. One of the
most potent remedies for gray hair is known as
HAY’S HAIR HEALTH. Almost all
druggists
carry it in stock or can procure it. It is very
effective in restoring gray hair to its natural

object.

A
Thurston of Orchard Valley.
romance.of engineering in the
great Northwest. 1910.
Camp, Walter.
Jack Hall at Yale. A football story.

B 612-12

C 15-2

1909

Jacobs, William W’ymark.
J 15-7

Sailor’s knots. Short stories. 1909.

McCarthy, Justin Huntly.
The god of love. The love story
of Dante and

Beatrice.

1909...

M 14-7

Oppenheim, E. Phillips,
The governors. The intrigues of
American finance. 1910.
Rives, Hallie Erminie. (Mrs. Post

Op 5-9

R 52-2

—

"Don’t use harsh physics. The reaction weakens the bowels, leads to chronic constipation.
Get Doan’s Regulets. They operate easily,
tone the stomach, cure constipation.

Hair

cornered love affair of a distinguished young widow of wealth,
her seventeen-year old daughter
and a rising dramatist. 1909
Watson, Henry Brereton, Marriott.
The castle by the sea. The romantic adventures of a London student who rents a castle on the
English coast. 1909.
...

JUVENILE

/

R 55-3

1909..

egates representing individual churches,
brotherhoods, clubs, Sunday schools,
Young Men’s Christian Associations and
associated charities will be there, each
organization being entitled to a maximum of 10 delegates.
Programs, registration cards and
further information may be had by addressing the executive secretary, Arthur
A. Heald, Waterville. Rooms may be
engaged in private homes by application
to A. B. Taylor, Bangor, Harry R.
Stewart, Waterville, or Abram T. Lord,
Saco.

in footwear is for the next
run, and the demand is quiet for
lines for immediate delivery.

Activity
season

W

338-2 seasonable
Producers

St 22-3
J-T 17

running their plants on
they have not commenced

are
as

part time
fall cutting

Standish, Winn.

Tarlcington, Booth.
Beasley’s Christmas party.

and may do in social service. It assists
in placing opportunities for the laymen
in lumber camps, quarries and in mills;
performs welfare work as it affects the
efficiency of labor and aids where it can
in public health and affairs.
To these conferences, where Christian
men may hear and partake in discussions
concerning all these w'ays of carrying on
Christian work, all men may come. Del

The Shoe Situation.

BOOKS.

Jack Lorimer’8 substitute; or. The
acting captain of the team. 1909.

The federation seeks cooperation in
social service and to assist in what the
church, Sunday school, Young Men’s
Christian Association, day school,
Grange, employers and others are doing

yet. Prices are maintained. Leather rules quiet and the demand
for most varieties is less active than
previously noted.—Dun’s Review, May
7th.
as

g

In the Glidden and Hower contest for 1909, covering a distance ot 2630 miles in 15 days.
race finished with a perfect road and technical record at KANSAS
These were the PIERCE ARROWS, which have won every Glidden Contest.
CITY.

I

ALL OTHERS
reached.

only ONE car in EACH

|

long; wedge them in securely.
If a log is not handy, use a twelve-inch
plank. Reinforce the backs with a 2x6.
A loose plank, on which to ride, is
placed across the braces.
Wrap one end of the chain around an j
end stake, carry it over the
top of the
slab, out to the double-trees, and then
back to the other end of the slab where
it should be fastened by poking an old
bolt or spike through one of the links into
a hole bored three or four inches from
end of the slab and about its center,
up
and down.
Hitch up and drag—at an angle of
forty-five degrees—and you will be surprised at the results.

ones.

penalized

were

“||

some were

withdrawn before Kansas

Congress St.,

Main Eistributors for PIERCE and SELDEN Cars.

Barred

Plymouth Rocks, Hawkins’ Royal
the Go-Well, Orono Strain.

Blue

or

And S.

C.

Rhode Island Reds,

|

Pineland

Strain.

ply

you with the kind you

are

looking

for.

Our method of persistently breeding for
four generations back from yearling hens that
have Iayed 200 eggs or more during their first
laying year, mated to cockerels from equally
heavy layers, has built up a strain of Reds that
are not excelled in this country for heavy egg
production. Our stock, raised on free range to
maturity and housed in open front houses, are
healthy and vigorous.
They are built for business from the ground

it JOHN B.

!|

STICKNEY,

LIVERY,

Carefully packed in excelsior and shipped by
express the day they are layed.
We shall have for sale in April and May 3000
day-old chicks from each breed. Orders booked in turn as they are received.
6

ABSTRACT OF

$1,000,000 00
4,714,610 79

Surplus
If B.

to

1,943,732 29
90,939 69

policy holders,

2,592,493

78

BRAINEKD, President and Treasurer.
BLAKE. Secretary, Boston

C. S.

Office, 101 Milk Street.
C. E.

ROBERTS, Manager.
WALLACE, Resident Agent

W. P.

3wl6

Dr. John

Stevens,

we

can

offer you

usually good coal.

Coal that

con

d

ti

a it

d

For Every Living Thing on the Farm
Humphreys’ Veterinary Specifics.

sell

the Treatment and

j

drop

me

a

postal card and you will receive a prompt call.
WALTER H. COOMBS,
Corner Cross nd Federal Streets, Belfast,

BURGESS

LIST OF SPECIFICS.

PRINTING OFFICE

A. A. For FEVERS. Milk Fever. Long Fever.
B. D. For SPRAINS. Lameness, Rheumatism.
C. C. For SORB Throat, Epizootic, Distemper.
D. D. For WORMS, Dots. Grubs.
R. R* For COUGHS* Colds, Influenza,
F. F. For COLIC. Bellyache, Diarrhea.
G. G. Prevents MISCARRIAGE.
H. H. For KIDNEY and Bladder disorders.
I. I. For SKIN DISEASES, Mange, Eruptions.
I. K. For BAD CONDITION. Indigestion.
!
At druggists or sent prepaid on
reoeipt
of price. 60 ots. each.

ELIZABETH M. BURGESS.

HUMPHREYS’ HOMEO. MEDICINE OO., Cornet
William and Ana Streets, New York.

COMMERCIAL PRINTING

j

OPERA HOUSE BLOCK.

BELFAST.

Successor to George W. Burgess,

PROPRIETOR.

JOB PRINTING.
A SPECIALTY

j

the utmost satisfaction to our
customers and to all other people of discernment. Good clean
coal and honest weight. Yes,
the right time to buy is now and
the right place, here, assuredly.

Ntt;iii & Sibin Co.

se

Office

has been carefullv selected—!
with this point in view—to give

SPECIALTY—Diseases of the Eye,
Ear, Throat and Nose.
goods of every deFurniscription.
ture, bedding, carpets, stoves, etc.
Antique furniture
a specialty. If you
have anything to

Office hours every afternoon from
at. my resIH*
Evenings I nhall
Court Street, to answer calls.

un-

CASTO R I A

FREE BOOK

I

BROOKS,

SUESINE SILKS.
HIMALAYA CLOTH,

47 1-2c.
35c.

Belfast, April 1, 1909.—13

a

Blackheads Removed

Pine Tree Suits for

Don't pay 5°e
lOr
A
v/C lOe for z oz.
Hermann? (ireaaclesH
Cream.
Removes Tan, Timpies. Freckles, Rash, ami all
Skin Blemishes. For Chapped,
Cracked and Bleeding Hands it
has no equal.
Send to-day for
* large trial box.
Guaranteed pure.

DKRMALKSB fOSPAWY
117 Wendell St., Providence, R. 1.

Harnesses

TRUCKING

AT BOTTOM PRICES.
I have purchased the harness business formerly conducted by R. J. Ellingwood and may
now be found at my new store on High street.
I will give you the best grade of harnesses.
Goods at rock bottom prices.
Sm20

CHARLES STEVENS Belfast Maine,

FARM FOR SALE
In Northport, Maine, containing 180
acres of mowing land.
This farm is t
for hay, potatoes, corn, and other crcq
are 50 acres of pasture—high land, su,
The remainder is in woodlsheep.
and soft wood, only H miles from a in
saw mill.
This farm is well water
springs that never go dry. There are
trees in good bearing condition. The !
consist of a one-story house, L and w
and barn 70 by 42, in good repair,
well of good water at the house, whi
miles from Belfast, 2i miles from i1
port Campground, on" an R F. D. n
further particulars inquire of Dav i
on the premises, or address
DAVID L. HERR.
tf49
R. F. D. No. 6, Bel;.,

The M. F. Carter house, 39 Cedar
offered for sale. It is fitted for two tei
has slated roof, city water and sewer
tion. Apply to
JOHN A. IV

MAINE.

general line of White Goods.
Boys.
Underwear for the whole family.
Ribbons. Laces. Corsets, and most everything you expect to find in a Dry and
Fancy Goods Store.

Lawns and

telephone call, 356, ring 1 1
telephone call 33. ring 33

House

HOUSE FOR SALE

Marcellus J. Dow,

I am prepared to do all kinds of t’
Furniture and piano moving a specialty
orders at H. E. McDonald’s furniture
Main street, and they will receive pro
tention. Telephone connection.
3m 11

j

jr

H

1\

OFFICE NO. 2. ODD FELLOWS' BLOCK,

because

STATEMENT,

•'

S. W. Johnson, Ml

INSPEC-

1, 1910.

Cash capital,
Total assets,
Reserve re-insurance,
For losses unadjusted,

TRANSIENT

irietof,

TION & INSURANCE COMPANY.

JANUARY

AND

235-2, house, 61-13.

Phone 163-2
BOILER

BOARDING

Is situated on Washington street,
jus;
street.
I have single and double hitcl
boards, etc. Careful drivers if desire
patronage is solicited.
Telephonet

BELFAST, MAINE.
W. M. RANDALL, Proprietor,
S. E. BOWEN, Superintendent.
STEAM

|

STABLE

PINELAND POULTRY FARM,

HARTFORD

BUildill-

PRESTON’S

Price $1.50 for a setting of 13 eggs ;
$4.50 for 50 ; $7.00 per hundred."1

2000 layers.

Opp Memor:

OPEN AT ALL 11MES.

THE

Hogs
hang

Church St.,

up.

FOR FLETCHER’S

of Horses, Cattle, Sheep,
Dogs,
and Poultry, also Stable Chart to
np, mailed free.

I censed under Selden Patent.

PLUMBING A SPECIALTY.

If you want eggs that will produce stock for
exhibition or heavy winter layers, we can sup-

MIXER BLOCK, MAIN STREET.

Care

Portland

KITCHEN FURNISHINGS,
STOVES AND RANGES.

Children Cry

on

was

I CARRY A FULL LINE OF

|

two. One will scoop out the hollows in
the road and deepen them.
When two
are used the one keeps the other up; and
in a month or so the hollows will have
filled and become level and hard like the
balance of the road.

500 Page Book free,

City

jThe Stickney Stove Store !

j

H( W TO USE THE DRAG.

[

and

F. A. NICKERSON & CO., 642

|

First make the drag, and have a fourhorse evener ready for use the first time. |
color, being exceptionally rich in vitalizing hair Wait until your roads are very soft, the j
nourishment
Not a dye, a hair food. Philo wetter and softer the better.
Then atFINE ARTS.
Hay Specialties Co., Newark, N. J„ U. S. A.
tach four horses; straddle the right-hand 1
For sale bv R. H. Moody.
Singleton, Esther.
rut, and begin to drag. Then turn and
come back along the other rut.
The art of the Belgian galleries.
Don’t
703 Si 6-2 |
1909
hurry; drive slowly; the slower the betTHE LAYMEN’S CONFERENCE.
ter. The effect of the first dragging will
Sherrill, Charles Hitchcock.
be to fill up the ruts, and to make a
Stained glass tours in England.
State Divided into Sections for Convenmoderately smooth surface on which it is
748 Sh
1909.
ience of All.
possible to make three tracks—one on
LITERATURE.
With a view of catering to the crn- each side, and one where the old track
Moses, Montrose Jonas. Translator.
used to be. This smooth surface will
venienee
of more Christian men in this shed
The passion play of Oberammerwater partially at least, and will
State, it has been planned by the Lay- give free access to the sun and wind,
832 0
gau. 1909.
men’s Christian federation of Maine, to causing it to dry off quicker than the
DESCUIRTION AND TRAVEL.
divide the annual conference. Therefore rough surface on either side of the
Singleton, Esther.
smoothed space. When it begins tc dry
Russia as seen and described by
meetings are to be held during May in off, take two horses and go over the same
famous writers
T 47 Si
three cities, centrally located in three track again. This will still further
pudTooley, Mrs. Sarah A.
sections of the State. Bangor will en- i dle the clay and carry a little more into
the middle of the road, which every team
Royal palaces and their memotertain the first conference May 13, 14
will both puddle and compact still more.
ries. 1902....T 42 IT 62
and 15.
The second will be in WaterIf you wish to widen the road, wait
Weir, Hugh C.
ville, May 20, 21 and 22. The final con- until another rain, and then when it has
The conquest of the Isthmus; the
ference is booked for Saco, May 27. 28 dried off sufficiently to plow readily, plow
men who are building the Panaand 29.
one furrow along the outer mark of the
ma canal—their daily lives, perils
By this arrangement men from every drag, take the drag and spread this
and adventures. 626.9 W 4 I city and town in Maine
may be able to smoothly over the surface of the road.
attend, at a small cost, one of these con- j In this way the road will be widened by
Wilcox, Mrs. Ella Wheeler.
ferences.
The
attendance
will be made ! the width of the furrow and will gradualof
a
story
Sailing sunny seas;
up of men cf the highest standing in ly become oval; that is, higher in the
travel in Jamaica, Honolulu and
and the speakers will middle, and each time the drag is used 1
the W7est Indies. 1909.T 01 W 63 every community,
be the foremr st workers among men, in will become a little smoother and a little
BIOGRAPHY.
the world today. To be present means harder. If the road is still too narrow,
Rumbold, Sir Horace.
that one will associate with men of the plow another furrow, and so on, until the
Francis Joseph and his times. 1909. B 3 F 85 j highest Christian character and each
may road has been widened as much as you
Williams, Hugh Noel.
join in the discussions of the problems wish.
that the men of today are facing.
DONT S.
me ODjects
oi tne reiteration
and three sisters of Napoleon I.
apply
Don’t drive too fast.
to
work
in
which
men
of
creed
B4B64
every
2 vols. 1909.
Don’t walk; get on the drag and ride.
may have a part. It seeks to unite
Don’t wait for your neighbors to take
FICTION.
Christian men of all the churches on a
hold; they may be waiting for you.
Bacheller, Irving.
state-wide program for men’s work.
Don’t wait for the big grader to come
The roaster. The scenes are New
The churches of Maine lack men, and and
road.
A ll you can do
shape
York, the decks of an old schoonto bring men to do the work of the first will up your
to make the work of the
help
er and a camp in the wilderness.
church is one of the prime objects of the
grader permanent.
The hero is in quest of a fortune
organization. The problems of men and
Don’t be particular about material.
boys are before it, and it tries to formu- With an axe and a two inch auger almost
which awaits him in the hands of
late
be
plans whereby boys may
B 13-7
a missing uncle.
kept in any kind of a log can be made into a
1909..
touch with Christian men and Christian
drag. The one I used for several years
Bacon, Josephine Daskam.
influences. To promote town and city is a box elder.
The biography of a boy. A sequel
federations of Men’s church clubs is
Don’t try to drag with one piece; use
D 26-9
to the “Memoirs of a baby.” 1910.
another
Elwood Worcester and Samuel
McComb. 1909.131 W 89-2

stock

So false, he partly took himself for true;
Whose pious talk when most his heart was dry,
Made wet the crafty crow’s feet round his eye;
Who never naming God except for gain,
So never took that useful name in vain;
Made Him his catspaw and the Cross his tool.
And Christ the bait tto trap his dupe and fool,
Nor deeds of gift, but gifts of grace he forged,
And snake-like slimed his victims ere he gorged;
And oft at Bible meetings, o’er the rest
Arising, did his holy oily best
Dropping the too rough H in Hell and Heaven
To spread the Word by which himself had
thriven.

help the little

Opera House.

inches in diameter. Split it in halves.
Bore three two-inch holes in each half—
one at each end, and one in the middle.
Join the halves, split sides forward, with
Please good strong braces, about three feet

Always 7 outhfu! in Appearance.

PHILOSOPHY.

sharper, this vender of worthless
Williams.)
by which the poor, the widows and
The kingdom of slender swords. A
orphans, are defrauded, could quote Scripstory of Americans in Tokyo.
ture glibly
Shakespeare tells us that
1910
“The Devil can cite Scripture for his Robins, Elizabeth.
The Florentine frame. “The threepurpose”:
This

GIRLS’ HOME, BELFAST.

at the Belfast

Indian

dream,
dream, a trifle Bindloss, Harold.

replies:

on

Library.

thinking, breathing, eating. 1906.
They, thinking that her clear germander eye
Worcester, Elwood.
Droopt m the giant-factoried city-gloom,
The Christian religion as a healing
Came, with a month’s leave given them, to the
sea;
power; a defense and exposition
For which his gains were dock’d, however
of the Emmanuel movement, by
Small

now

mark your.poupons for the Girls’ Home and

New Books,

It tells of

SELDENCAR

8

DREAMS THAT CAME TRUE.

Our attention has been called to Tennyson’s poem “Sea Dreams” as illustrating
certain transactions and incidents of the

THE

•W. W. BLAZC,
126 Waldo Avenue, Beirut

|

bounty

Correspondence.

when I used to look from my window
with wonder and almost awe at the
hedges of brilliant geraniums and long
rows of calls lilies in full bloom.
I can
assure you it looked
nothing short of a
miracle to me that they grew hardily, instead of shriveling up in the chill air.
Ah, well! when the sun shines in California its world is beautiful enough to
compensate for the few disagreeable
days; and when Old Sol takes pity on us
occasionally here in Washington, and
shows his smiling face for a full day, all
nature plumes itself in joy.
In June the weather will have become
settled, and there will be very little if
any rain until fall, but the heavy sea fogs
keep verdure in fairly good condition in
country places where good water systems do not prevail. There is never any
extreme heat during summer.
In fact it
is too cool for thin
clothing and wraps
are always in evidence.
It is a pretty place here at Fort Flag-

Deferred from last week.]
under the same
t*!n village schools
as last term, viz., Miss Ruby
®s.
freedom, teacher in the PriBlanche Sibley in the
em Miss
®*rschool and W. H. Russell in
assisted by Miss Ramu, A, school,
Freedom—Nearly 30,000 brook
,.rnved at this station last week
placed in Pillsbury brook and
stream-Fred Whitten and Donald
wt,nt to Portland this week to atMasonic grand lodge of Maine.
are

.Iructors
^ar

Where the Finest
Flour is Made
’‘The bread'tnakiag qualities of floor
due entirely to the kind of wheat.
Nature gives to wheat, and flour, all the

it:

_

are

mpntviu.e

strength they possess.’*
R. James Abernathey,

athcr has been rainy and grass
Some who are short of
trued their cattle out. Few

00 k

t'n “The American Miller."

TELL FLOUR is
made from the finest specially
selected OHIO Red Winter
Wheat.
President John W. Burk

WILLIAM

farming as the ground is so
getting ready to plant early
Owing to high price of
v, hatching
large flocks of
thinking they pay better than

who personally inspects the wheat
offered for this famous flour, has an
experience of 45 years at the business.
Every shipment of grain must come
up to the long established William
Teil standard in every

grain will be raised this
rger acreage of corn. Farm-

:

respect.

sick of buying western
present high prices—
Ay r Walker, wife of Place
,er!y of this town, who has
g

Ask any expert. He will tell you that
whitest—most delicious bread—the
that melt 11
your mouth—are made from the flour of
this wheat. That’s the
only kind that
g >es into

at

the

lightest biscuits, the kind

time at the home of her

s

E.

Charles

Littlefield,

—

in

William Teil

very low and her death is

The Pacific Coast Climate.

THORND-'kE.
kson

:■

who has been station

.srndike for

g

was

,,

g

number of

a

well fitted for the

the work

on account

Posts.

has

acceptably,

of poor health

An

The

Journal.]

Flagler, Washington, April,
1910.
The spring days are passing with
01
the Thorn- somewhat monotonous
: r the present at
|
regularity at Fort
Mr. Jackson has purchased Flagler.and I fail to find exciting themes
i his farm in East Thorn- worth recording, but as “the weather”
; tends to take possession this
is a never failing topic of conversation to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cates barren minds I bring it forth in time of
who have lived in dearth, thinking some of The Journal
r M ,.-.r Claude,
I or several years, nave re- readers might
be interested to know
Thorndike and will pass the something of what it is like over here on
Mhs with relatives here, the opposite edge of the continent, in far
t.p.
was obliged to give up his Washington.
The natives never cease
v
Waterville on account of fail- extolling it; yes, and some Easterners
-The ladies of the Helping wno nave seiuea nere oi late years are
r.fia-i :
vere pleasantly entertained
quite as foolish, but I meet many others
of Mrs. O. J. Farwell on, who are homesick as little stray dogs,
The longing only to get back to the delights
TV
afternoon, April 27.
.g will be held with Mrs. Otis of old New England.
(I might say inci'Valter Tweedie, son of Jack dently that your correspondent’s name
started Monday morning for should head the list of the latter class.)
ore he will learn to drive
Now about climate! Having lived here
on Puget Sound some seventeen months.
.utomobiles.
t.
I feel quite capable of speaking from exKANKFORT.
perience. We had no cold weather or
an of the Thompson, Starfrozen ground in this locality through
New York city has been in
the winter. While the glistening tops of
st week on business in conthe Olympic and Cascade ranges nearly
the granite for the new encircled our horizon, and we read of
:
biding, New York city, terrible snow-slides in February with
;
g furnished by the Mount most disasterous results, dashing whole
Fort

....

...

it,- Works.-W. S. W'hite
en ters of the Booth Bros,

trains down mountain sides to be buried

under hundreds of feet of snow and ice,
Isle Granite Co. of Rock- we knew nothing more serious along the
u-:ness visitors in town one 1 Sound than heavy frosts and a
couple of
.-Charles Alley has re- inches of hail and sleet, which fell one

t

[

he

has

night but quickly melted and was gone.
i-ast two years, and is buildHardy plants in our garden kept green
L. with no covering and the lawns were
af the residence of H.
a
large boilers have re- fresh as summer. The first of March
i at the Mount Waldo Gran- rose bushes leaved out, jonquils, daffoare being set up for use in dils and all kinds of bulbs began bloomth the large air compressor ing; my primroses were like a mound of
be installed.-Rev. snow, and now, in the first part of April,
v has resigned as pastor of
the garden beds are filled with many
ational church and aecom- bright flowers from perennials that reMrs. Moseley has left for mained in the ground. Houseplants have
re they will be the guests
been set out and the lawns clipped three
y’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. times, while the air is filled with the
Walter Roberts, treasurer notes|of£the meadow larks and robins.
:
rce Co. of New York city,
Our old friends the crows remain with
vvn this week.
us all winter, of course,
and in myriads,
getting their living mostly along the
shores of the Sound with the gulls, wild
Crosby Fowler of Unity ducks and brant, feeding on shell fish
E. Howard’s a part of last and the waste from the Forts, which is
and Mrs. D. K. McFar- dumped into the waters.
Now, loyal Maine-ite that I am, I must
:om are guests of her fathiayhew.-—Mrs. A. D. Baker admit that all this is something of an
on
the Eastern winters,
; arents, Mr. and Mrs. John improvement
but-1 have not mentioned the “fly in
Searsmont, Thursday.
the ointment," and a good-sized one it is,
r of Unity and A. J. Clark
where

Searsport,

i

I
;

■

1

—

—

■

at C. E. Howard’s too, in my estimation.
Incessant rain! Yes, rain, in torrents,
Mr. Clark sold Mr. Howard
trine. Mr. Howard and his deluges, jdrizzles, mists: but rain, always
re two of our most enterand)everlastingly, with dismal skies, and
! ers.
Their
is even more dismal spirits, while I care-

•rt were

specialty

Gushee of Appleton,

S. J.

Sunday.-Raymond
mont was

1

IUiNTVLE.

a

Pink-

recent guest of
Eastman of

n.-David

A. D. Baker’s

-i

l!

Tuesday.-

mg and family moved from
Imore farm into the Alden

■

use

at the

Kingdom

last

fully

night

examine each

of my

feet, knowing

the condition

full well I

must of

surety become “web footed’’ if I relonger in this country. We
also have a great deal of cold beating
wind at times, and I often wonder that
a

main much

the little green things and bright blossoms^ have the heart to hold up their

heads and keep on persevering. I am
was
week and bought a cow of reminded often of days I once spent in
and a yoke of oxen of G. LosfAngeles, (for it is not all sunshine
—J. J. Clement and M. M. there, although I agree with your cor"’n were in Waterville last Monrespondent, Mr. Brown, that that secA. Palmer of Liberty, was a tion of country is the nearest perfection
of his mother, Mrs. C. B. of any spot one can find for a home)
-John Storer of Union

-t

v

F. Spear of Knox was a
"f his daughter, Mrs. E. B.
W. S. Davis and her littre passing this week with
A. F. Raynes in Halldale.
Mary Cram, aged 78, was
the door steps, on ThursE

■■

t

uor

being

blown

laments of

L

f

her

knee were

one

-d.-The friends of Chas.

j

|

against

rly

of this town,
"f his sustaining
•

painparalytic

were
a

home in Belfast, last week,
t
organized a successful farm,:.
I
here in 1872, which was the
a 'A
Union Harvest Grange.f
Mrs. C. M. Plummer of Hallt teswl
Sunday with his sister, Mrs.
L J ;“)uith.-George Plummer of
J,. Mass., arrived Saturday, and
I ^eest of his brother, D. B. PlumA'erley Jaquith and wife and his
rr 'Vent to Belfast last Monday
*
James Clement and Milton
went to Waterville last week
'as

[

|a
■Ji

l^liiiciren
f0R
L

Cry

FLETCHER’S

hSTORIA

when for
never

fogs:

days

saw
so

and

the sun

days at
through

dense that

one

a

time we
the dense

could not see

ten feet ahead of them, and it ran in
streams from the buildings and walks

like rain. The deadly
sea-fogs would pierce

chill of those cold
to

the bone, and

everyone who could not hover over a
warm kitchen fire was shivering in their
rooms, enveloped in all their available
wraps, with gas jets turned on full blast
in an attempt to make rooms habitable;
for although the city is thronged the
year round with tourists, and it is their
money which is building up the place,
no property owner or those conducting

lodgings and flats—and
a

tenement of three

or

day

everyone having
four rooms inva-

lets out one or more —makes any
allowance for the comfort of their guests,

riably

and scarcely a lodging can be found in
the city outside of the hotels with the
convenience of a heating stove, a thing

walk

on

struction; also for the benefit and pleasure

of the

recreation

and a finely prepared foot ball and base
ball diamond and bleachers to accommo-

The
date the enthusiastic "rooters.”
season opened this
month, and teams
from Seattle or the neighboring towns
come to play our post team, which is
showing up finely this year, and hardly
saw

defeat last

season.

The quarters for families are pretty
and convenient, all with metal ceilings,
tinted walls, hardwood floors, and the
nnest

appointed anu must annum y ux
bath rooms and kitchens. All are fitted
for electric lights, but have not been

general

old I
and

in terriI began
taking Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, and
mother wrote and
told yon just how I
were

gans
le shape.

group of

rapidly growing
quite
buildings, including a boarding school for
girls. It seemed so queer to see the

everyone dressed in
their “Sunday bestest.” The ranches
looked prosperous, and the boys explained the absence of gophers by saying that
they were unwilling to promise that they
wouldn’t work on Saturday and so were
banished. Bear creek flows through the
little village, and near the turn of the
road we stopped to take the mail from
church open

j

was comrun down
my internal or-

pletely

settlement, called Mt. Ellis, where they
have

and

began

gain

was. I
to
at once and now
am real well.”

I

—

there is

a

and utilized as yet,

—

along patches

j

our

snow

were

a

Step

Northeast Harbor, Me.

of my family was not well last Spring, being
troubled with biliousness and headache, ana proAfter
cured one bottle of *L. F.’ Medicine.
v
same she was decidedly better.” Parker w. fennelly.
See that “L. F.” in large red letters is on the bottle.
to
35
cts.
for
bottle
Write
liberal
sample
A large
“One

V

THE “L. F." MEDICINE CO.,

PortIand1_Mg.

e

®*On©s

SI

I

Insr^—"
to select

from
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trip, which we were able to
the evening because of a full
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Ward, 37902

The fastest record Stallion ever
foaled in
Maine.
“The best bred son of Bingen.”
He “made good” as a race horse,
He is making good as Sire.

y

Last

fine electric

Only

.
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I
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And Tombs

I

largest stock

return

noticeable under the deep j make in
moon which illuminated even the canyon
walls
in the shadow. At the
canyon
mouth of the canyon the spring flowers ; bottom and the rather uncertain road'
We didn’t get home till morning, but our
were quite gorgeous and we were defirst outing this season certainly was
of
to
familiar
recognize clumps
lighted
most successful.
blue violets, together with what seemed
of

ja

Headstones

STREET f
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I
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from Health to Sickness. By driving all impurities from the
cure the
Bystem, “L. F.*’ Atwood’s Medicine will speedily
most obstinate cold. It is easy to keep in perfect condition—
s Medicine
“L.
F.
Atwood
attack,
from
serious
immune
lfeep
in the house and take a dose at the first sign of failing health.

V,

j

Mrs. W. H. Burgee, 700 Cherry St.,
Jefferson, Iowa.
Another Woman Cured.
Glen wood, Iowa.
About three :
years ago I had falling and other fe- !
male troubles, and I was nothing but
skin and bones. I was so sick I could
not do my own work. Within six
the Bakers’ R. F. D. box. As the road ; months I was made sound and well by
turned it went under a flume which ex- ! Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com.
pound. I v. ill always tell my friends
tends 10 miles up the canyon, and was in ;
that your remedies cured me. and you
evidence for all the rest of our drive.
can publish my letter.”—Mrs. C. W.
Near the mouth of the canyon was a Duxx, Gienwood, Iowa.
If you belong to that countless army
little white schoolhouse not different
of women who suiter from some form
from the typical New England building of female ills,
just try Lydia E. Pinkso familiar to three of us, except for its
ham's Vegetable Compound.
For
thirty years this famous remedy
surroundings. Nearby we noticed a little
has been the standard for all forms of
that
the
was
favorite
wigwam
evidently
female ills, and has cured thousands of
playhouse at recess time, and we stopped women who have been troubled with
long enough to leave some fruit as a little such ailments as displacements, fibroid
ir.
surprise for the small owners. The mouth tumors, ulceration, inflammation,
regularities, backache, etc.
of the canyon is quite impressive, and the
If you want special advice write
rock walls on one side rise to a good
for it to Mrs. Pi nkham, Lynn,Mass.
It
is free and always helpful.
height and are unique in formation. The
road follows the creek bed quite closely,
Not the least of
and the roaring brown torrent indicated handsome large trout.
that not'all the snow was gone up in the their day’s pleasant expediences was
mountains, in spite of the extremely their encounter with a herd of nine deer
warm weather we have had for this time while on their way home.
o
After a late supper we packed up for
of year. This supposition we found to
be correct, for as we drove

H

I

Mo"««nents

gRai\iite II

Jefferson, Iowa.—“When my haby
was j ust two months

where the college is now repairing
the old building for temporary occupancy.
We came to the Seventh Day Adventists’
a

Q

and others

By Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound

although
light plant used at to be a variety of our yellowdog-tooth i
*°r iatisgestlon.
SC
present during night practice with the violets, and some small blue and purple * ^■* F eheves sour stomach,
1
flowers
that
we
did
not
know.
As
we
of
ths
JDicosrs u...™tjoneai
palpitation
heart.
big guns.
And those big guns! I wish I could got farther up the canyon the road beexplain to you something of the system came rougher, and we had to hang on to “THE QUEEN OF THE KENNEBEC."
of a coast artillery defense, but it is too keep our seats. The white sign indiAn Announcement by the Author.
complicated for me. There are ten bat- cating the boundary of the forest reOn account of the large increase in the
teries located here at Flagler, consisting serve shone through the fast-gathering
of thirty guns of different caliber, vary- dusk and warned us of the approach to season’s business, now opening, Frank
ing in size from the rapid fire guns of a hill whose ascent was a matter of W. Gowen, author of the series of arti6 to 8 inch bore to the 12 inch monsters. scramble for horses and passengers. cles entitled “Queen of the Kennebec; or
Most of these batteries present along the Driving up it is out of the question, and the Last of the Wampanoags,’’ which
coast merely a grassy slope to an inqusi- only by dint of frequent rests did we has been running in The Journal for the
tive enemy’s eye, the huge guns being and our patient mountain-trained nags past three months, finds he is unable to
us
panting write the remaining three or four articles
mounted on disappearing carriages, ris- reach the top, all of
Mr. Gowen
breath
after
our strenuous exer- in the series at this time.
and
for
to
the
over
rim,
fire,
ing noiselessly
sends the following letter to The Journal:
drop quickly out of sight, with mechanism cise. Less than a mile farther on the
To the Editor of The Journal: I
lights of the Ranger’s cabin gleamed
so delicately and perfectly adjusted that
much regret to inform you that on
ahead, and we found a warm welcome very
a child can move and swing them about.
account of the large increase in my busiDuring target practice small floating a'waiting us from Mr. and Mrs. Baker. ness this spring I find it impossible to
targets are towed at distances of two and As the boys planned an early start for finish the few remaining articles in my
series entitled. “Queen of the Kennebec;
three miles, to test the expertness of the the next morning, after a little “visitor the Last of
the Wampanoags.’’ 1
gunners, and when night drill is on and ing” we retired, to sleep so soundly after wish to take this opportunity of thanking
the brilliant, blinding rays of the power- our long drive in the fine mountain air the very many citizens of our State who
ful searchlights flash up and down the that we hardly could believe it when have written me kind letters in regard to
the story and urged me to have it pubSound, easily picking up even the min- sounds of activity in the kitchen indi- lished
in book form.
1 would say, howcated
that
fishermen
were
to
the
about
ina
wonderful
utest craft, it is
sight,
ever, that I had no idea when I began
for
We
watchthe day’s sport.
writing the series of having the story
deed, and it would be an impossible feat start off
for any part of a hostile fleet to advance ed them off from the window and then published in book form, but if I conclude
to do so later on I will so state in a letter
put in another good two hours’ sleep. to The Journal. With kindest
through the Sound undiscovered.
regards
In July some hundreds of State Nation- Mrs. Baker and the little girl and “lit- and best wishes for the success of your
for
were
tler”
breakfast
I
remain
Coast
ready
termed
now
boy
just
al Guards,—or what is
paper,
Yours very truly,
Artillery Reserves—are to camp here for when we appeared, and almost as soon
Frank W. Gowen.
the experience in watching the manoeu- as finished we set out with books and
Waterville, Me., May 5, 1910.
for
a
walk
the
Past
cameras
up
canyon.
vres of our Regulars.
In this connection we may say that the
Thirty minutes by boat takes us to a the cabin the road had been so w’ashed
small town to trade—Port Townsend, out that it was hard to tell it from the Telegraph-Herald of Dubuque, Iowa, puband the same length of time in opposite old stream bottom, as in places the creek lished the second article in this series with
the following introduction:
directions to Forts Casey and Worden,
We found a tempting spot
The following story is one of a series
while it is about a four hours’ run to the of the road.
purporting to deal with minor historical
near the creek, where we read between
Our
of
Seattle.
government
thriving city
events of the United States, by Frank
boat makes a run there three days each intervals of looking up at the surround- W. Gowen of Waterville, Me. This one
hills
and
to
realize
that
the
trying
is a description of the last of the Wamweek, so it is an easy matter to see all of ing
rocky, wooded slopes so high above us panoags, a son of the great chief Massathat city one wishes.
soit, serving in slavery under a cruel
a part of the backbone of the conI should no doubt be content amid were
master and of his liberation by another
these interesting surroundings, but the tinent.
planter, struck with the pitiable plight
It was almost dinner time when we got of a descendant of chiefs. The story is
call of home is daily growing louder and
taken from the Belfast, Maine, Journal.
1 am beginning to feel that I have had back to the cozy little log cabin where
We publish No. 2 of the series in this
Bakers
are
out
their
the
in
the
and
of
travel
living
theory issue of the Telegraph-Herald. It brings
sight-seeing
enough
eight years since I left New England to that happiness is a matter of tempera- the famous Aaron Burr into the lime
follow the fortunes of my military hus- ment rather than of environment. Last light. We are informed Mr. Gowen’s
series will be published in book form and
band. I have never forgotten my alle- spring they were virtual prisoners for it will no doubt meet with a ready sale.
giance to Waldo county, my native place two months on account of the floods, but
and early home, or the desire to keep in this year conditions have been exception“My child was burned terribly about the
touch with everything there through the ally good. For weeks at a time in the face, neck and chest. 1 applied Dr. Thomas'
Eclectric
Oil. The pain ceased and the child
medium of correspondence with the winter, too, they do not see another soul. sank into a restful sleep."-—Mrs. Nancy M.
Baker
told
us
that
after
our
In
fact,Mrs.
Hanson, Hamburg, N. Y.
many dear old friends and the eager
visit one December evening
sleighride
welcome
our
most
of
weekly
perusal
New England's Telephone Progress.
visitor, The Republican Journal, which the first person she saw pass the house
when
a
man
went
was
in
on
March,
by
has never failed to find us in whatever
According to the annual report of the
horseback. Bear is one of the least visit- New England Telephone and Telegraph
part of trie globe we were stationed.
there are 337,021 telephones
I expect to spend the month of July ed of the canyons near, though it is both Company to
the system of this company
connected
in Yellowstone Park on my way east, beautiful and typical. The Bakers are and its sub-licensees, and in this company
and may be able to send our paper some- great readers, and the magazines we took alone the daily average of local and toll
calls is about 1,200,000.
thing worth reading from that interest- up to add to their supply were welcomed
These figures represent a business that
In pleasant weather they often
with
joy.
A
Faithful
Easterner,
ing place.
covers the four northern New England
to
down
a
drive
church,
thereby
setting
Vesta Davis Higgins.
States and gives employment to about
silent example to many we often think. 8,400 persons. The report says it is exThe afternoon passed pleasantly with pected that at least 30,000 stations will
ITCHING ECZEMAWASHED AW AY a walk with Mrs. B. and the children be added during the year 1010.
As showing how strongly the New
Is it worth 25 cents to you to stop that awful, down the canyon, where we got some
Company is iP New England
England
25
cents
agonizing itch? Surely you will spend
pictures, or hope we did, at least. At institution, General Sherwin notes that
more than 93
on your druggist’s recommendation, to cool and
half-past eight the weary but successful of the 4,020 stockholders,
cent are residents of the four States,
heal and soothe that terrible itching eruption?
fishermen dropped their creels off at the
D.
Laborawith
the
D.
D.
fer
n addition, the sub-license companies,
By arrangement
tories of Chicago we are able to make a special back door and came in to relate the day’s having arrangements with the New Engoffer of a 25-cent bottle of their oil of winter- adventures.
a
two
had
had
and
a
land Company for‘toll connections and
They
green compound, known as D. D. D. Prescriphalf mile ride each way and had crossed thus being in fact a part of the New
tion. Call, or write, or telephone to Wm. O.
system, have about the same
Poor & Son, Belfast, Maine.
the divide on the way to Mystic Lake, England
number of local stockholders.
We absolutely know that the itch is stopped
where they found splendid sport, and the
The financial showing for the year was
AT ONCE by D. D. D. Prescription, and the
three had landed between them over 80 quite satisfactory. The gross revenue
1 cures all seem to be permanent.
was $12,086,782.86 and the net revenue
$3,183,949.47. For the year 1910 the sum
of $7,570,000 is estimated as the appropriation for extensions and for maintencompleted

as

“get all of your money possible, and
give asjlittle as possible in return.” I
have known jt to rain there twenty-one
days on a stretch, and cold shivering
days they were, too, as I can attest, and
this was in the spring-time of the year—

artillerymen during

hours. There are reading rooms, gymnasium, bowling alley, post exchange,

assortment of

Q

■ LincoInviMe
Norridgewock

Ellis,

the beach every

These forts are all laid out nicely; have
fine modern buildings and all conveniences for military movements and in-

cm.rald Black

merchandise.
It was so very warm when we started
that it was hard to realize that we would
need the heavy clothing we had along.
For some miles our road lay through the
valley, past the road leading to Old Fort
an

and

necessary there as in a colder
It is a case with them of
climate.

fully

can

MADE
I
I Westerly
WELL,
MoukHlll
STRONG JV

travelling bags, Claude’s saddle, fishing
a lively quart
gear of all kinds, including
of worms, the boys’ mountain boots and

gather sea-agates. There are
all kinds of crafts constantly passing;
fine large steamers, an occasional army
I
which
j transport, huge sailing vessels,
look so pretty under full canvas when
there is a stiff breeze, though more often
they are towed rapidly through the
Sound by tugs; cruisers and gunboats of
different nations; torpedo boats, mineplanters, revenue cutters, and many
other strange as well as familiar looking

Spring on
The Military
Easterner’s Longing for Home.

[Correspondence of

succeeded by Elmer Drake
Mr. and Mrs. Drake are

where one

Canyon.

In Montana.
A Successful Fishing Trip
26.
Well, we
Bozeman, Mont., April
Satura
starting
trip,
had
quite
certainly
day night about 5 in an open two-seated
mountain wagon with two good horses.
We had our lunch, or rather supper, small

ler, everyone thinks, even though a bit
isolated—sloping down to the Sound

crafts, beside our government boats that
between the three forts in this localithe ply
ty and the two near Seattle.

All is not Sunshine There.
Shores of Puget Sound.

Bear Creek
<

Ll
2

H

2

season he stood in Indiana and the
breeders who
availed themselves of his services wish him
returned there and arrangements are
practically
completed for him to again be in Indiana the full
season of 1911.
If you wish a colt by him "do
it now,” next year will be too late.
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JOHN WARD will remain in Belfast the
balance of the season of 1910.
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For catalogue showing extended
pedigrees ot John
Ward, Stiletto C., Fdgemark, Billy Herr and the draft
stallion Robert Bingham, address
M- A. NEVINSor
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AN EFFECTIVE
HAVE
TREATMENT
YOU
FGRSCIATICA
TRIED
A New York State Man Tells
How He Cured Himself
Home of This Painful
Disease.

at

The

reason that sciatica so often reafter the ordinary treatment is not
because it is incurable hut because these
treatments fail to remove its cause.
Sciatica is a form of neuralgia and lias
been correctly called the cry of the starved nerves for better blood.
Its most
In every case
common cause is debility.
of sciatica it will be found that the general health is run down and that consequently the nerves are not receiving
sufficient nourishment.
Dr. Williams’ I’ink Pills afford the
most effective treatment for sciatica and
neuralgia. They build up the general
health and fully nourish the underfed
nerves in the only possible way by building up and purifying the blood.
Mr. John S. Wells, whose address is
Box 82, North Syracuse, N. Y., recommends Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for sciatica.
“I suffered for six months from sciatica and failed to get relief from the
doctor’s medicines. My limbs pained me
dreadfully and my kidneys were afI had palpitation of the heart
fected.
and there was always a great deal of
over it.
I had no appetite, my
ver was out of order and my head
ached a great deal. I was in bed a good
of the time, but was so nervous that
had to get up and move about. I went
all to pieces physically and was nothing
but skin and bones.
“After the doctors gave me no relief,
my wife sent for Dr. Williams’ Piuh
Pills. Before I had taken three boxes 01
them I felt so much better that 1 con1 gained in
tinued until I was cured.
weight ami never felt better in my
life.”
Neuralgia is an unfailing warning that
the nervous system is feeble because
there is a lack of pure red Wood and,
therefore, a lack ot nourishment to the
This dependence of the nerves
nerves.
upon the blood for their nourishment
and health is fully described in our
booklet, “Diseases of the Nervous System,” which is free upon request. *
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills are sold by all
druggists, or will lie sent, postpaid, on
receipt of price, 50 cents per box; six
boxes for $2.50, by the Dr. Williams
curs

CARRIED

Jackson &

Medicine Company, Schenectady, N. Y.

GirlsWanted
APPLY

TO

THE

Thompson Manufacturing Company
CHURCH STREET, BELFAST.

FOR RENT

Indigestion, sour stomach, constipation—then
headache, backache and a general miserable
The store, 66 High Street, next Memorial
feeling. Do you know that the pleasant herb
tea, Lane’s Family Medicine (Lane's Tea) building. Apply to the
moves the bowels each day and will remove all
WALDO TRUST COMPANY,
these troubles almost immediately? If you do
not know it, get a package today at any drug9tf
Belfast, Maine.
gist's or dealer’s (25c).
I

Hall,

A. A. Howes &
Horace

Co.,

Chenery.

^(!*BryMash
©\
*MAXZS,s>

Eain

rirt

IN STOCK BY

LAY OIL
BUST-

^

Your hens can’t loaf if you feed them on
THE PARK & POLLARD Feeds. You
can raise every healthy chicken you
put
into a “Lullaby” Brooder, and they only
cost $1.50 each; do better than the kinds
costing ten times as much. Ask for a
copy of THE PARK & POLLARD Poultry Almanac. Costs you nothing; worth
one dollar or more.
4wl6

MESSRS. JACKSON & HALL,
BELFAST, MAINE.

MR. T. I. HUXfORD,
BROOKS, MAINE.

The Sew I p-to-Daie
STUDIO
Was opened for Business March 15th. All kinds
of photographic work done at reasonable prices.
The first 6 weeks will be special bargain
weeks.
An elegant finished picture, well mounted(
$1.25 per dozen; also some for $1.00.
One dozen fine cabinets, $1.00; 16x20 crayon
and frame, all for $5.00.

Family

groups

a

specialty.

Photos finished in Sepia and Platinum.

DE

LEMOS,

Phoenix Row, in rear of the Court House,

Belfast, Maine.

for themaolvM, and if you can find another
WALDO COUNTY TEACHERS
place like it in Waldo county I will treat.
I do not wish any paper controversy, nor will
To Hold Their Convention in Brooks
1 reply to any of the tirades that may appear in
May 19th.
reply to this, but I wish the people to know
Following is the program for the conjust a little of the other side and to know just vention
of the Waldo County Teachers’
how sincere the mayor is in his sympathy. If
held in Union
he feels so very bad, and wants to help me, he Association, which will be
might pay me back the twenty dollars that hall, Brooks, Thursday, May 19th:
went out of my family to buy Nutriola stock.
"ouning SESSION 9.30 A. u/
Music, America.
Respectfully,
Prayer,
Rev. David Brackett, Brooks
Prescott D. H. Carter.
Music,
Male Quartet, Brooks
Address of Welcome,
The Churches.
Supt. T. A. Elliott, Brooks
Supt. R. W. Martin, Winterport
The Rev. David L. Wilson will preach at Busf°n*e’
Class in Third Grade Reading,
Poop Mills next Sunday afternoon at 2.30.
Ada C. Boody, Jackson
Edwina P. Quincy, Islesboro
The Spiritualist Society will hold services at
Modern Systems of Reading.
2 o’clock next Sunday afternoon in Knowlton'a
Miss Mary Bills, Castine Normal School
hall on High street.
Question Box,
State Supt. Payson Smith
Miss Gladys M. Pitcher, Belfast
First Parish (Unitarian) church.
Service
Address, The School,
next Sunday at 10.45 a. m., with sermon by the
* nn* A.
F. Richardson, Castine Normal School
Noon Intermission.
pastor. Sunday school at noon.

look

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL
BELFAST, THURSDAY, MAY 12, 1910.
PUBLISHED

EVERY

THURSDAY BY

The Republican Journal Publishing Co.
CHARLES A. PILSBURY, D Editor ®nd
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■

Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a
year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three
months.
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Some call the explosion last week a
"brain storm” and wonder if it was
caused by the comet; but we should give
it a different name, finding no evidence
of the existence of material for such a
storm, and regarding it rather as the
outpourings of a guilty conscience.

Rev. G. G. Winslow will conduct services at
the chapel, East Northport next Sunday at 10.*
45 a. m. Sunday school at 11.30 a. m.

We have rtceived the second numbei
of a new

weekly,

The Boston

Common,

The Christian Scientists hold services in
their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning
at 11 o’clock and Wednesday evening at 7.30
o’clock, to which all are cordially welcome.

which is a compendium of public events
in all departments of human activity, and

sensible,

not

sensational, in

its treatment

of the topics of the day. May it live long

The services at the Universalist church next
Sunday will be as follows: preaching service at
10.45 a. m., with sermon by the pastor, Rev. A.
A A. Smith Sunday school at 12 o’clock.

and prosper.
The Portland Press reminds us that it

individual but

is “not
newspaper;”
hence, while commending Congressman
Burleigh’s suggestion that the Senatorial
succession should be held in abeyance
and all energies devoted to ensuring an
an

a

Republican majority

old-time

in

Rev. M. S. Hill, pastor of the M. E. church of
this city, will deliver the
Memorial^day address
in Hampden. He was formerly pastor of the
Methodist church at Hampden Highlands.

Arrangements

the annual
sessions of the Maine diocese of the Protestant Episcopal church to be held in Portland,
May 18th and 19th. The Woman’s auxiliary
will hold its annual session May 17th on Tues-

London, May
King Edward VII.
died at 11.45 o’clock last night.
The
cause of death is given as pneumonia

the

7.

State, the Tress continues to boom a candidate for the United States Senate. The
logic of this will not be apparent to the
average reader.

following

bronchitis.

are

being made

for

In this country kings and queens are
day.
| judged upon their merits, regardless of
The services at the North church will be as
or
and
their
the
kingly
queenly prerogatives,
Mr. Carter’s letter concerning
follows: Junior C. E. meeting Thursday, at 3.30
state- Queen Victoria was universally recogp. m.; prayer meeting Thursday, at 7.30 p. m.;
“spite ditch” is a straightforward
nized not only as a wise ruler but as a
ment of facts, from which it appears
morning worship Sunday, at 10.45 a. m., subnoble
her
death
in
woman.
When
on
ject, The World’s Peace. Sunday school at 12
that a citizen of different political belief
1901 she was succeeded by the late King m.; C. E. prayer meeting at 6.30 p. m.;
evening
cannot expect justice or a fai; hearing
Edward he was overshadowed by the worship, at 7.30 p. m.
from the present administration, and
and successful reign of his mother
The services for the week at the Baptist
that it is not even safe to live next door long
and was subjected to much adverse and Church will be as follows: this, Thursday evento a man with whom the mayor is at encriticism. But during the nine ing, the prayer meeting; Sunday at 10.45,
mity. It is another illustration of the unjust
of
his reign he not only won the morning worship with sermon by the pastor,
years
has
our
which
to
city
deplorable condition
school at noon; C. E. prayer meeting at
love
of
his
people and demonstrated his Sunday
been brought under one-man rule—a man
service at 7.30. You are invited
6.45;
evening
fitness for the position to which he was
whose hand and voice and pen are against
vto worship with us.
but
as
well
the
and
won
esteem
called,
him homage
every one who does not pay
The services in West Northport will be conconfidence of the world at large. He is
or tribute.
ducted by the pastor as follows: Sunday school
succeeded on the throne
his'second
With this issue the writer completes
thirty-one years of continuous service on
Journal, and for four
The

by
George V.
the “sailor prince,”

son, who will

known

as

reign

as

is vice

WIV

-V W..

■justifiable pride,

admiral

and

a

regard

loyal constituency

of which any newspaper, wherever published, should feel proud.

subjects.

--

|

THAT “SPITE DITCH.’’

|

To the Editor of the Journal:
I am informed that the mayor is blowing forth quite
| a lot of sympathy for me in regard to my financial loss over the ditch. Evidently the mayor
is worrying, and to ease his mind I will say we
have paid our bill and have a receipt in full
lity ever giver, a mayor in that city. The and that he will not find any order drawn on
loea! elections in the middle west are all the city treasury for the amount either. When
going the same way, and indicate that I say “we” I mean Mr. Shuman and myself, for
that section will be solidly Republican he has been with me in this fight all the way
President Taft was jumped on | through and has paid his part; and for the benthis fall.
efit of those who would wish it I will say that
by the yellow journals and the muckmy place is not mortgaged and I do not think
he
had
his
adbefore
raking magazines
it will be.
ministration in working order and the
Messrs. Dunton & Morse are not grafters,
people are beginning to recognize the in- but are gentlemen and have treated us as such
justice of the attacks upon him. His They did not advise us to go to law, but advisWays are not the ways of his predeces- ed us from the first to appeal to the city govsor; but, like Roosevelt, the has the wel- ernment believing, as they
said, that we

:

fare of the whole

people

at heart,

and

The first of the three laymen’s confer>■> to be held in Maine this season will

held this week in Bangor, beginning
on: rrow. May 13th, and continuing Frik.y and Saturday. The second will be in

22nd,
ville, May 20th,
the third in Saco, May 27th, 28th and
29th. Further particulars are given on
the 2nd page.
Thinking men realize
that the organized Christianity of today
is facing a crisis, and the Laymen’s
21st and

War-

Mom meat is
it.

meeting

their first

Through

and

step towards

these

gatherings,

Some

high

laboring men were discussing the
living and one of them was

cost of

heard

to

remark:

would get justice there.
We did as we were
advised, appearing before the aldermen at a
special meeting sometime in August and made
The mayor requested that w^e
complaint.
appear at the next regular meeting wdth witnesses, and he would have his and then we
could have it all threshed out, as he expressed
it. We appeared at the next regular meeting
as requested and after the regular business
had been transacted they met in joint convention. On.entering the room, besides witnesses
there were some twelve or fifteen of the mayor’s followers present, and among them one of
my relatives (by marriage),who had either been
invited in to have a good time or were so
curious to know the result of the meeting that
they could not wrait for a report. The thresh-

remedy for Blood Humors is the fact that it combines, not simp! ,sarsaparilla, but the utmost remedial values of more than twenty ingredients,—Roots, Barks and Herbs,—know n to have extraordinary elhcacy in purifying the blood and building up the whole system.
There is no real substitute for Hood’s Sarsaparilla, no “just as good
medicine. Get Hood's today, in liquid form or tablets called Sarsatabs.
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Stoves, Ranges-Furnaces

I

PLUMBING SUPPLIES,
Galvanized

Gutters, Conductors,

Iron and Tin

W. A.
JOURNAL BUILDING,

«7« «?« »7« »7« ►*« sT« »?<

!<

HALL,

»7« «?<

MAINE

i

BROTHERS,

BELFAST,
see

specimens of

our

work.

1
1

»7« »7« »7i »7y j*. »*,

Jt

Granite and Marble Works
Call and

1

RIGHT-— j

BELFAST,

HUTCHINS

Sheet

Rooffing.

-MY PRICES ARE

MAINE

All orders promptly attended to.

S

I

Hill’s Schoolhouse at 7 p.

Stops Falling Hair
Destroys Dandruff

m.

ladies of the Unitarian Alliance of Cas-

Wednesday evening, May 4th,

at the

SPENCER-EATON COMPANY

AVER

1

*
———

-1

(

An Flegant Dressing
Makes Hair Grow

Sulphur. Glycerin. Quinin. Sod'um Chlorid.
Capsicum. Sage. Alcohol. Water. Perfume.

)

Street

UNDERTAKERS,

(«£-"•

Licensed Embalmers. State License No. 226
A full line of Caskets, Robes and Furnishing Goods always in stock. Our
services are at your command. Satisfaction guaranteed. Phone connection.

;

A hair preparation made from this formula is harmless, yet possesses positive m^rit. A
a hair tonic, a hair dressing. Consult your doctor about these hair
problems.

hair food,

I

_J. C. Ateh Company, Lowe'li, Mass.
———iMWESBiM^MMawgMraBCHBaB—aawgBgagaK1
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W. C. T. U. NOTES.
The annual county convention of the Woman’s Christian Temperance Union will be held
in the Grange hall in Jackson June 16th. The
local U and Y are making some excellent plans
for the comfort of the delegates. Mrs. Effie
Lambert of New York, National Organizer,
will be the speaker, and her address will be
most interesting and helpful.
Report blanks

UQU|DENE
PRESERVATIVE
FOR OIL CLOTH

been sent out by the Co. Sec. and superintendents, which should be carefully filled
On
out, and returned by June 10th, at latest.
these are based the reports given at the State
convention in September, which is to be held
in Portland this year.
have

Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens, Vice President of the
World’s W. C. T. U., and Miss Anna A. Gordon,
World’s Supt. of Loyal Temperance Legions, j
were elected for the ensuing year: Mrs. Robert
1
Douthit, president; Miss Mary Bills, vice presi- i will sail May 14th for Glasgow, where the trifrom
World’s
convention
will
be
ennial
held,
Mrs.
H.
E.
Mrs.
C.
dent;
Carpenter, treasurer:
Fred Jones, secretary.
After the business June 4th to 11th. Maine is entitled to eight
meeting delightful selections were rendered delegates to this convention besides the ex-of- 1j
Several personally conducted
ficio delegates.
on string instruments, and delicious refreshtrips for sightseeing, both on the “right little, J
ments were served by the hostess.
tight little island,” and on the continent, have ;
No more interesting program has ever been
been planned to take place at the close of the |
offered the members of the organization in the
convention. Mrs. Stevens herself will make a
State than will be afforded them at the Maine
“quick trip,” returning in about a month.
State Christian Endeavor convention. The
sessions will be held in the Pine street ConGift Day for the W. C. T. U. in Lincoln,
gregational church in Lewiston, May 31st, to
Neb., resulted in $700 in cash and seventy
Prominent workers will be present
June 2nd.
hundred in agitation. The whiskey men were
from all over the world and addresses will be
mad and patrolled the streets trying to intimiChristian
on
Endeavor
work
not
given
only
date the women, but their work only increased
but also on ail the subjects allied to it. The
the admiration of the better classes for the
Rev. Francis E. Clark, 1). D., organizer of the
W. C. T*. U. and woke up many to the real
great society will be in attendance to address situation.
The badges were worn by men,
the delegates.
women and children, and are still seen on the
At the annual meeting of the, Maine Congre- streets. It was worth all the work in
creating
gational missionary society in Waterville, May the enthusiasm and sentiment, and the money
4th, it was voted to merge with the Congrega- goes a long way to keep up the expenses of
tional general conference of Maine and the the campaign for a county local option
law,
former, 102 years old, passed out of existence which is on. One check for $10 and a $5 bill
The name of were received, but most of the
as an independent organization.
gifts were
the new organization will be the Maine Con- dimes. In Beresford, S. D., one member of
gregational conference and missionary society. over 80 years secured $11.80 (the oldest colA. W. Butler was elected moderator of the lector in Belfast was the one who secured the
new society.
At the afternoon session addresmost) and in all $81.30 were raised by this
ses were made by Rev. William F. Slade, Rev.
Union. A Pennsylvania town reports $115.80,
William H. Tuthill. Rev. William F. Berrv. and “we
might easily have had $500 if more
Prof. Robert J. Sprague and William DeWitt
had worked.” A Union in Ohio says, “we feel
Hyde, president of Bowdoin college. In the
evening a devotional service was led by Rev. it worth the effort and hope to install a founCharles H. McElheny of Searsport, after tain with our share of the Gift Day proceeds.”
which Prof. A. W. Anthony of Bates college
Any Union having tags left can continue to
gave an address on “The Civic Side of Politics,” and Rev. Charles S. MacFarland of canvass for members and to raise money, reSouth Norwalk, Conn., talked on “The Church porting before June 1st. And any Union which
and Ministry in Relation to Social and Indus- has not
observed the day should speedily set
trial Problems.” The closing sessions were
held Thursday, beginning with a devotional about it. It can be done, somehow. All reservice led by Rev. William J. McNeill of sults to be reported by June 1st.
E. f. m.
Winslow. The following officers were chosen:
A. W. Butler, Rockland, moderator, Rev. Chas.
“Maine as Good as Any of Them.”
Harbutt, Portland, superintendent of State
work, J. G. Blake, Bangor, treas., Rev. E. M.
To
the Editor of The Journal:
Please
Rev.
S.
Old
Henry
town, registrar,
Cousens,
Noyes, Island Falls, rec. sec. Rev. Richard H. change my paper back to Morrill. It has been
Clapp of Farmington gave an address on “The going to San Francisco, where I spent the
Challenge of the Church Today.” “The Gos- winter with
my son. I enjoyed myself very
pel and the New Reformation” was the topic
of Rev. Langdon Quimby, Gardiner. T'ne an- much in San Francisco; it is a fine hustling
nual meeting of the Woman’s home missionary
city. I spent two weeks in Los Angeles and
society was held in the afternoon with Mrs. J. Pasadena on
my way home. It is nice and
After the ofR. Libby of Portland presiding.
ficers’ reports addresses were given by Rev. beautiful there. I also stopped a week in
C. W. Collier of Bangor, Mrs. F. L. Ellis, gen- Washington, D. C., visited the Senate and 1
eral missionary of the Maine missionary socieHouse when they were in session, went to Mt.
ty, and Rev. George H. Gutterson, district
secretary of the American missionary society. Vernon, up the Washington monument, through !

j

mayor then called on
others; but there was one he did not call on
who offered a few remarks, but as soon as the
mayor found he did not talk right he was
promptly told to sit down, and he did. Th g
man lost his job right after election, and in my
opinion he was the best official the city ever
had in its employ.

o say tnat tms meeting was
■‘Say, do you know what I was doing |
disgusting
when Cleveland was President? I was a ! would not half express it. There was tittering
sandwich man tramping the streets car- and
laughing all around the room, which seemrying advertising signs, and d--d glad ed quite satisfactory to the mayor. No action
Prices were low
to get the job at that.
taken in joint convention, the aldermen
enough, but the devil of it was to earn j was
enough to keep me and the old lady alive. retiring to their own room.
Mr. Morse then came to the rescue and
Now I’m getting $4 a day, and we don’t
have to go ragged amfhungry. Maybe moved that the matter be left with the alderif
I
hadn’t
seen
the
I'd be kicking more
; men; they to view the place and report at the
other side of it.”
next regular meeting, and it was so voted.
When Cleveland was President: (1885-9)
They did view the place, or at least some of
Belfast had a soup kitchen, and laboring them did, and the mayor was one of them. He
men were glad to get anything to do at drove up in front of my house and looking u p
any price. Now, and for some time past, and down the ditch asked if it was all done. I
it i- difficult to get anybody to do any- told him it was. I then asked him how he
liked it. He said, “to be frank with you, I do
thing at any price. That is the difference
not like it and would not like it in front of a
in conditions under Democratic and Re! place of mine." But in his paper a little later
publican administrations.
he said that there are miles of ditches worse
If Elmer Baker had not fallen off the than this one. He says I am young and inexroof of the Burgess store on Main street, perienced, but I think I am old enough to know
when I am treated right. I have met with a
February 21st, there would have been no
fewr experiences in my life, but nothing that
murder in Belfast that night, the county
has ever come up with the treatment ye got
would have been saved the expense of a
at that meeting, and you may rest assured that
trial costing $1,000 or more, and the many ! it will not be
forgotten very soon.
who frequented the court room during
Of all those present at the meeting I do not
the trial would perhaps have found the recall that I ever mis-used or did one of them
time hang heavy on their„hands. Ira T. any harm, and I never will; yet they seemed to
Grady was going down Main street to think, it a great joke that such a dirty job was
of my place, and that I am
take the 3.20 p. m. train for Unity and done in fjont
to put up with it. It is pretty hard to
was directly opposite when Baker ac- obliged
work as hard as my wife and I have to get the
gompanied an avalanche of snow and ice little
property we have and then have it nearly
Z.rom the roof to the ground.
Grady ruined because one man has a grudge against
naturally stopped a few minutes to as- a neighbor and you happen to be in the way.
certain the result of the accident and If I did not own the place I certainly would not
thereby missed his train. The- subse- buy one there under the circumstances.
At the next regular meeting an order was
quent events have been told in the reports of the supreme court proceedings. passed to cover this ditch, and it would have
The result of the trial disproves the been done had it not been for the mayor, and
than it has cost to fight
charge that murder was committed. at a much less expense
it in court, tf the mayor thinks he is going to
Grady was acquitted, and Bennett, in- unite
Belfast in this manner, and that neighdicted with him for the murder of Mrs.
bors are standing shoulder to shoulder, he had
There
is
held
for
Thomas,
manslaughter.
better come up in ward three and bring his
is one fact so clearly established that it
much progress he
cannot be controverted by expert testi- tape line and see just how
made along that line. If anyone thinks we
mony or the most eloquent pleas—the has
had no cause to complain let them come up and
woman is dead.

1
1

residence of Mrs. Arthur Conner. It was the
last meeting of the season and was devoted
entirely to business. The following officers

like to be

the facts.

9

as a

K£

Wednesday’s, preaching

The title of prothonotary apostolic has been
bestowed by Pope Pius X upon Rt. Rev. Mgr.
M. C.
pastor of St. Patrick’s
church of Portland, at the request of Bishop
Louis Walsh of Portland. This gives Mgr.
McDonough the highest grade in the ranks of
the monsignors in the papal household. The
honor was n^ver before conferred upon any
one in this State.
Rev. Mgr. T. X. Trudel,
pastor of St. Joseph’s church in Old Town, also
received the title of right reverend monsignor
and becomes a domestic prelate.
The

out began by the mayor calling on me. I i
where Christian men meet and take ing
stated the case as in the previous meeting and
council together, the church will again
asked the board to use me just a$ they would
come into its own. Believers in doctrines
used. The

of "peace on. earth, good will towards
■men,” will be brought face to face with

9

Sarsaparilla I

Hood’s

$

Thursday evening, May 5th, many called at
the Methodist parsonage in Winterport, the
occasion being the birthday of Rev. Arthur J.
Lockhart. Many remembrances were received
by him, and by all who called a very pleasant
evening was passed. These special callers were
wholly unexpected, a few ladies of the church
having prepared for them, by whom refreshments of punch and cake were served.

tine met

1

will make good his pledges.

Sunday.

McDonough,

Herbert Pellter, Republican,was elected mayor of St. Paul. May 3d, over Henof
ry G. Hoas, Democrat, by a plurality
4,918 in a vote of 29,290, the largest plura-

II

It Is Important that you should now rid
your
blood of those impure, poisonous, effete matters
that have accumulated In it during the winter.
The secret of the unequaled N
and really wonderful success of

the

p. m. every
services at

--

Humors!

Blood

preaching service

of the British navy, and has
toured the world with a squadron of
warships, he is hampered, as was his
father by the great, long reign of Queen
Victoria, having been overshadowed since
lliai
•£tl 1U
his birth by the personality of his father;
grown from columns to whole pages. but, like him, it is^believed he will demon'The .Journal has a corps of correspond- strate his ability and win the confidence
ents and contributors in which it feels a and
of his

Republican
preceding years was an occasional conA comparison of the paper of
tributor
today with the earlier numbers will show
that it has been considerably enlarged

Rev. A. J. Lockhart was very pleasantly aurprised last Thursday evening by a large number of unexpected callers.
The occasion was
the celebration of hia birthday.
Many little
remembrances were received by him and
among them a nest of pretty little boxes, the
last one containing a five dollar gold piece, and
an envelope with three dollars..
Cake and
punch were served by a few of the ladies and
a very pleasant social time was
enjoyed.
Miss Ida May Bowden of this place was married at Vinalhaven April 30th to Mr. Ralph
Warren of Vinalhaven.
It was a very pretty
church wedding. The bride was very becomingly gowned and was attended by Miss Lottie
Thompson. Mr. Henry Walls was best man.

Miss Bowden was one of our most excellent
young ladies and has many friends here who
wish her great happiness and prosperity.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Tolman, who have been
living in town for the past year, have returned to their home in Newburg, much to the regret of their Winterport friends.News of
afternoon session, 1.30 P. M.
the death of Arthur T. Snow at his home in JaMrs. Emma B. Pitcher, Belfast maica Plains was received
here last week. He
Address, Fitness for Teaching,
Miss Lillian I. Lincoln, Farmington Normal was a former resident of this town and was
School.
the son of the late John M. Snow.Miss
Music,
Male Quartet, Brooks Clara Atwood returned last
Friday from a
Address, An Efficient School,
three weeks’ visit in New York and New
Payson Smith, State Supt. of Schools
Haven.Mrs F. N. Eaton has gone to BosPaper, Busy Work in the Grades,
Miss Edwina P. Quincy, Islesboro I ton for a short visit.Mrs. John I. FrederSolo*
Miss Gladys M. Pitcher, Belfast ick
has been very ill but is improving.Mr.
Address, Reading in the Schools,
Supt. G. A. Stuart, Rockland John Mortimer and family will occupy the
Meeting of Waldo County Improvement League Morrell house, recently vacated by Mr. Tol*
at the close of the afternoon session.
Teachers having leagues are expected to report man.Charles Keezer and family have moved into town from South Brewer.The Senat this
meeting.
iors of the W. H. S. presented their drama
evening session, 7 P. M.
“The Country Schoolma’am,’’ at Hampden FriMusic,
Brooks
Orchestra,
day evening.A game of base bail was play; Business.
ed Saturday afternoon between the WinterAddress, Birds and Their Relation to Agriculture,
The home
|
port High and the Monroe High.
Supt. Alonzo J. Knowlton, Belfast team won, 13 to 7.Two new automobiles
Music.
were brought to town last week; one for Mr.
Address, The Use of the Margin,
Principal W. G. Mallett, Farmington C. A. McKenney and one fo»Mr. R. D. Martin
Dr. J. H. Webber has sold his place, house,
The officers of the Waldo County Teachoffice and everything, to Dr. Mansfield of Baners’ Association are as follows: President,
He has not yet decided definitely where
gor.
AlcSizo J. Knowlton, Belfast; vice presi- he will
go, but will probably not leave here
dent, Dr. N. R. Cook, Brooks; secretary, before July.The annual meeting of the
C. Lillian Spinney, Belfast; treasurer,
Oak Hill Cemetery Association, was held May
2nd and the following officers were chosen:
Grace A. Lord, Belfast.
The executive committee is composed Pres., C' R. Hill; V. P., Dr. J. H. Baker; Sec.,
of Mrs. Inez M. Pendleton of Islesboro, E. M. Hall; Treas., S. H. Morgan; Supt.
Miss Erma Barker of Brooks and John Grounds, H. F. Lougee; Trustees, C. R. Hill,
Albert Pic ice, James Freeman, Ellery Bowrden,
A. Scott of Searsport.
H. F. Lougee. E. M. Littlefield, K. H. Croxford.

Brainard schoolhouse at 10.30 a. m.;
at the Wood schoolhouse at
2 p. m, and at the Brainard schoolhouse at 7
at

He is

WINTERPORT.

;

i

j

j

Treasury Department, Congressional
brary, Smithsonian Institute, Art Museum, |
White House, etc. I have travelled through
thirty-five different States since I left homethe

Banish Catarrh.
j

Hyomei for Two Minutes and
Stuffed Up Head Will Vanish.

Breathe

some

It will clean out your head in two minutes
allow you to breathe freely.
Hyomei will cure a cold in one day, it will
relieve you of disgusting snuffles, hawking,
spitting and offensive breath in a week.
Hyomei is made chiefly from eucalyptol, a
and

killing antiseptic, that
from the eucalyptus forests of inland

soothing, healing,

comes

germ

Australia where catarrh, asthma and consumption were never known to exist.
Hyomei is pleasant and easy to breathe. Just
pour a few drops into the hard rubber inhaler,
use as directed and cure is almost certain,
A complete Hyomei outfit, including inhaler
and one'oottle of Hyomei, costs only $1.00 at
druggists everywhere and at A. H. Howes &
Co.’s, who guarantee it. If you already own
an inhaler you can get an extra bottle of Hyomei, liquid, for only 50c.

ones—but Maine is about
any of them, take it all around.

very fine

J.

Ladies of the G. A.

High-o-me).

as

R.

bureau is ready with 150,000
feet of floor space at Washington to
handle the enumerators’ schedules, and before
long the scene in the census building vtill be as
lively and interesting, if not so fashionable, as
the scene at an inauguration ball.
The

TRY IT.

Spencer-Eaton
& Company.
Everything for the Home.

Jl

APRIL

census

1909

*

Children’s

The

has

symptoms of headache,
will probably find that there

There may be

no

outward

sign

of defects, yet the eyes should
be examined to make sure that

and the New Idea Magazine one year for $2.10.
Address REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO., Belfast, Mail

Millinery

no

Spring

Flowers,

fault in them.

ii-.’.'rsrj:?!

EV£

You will find them win
bought the

Laces,

you

Ribbons.

Lamson & Hubbard H;
The

Hathaway Shirt,
Wright & Ditson Sweat

Feathers
of all kinds
»

WORK DONE TO ORDER.

fif/C/AL/Sr

Everwear Hose,

«*=======♦

Odd Fellows’ Block, Belfast,

R. C.
WITH YOUR STOMACH?

Cures indigestion

It relieves stomach distress in five minutes.
It turns old, unsatisfactory, rebellious stomachs
into new ones, ever ready to digest the heartiest meaL

a

Large Box

—at

complete

Over J. B. Stickney Store Opposite
Memorial Building.

a

assortment

of.

4wl7

Spring
One of the finest residences in Belfast—conHot and cold
tainin g 12 rooms and a bath.
Excellent closet
water in six sleeping rooms.
and storage accommodations. Fine stable connected. For other particulars apply to.
CHARLES F. THOMPSON.

Dwiglit P Palmer’s.

Belfast; March 24. 1910.—12tf

i_

FOR RENT
The store, 66 High Street, next Memorial
Apply to thfe

building.

and

Summer Goods

For Sale

Wo guarantee Mi-o-na tablets to cure stomach disease.
Money back if they fail.

50 Cents

You will also find

SHELDON,

Do you want a better one—one that won’t
belch gas, or turn sour, or (eel heavy or make
I
you (eel miserable?

MI-ONA

Earl & Wilson Collars.

MRS.

__________

ARE YOU SATISFIED

Prices from
50c. to $1.5*

■

Bonnets.

Hats,

a

Heid Caps

and Summer

Buckles,

rty*

^

just received

full line of

I have just returned from Boston with a full line of

WILL GIVE ESPECIAL CAKE
TO CHILDKEVS EYES.

^

COPY

Republican Journal

p
I I have

is some eye trouble.

there is

A

N EW Y O RK

■

If your chiid^is backward in his
studies—does not like to study,
you

vv|(.Tvr

I N G C O.M PAN Y

is__

Eyes.
or

11 S H

CENTS

FIVE

fifty cent* a v*as

NEW IDEA P U B

w. s.

The sixth annual convention of the ladies of
the Grand Army of the Republic will convene
at Bangor on Wednesday and Thursday the
I5th and 16th of June. Headquarters will be
established at the Pendbscot Exchange hotel,
rooms 29 and 31.
The business meetings will
be held at A. O. H. hall on Main street. A
large number of delegates are expected and
the sessions promise to be of great interest.

square

Its Good—We Sell It.

Li-

good as

If you wTant to get relief from catarrh, cold
in the head or from an irritating cough in the
shortest time breathe Hyomei (pronounce it

FOR LINOLEUM

L

Masonic
I

Temple.

■«.

^

LOST

—

A. A. HOWES & CO.’S

WALDO TRUST COMPANY,
9tf

Belfast, Maine.

Last Thursday on or near Main st;'
alack fur collar. The finder will pleas.
THE JOURNAL OFFI‘ !
at

c

The work on the post office extension has
been delayed fully two weeks by the continuous
wet weather.

OF BELFAST.
tHE news

T^spital

,tlP

circle will meet at
ital Aid sewing
tomorrow, Friday, at 2 p, m.

The Belfast Band has received its new uniforms and may make their first appearance in
them on Memorial day.

census enumerator
’iiarlotte Staples,
her work May
4 and 5, completed

e

f:l

Brown of the Belfast post
comet last Friday morning and
about as big as a gray squirrel.
men under the direction of SuperWalker of the Belfast Water Comengaged Saturday in flushing the
xv

k

1''rP'lP-

H. P. Farrow is making the plans for a barrel house with a capacity of 20,000 barrels to
be erected by the Coe-Mortimer Co. at their

lhe

r
'"‘eP
wer

psio
.-grants

plant in this city.
The regular business meeting of the Belfast
Musical Society will be held Tuesday eveningi
May 17th, at 7.30. They will have a rehearsal
of the festival music.
Unclaimed letters remaining in the Belfast
post office for the week ending May 10th: Mrs.
Abbie Carter, Mrs. Josiah Chase, Lillian Dick-

of brown tail moths
at the corner
,n Bay View street,
,1 and Bay View streets, and on
They should be destroyed.

several

,,,

nests

erson,

n,.

Frank King, J. F. Sawyer.

The W. C. T. U. will meet with Miss ErP.
Frothingham next Friday afternoon at 2.30
o’clock. The subject will be Sunday school
work; leader, Mrs. Mary Whitmore.

f Bath, for whom the late
on a junk business
; ive was carrying
shipping the old iron and other
|hnt had accumulated here.

The seniors of the Belfast High school will
Colby and his son, Miller Colby,
in the sloop hold a dance in Odd Fellows’ hall Wednesarl ived last Saturday
day evening, May 18th, to raise funds for the
a fare of haddock,—which
1 aiih
They left for home Mon- graduation expenses. The music will be by
!V sale.
Keyes’ orchestra.

II

The Read Garage & Machine Co. received
six autos the first of the week. Four of them
were ordered some time
ago for Howard Che-

Uuhamel has bought the Follett
■

and will occupy it as a
and Mrs. Duhamel conduct a
I’hcenix Row, next the Poor

street

a

v
■■1

bari '■

George E. Johnson, W. M. Thayer and
Harry W. Clark.

ney,

The initials “M. P. S.” were omitted from
the letter from Bozeman, Montana, printed on
the 3d page, but the adthor will be
readily
recognized by The Journal readers. And by
the way they will find this a
very interesting
number.

Fi intery is to move from No. 10
stairs, to the store on Main
the post office recently vacated
It will occupy the
e jeweller.
its

location.

now

the municipal officers of Aui hist evening in the case of
s, arsmont, alleged to be insane,
U;ure of the evidence submitted
onimit the women to the In-

f

A
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treatment.—Kennebec Jourthe

of

farming implements

the late Sylvanus Nick■; e will be held on the premM onday, May lOth^A. G.Caslf stormy,the sale will be on
The sale includes a number

goods

1

me
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of

the time

was

few days off the
devoted to giving

a

Rockland, is nearly completed and will probably launch in June. She is named the Tarra-

and varnish, so that she is
order for the excursion and
The hull and machinery had
,.n
overhauled and are in the
There is no better boat of
n.

past a pair
ha^Ve
a [quarters at Lewis wharf and
pets of Capt. Henry D. Gilman,
who says they knew every
of doves

Cove

Ryder’s

on

went ashore there

then

:

tjr

went on
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doubt the legislative edition of
Age. then and later, when he
proprietor, edited by Daniel T.

'it■

the ablest and wittiest of the old-
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no
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j

taking in
this city parties have

completion of

census

wards in
they had not been included in
.ieir names had not been reported.
ts have made every effort to
te list of all the residents of the
.;><? there are any who were overthe census of their ward was
y would confer a favor on the
by calling upon Orrin J. Dickey
by phone and giving their name
vd information, that every resity may be enrolled. It is the

s;
i

t

J

)
t

i
1

enumerators to omit
been

ive

overlooked it

no
was

one,
not

Calvin Austin, President
Steamship company made an
the river landings last week.
was asked by a commercial reher or not the turbiners Camden
nre proving as satisfactory as had
d when they were placed on the
ion.
“The Camden and Belfast
perfect as any two boats ever
res.

\
|
1

f
f

he.

f

“They

are

by

no means

too

river run, and, in fact, so far as
they are taxed to the limit in
business of the division. There<
not too large on that account.
hand neither of these steamships
s erienced any trouble in the river

|
c

s?f. ii
1;

being

f

an

j

too

long

or

drawing

too

put the Belfast and Camden on
gave them a schedule. All last
kept the pace and rarely did one
15 minutes from her scheduled
ng at any landing. The Belfast
average speed of 10.1 miles an
1 amden made an
average of 10.4.
f the steamships touched bottom
never dreamed of taking them
division. They are almost ideal
President Austin said that
1

I

[
!
f

>

I

nd Belfast are to be equipped
but not until a wireless station
t Rockland. ...This year finds
ranges in the service of the

[

hip Co., excepting

t

that

on

the

vision there are six trips ini'.-e of former years. There are
eek, as usual, between St. John,
port, Lubec, Portland and Boston;
?
only two trips a week direct beand St John there are now three

j

|

made possible on
on the Indivision this summer, the Gov.
Dingley and Calvin Austin.
three trips

"f

v

having

are

three fast boats

Hosiery Company

to sell

p
I

1 5,400,000 pairs
a

1

|

|1

of

I

stockings last year and
from the last three

I

months’ sale—they
sell a third more this

u

|
will

g
a

year.

If you are not a wear- 1
er—wouldn’t it to worth a
I while to try a box? Or I
I better still —ask your I
£ friends about them.

|

|

f

|
|S

meeting.
The work of reconstructing the Belfast Savings Bank building will begin next week. Dunton & Morse will move their law offices to rooms
in the Masonic block, formerly occupied by the
Waldo Club.
The Universalist Social Aid will meet with
Mrs. John Stevens this, Thursday, afternoon
at the regular hour. The “Experience Party”
will meet in the vestry this, Thursday, evening
j at 7.30 o’clock.
At the regular meeting of the Improvement
Society last Monday, a committee was appointed to locate the peony bed, the gift of W. F.
Bean of Kansas City, Mo., in the Public Park
j and it was also voted to expend $25 in repairs
on the band stand on the schoolhouse common.

|

—even

£

Men’s

a
B

Women’s

for

Children’s

Yes

2.00

terest

was in town this week in the inof the schools.

|

friend

Mrs. Emma Busher.Mrs. Maud
Hodges from Thorndike visited her mother
Mrs. Georgia Taylor, lapt Sunday_Charles
Watts is very ill at the home-^f John T. Downer-George Bragdon arrived home from
Taunton, Mass., last Saturday... Mr. and Mrs.
Winfield Jacquith visited Mrs. Penny and Mr.
and Mrs. Busher last Sunday_John
Taylor
spent Sunday with his family here.

The steamer Castine will run an excursion to
Camden and Crescent Beach Sunday, May 15th,
leaving Lewis wharf, Belfast, at 9.30 a. m., arriving in Camden at 11.30 and at Crescent
Beach at 12.15. Returning will leave Crescent
Beach at 3 p. m., arriving in Camden at 4.30
and Belfast at 6. Tick?ts for the round trip 50
cents.

g

CENTER

Saturday, May 21.

|

JAMES H. HOWES
Automobile

§

Sunday school
union.organized a Sunday school at the Tenney
schoolhouse May 1st
.Mrs. J. L. Stevens of
Thorndike spent a few days last week with her

hear the reports of the secretary and treasurer and of the committees, elect officers and
transact such other business as may legally
come before the meeting, W. J. Dorman, Sec.

Nj

|

I

SMITHTON. (Freedom.)
C. A. Gifford, Missionary

meeting in thei»- rooms on High street
Monday evening, May 16, at 7.30 o’clock to

B

Closes

predicted.Mrs. Wealthy Grant
so well lately_Supt. Martin of

was

Winterport

annual

|j

1

1

..

|

Begins Saturday, May 14,

has not been

The Belfast Board of Trade will hold their

!

boys and girls |
cost $1.50 a box
*•
2.00

spring

I

|

...

I

You know they are B
absolutely
guaranteed I
against any sort of a I

a hole for six months.

|

The next meeting of Seaside Chautauqua
Circle will be with Mrs. Addie C. Webber, No,
21 Court street, Monday afternoon, May 16th,
All members are requested to attend this

DAILY-9 A. M. TO 9 P. M.

Maxwell

Overland

i

g

Buick

$

"

MODEL E

jj

Models for your inspection and demonstration.

Call

i9

Other stores sell ‘‘other
hose,” but there’s just
one store that sells Holeproof and that is

I

$9

The Dinsmore Store.

1
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MONTV1LLE.
and see them. Catalogs on request. All are welcome.
W. F. Tobey, who has been in Rhode Island
most of the time since last fall, arrived home
tine, for the tribe of Indians that was the oriREAD
&
COMPANY
ginal, or aboriginal, owners of Stockland.
Monday evening-D. H. Sanford received a
bad
while
on the highway near
“The Queen of the Kennebec.”
injury
working
After
-agagaga^gaggagagaga^ga
E. A. Bridges last Thursday. A kick from a
receiving from Mr. Gowen his announcement,
horse cracked one of the bones between the
printed on the 3d page, that through pressure of
knee and ankle of his left leg. /Mr. Sanford is
business he would be unable to finish his interone of our road commissioners, and a strenuous
esting story, we wrote to him that this would be
worker, so three or four weeks of enforced
a great
disappointment to nis readers and asked
idleness looks long to him_Mrs. Amanda
him to make an effort to write the concluding
Ricker is at home from Houlton, where she
The cost of the murder of Mrs. Thomas to
chapters. In reply he says that he is at work
in
passed the winter with her sister, Mrs. Fred
on the 13th article and will have it ready for : the
present time, including the inquest, the poMr.
and
Mrs.
W.
Gove
Thurlough.
George
our issue of May 19th, and will close the series
lice court and supreme court trials, is $1,650.
visited Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Luce last Saturday
with two or three more articles. This will be
Dr. W. L West, V. S., has telephone con-Mrs. F. B. Faul of Morrill visited her
good news to many readers.
nection at his hospital and at his residence.
| mother, Mrs. M. C. Gordon, Monday... .Miss
New Cable to Islesboro.
A new’ 34-ton The
Crescentnumber
is
the
house
hospital
114, ring 13;
Beulah Wing visited Mrs. C. C. Sylvester*of
I
Filler under
submarine cable was laid last Sunday between
108, ring 13.
Liberty on Wednesday and Thursday.
the thumb idenBeginning Monday, May 9,
Saturday Cove, Northport, and Crow Cove,
the week.
The Penobscot Bay Electric Co. has leased Miss Minnie Boynton, who has been at Frank
tifies the most perfect,
The cable arrived Friday night
Islesboro.
the store in Johnson block, occupied of late by Weymouth’s in Morrill is at home... .Mrs.A. D.
agate ware
convenient and satisfactin wake
fL
y
from Chicago and wras in two sections. Satur»e
Measuring Cupa.
M. R. Knowlton as a restaurant, and will move Baker visited Mrs. George Heal in Searsmont
tory fountain pen made—
Measuring Cup,.3 for 9r
day the cablemen spliced it together and it was there at once. On and after
May 1st all bills Friday-Mrs. M. C. Gordon and Mrs. G. A.
Ior Jc
put on board the Snow lighter from Rockland
Vl
Long Handle Dippers, .9c
(lii
<>"e
will be payable at the office. Mr. Knowlton Gordon are on the sick list_Mr. and Mrs. C.
and Two Quart D.ppers.9c 4
and taken to Saturday Cove. The cable wras
SaucePans.9c
has moved his effects te the Williamson build- H. Clement were guests Sunday of Mr. and
2 for 9c and 9c each
laid in just 55 minutes from Saturday Cove to
Drinking Dippers.9c
*
Tea and Coffee Pots....,9c each A
ing, nearly o'pposite, and intends after the Mrs. I. S. Bartlett in Searsmont.... Mrs. Ida
9c
Tfc Mixing Spoons, 2 for
Crow’ Cove. District Plant Chief James Macif Fie Tin*.2 for 9c
alterations
and
are
to
made
was
at
Bert
in
On
a
fountain
necessary
Freedom last
9c
repairs
it inJ9 Tunnels.
Briggs
Briggs’
pen
District
Foreman
Fred
Cable
donald,
Scribner,
Cuke Tins.
3 for 9c
sures what
9c
Fie Plate*.
tP
open a restaurant there.
Friday-Thomas Erskine sold a cow recently
“Sterling”
Chief Tom Maguire, Cable Man Steve Libby
Pans .2 for 9c and 9c each VL
does on silver.
The
H
to Melvin Rogers of Knox. After several days’
Poor’s
The
Mills.
drama
that
was to have
MIKE
GOODS
and some 20 cablemen did the job. The comTin Covers*.2 for 9c and 9c each
Conklin
is
different
from
K
been presented Tuesday, May 10th, had to be travel, Mr. Erskine has found a horse that hd
® Strainers.9c
Muffin Pans.
all other fountain pens—
9C ap
pany had considerable trouble w'ith the old
thinks will be satisfactory for the purpose
Pint and one-half Pint Milk Cans 9c
and better. Call and see.
K Toasters.9c
cable last summer at times when it was most postponed for a time.The remains of Mrs
he
for
which
is
needed—a
safe
horse
for
any
4 Soap Savers.2 for 9c and 19c each
Sauce Pans—. pt. S
needed. The new cable is much larger than James Sheldon of Worcester, Mass., were
one to drive-Foggy, damp weather continm9 Di-li Cloths.2 for 9c and 9c each
Flour Selves.
H. J. LOCKE3& SON.
gc
the old one, containing ten pairs of wires, brought here last Friday, accompanied by her
ues and everything is growing_The schools
Potato
Mashers..
9c
Tin Pails.
...9c ^
grandson, Charles E. Patterson. The funeral
while the old one carried onlj’ six.
Jr
Egg Beaters, Cake Turner, Cookie Cutters, Crepe Paper, Wooden
took place at the home of her son, Mr. J. F. in town are in session. The Supt., Dr. A. D.
The Opera House. Manager Clifford anand Iron Spoon*, also for..
mk
Sheldon, and the services were conducted by Ramsey, is putting some new books into the
K nives 9c each and 2 for 9c
m
Paring
nounces three coming attractions at the BelTeaspoons 6 for.
Rev. D. L. Wilson. Mr. Patterson returned to schools,which will be an improvement on those
and Tablespoons 3 for 9c.
Come in and take your choice.
fast Opera House. This, Thursday, evening
■g
Worcester Saturday afternoon-Mr. and Mrs. that have been in use for some years_LeCOMING!
Bates & Sheling will present Miss Avis
land
and
Pearl
went
to Camden
Young
Edward Wiley will wrork on the farm of C. A.
Berry
This
Page in “The Farmer’s Daughter.”
McKinley this summer_Mrs. Etta Brown re- and Rockland April30th-and returned May 2nd.
play was given in the Jefferson Theater, Port- turned home from Carver’s Harbor
M
last Thurs- Mr. Young bought a pair of horses and Mr.
TONIGHT
land, April 19th, and received some very
Berry a single horse.Mr. F. A. Cushman,
day.
evennotices_To-morrow,
Friday,
pleasing
road commissioner, has been over the main
The Waldo County Hospital. At the aning the Russell Comedy Company will present
roads with a drag and smoothed off the rough
nual
of
the
Waldo
meeting
County
has
been
for
a comedy that
Hospital
arranged
laughing
places, making the travelling much easier_
the
directors
were
elected:
For
three
following
purposes. It is full of catchy music, the latest
George Plummer of Taunton, Mass., has been
Arthur
S.
A.
Parker
of
Belfast
Ritchie,
songs, pretty girls, clever dances, etc. In ad- years,
at home on a vacation_Volney Thompson
dition to the comedy there will be seven big and Arthur B. Hatch of Morrill; for two years, has sold his horse
Ledo, which he had owned
vaudeville acts, selected from the best in the Capt. J. F. Me Keen; for one year, J. H. Per- for fifteen
AND SAVE
years, to Mr. E. R. Conner of Belkins and F. M. Bailey of Belfast. At the meetevenThe
attraction
on
profession
Tuesday
fast-Mr. Justin Jackson and family have
the
board
of
of
directors
the
rural
be
“Dave
a
ing
will
following moved from Pittsfield to their
Holcomb,”
ing, May 17th,
LICENSED EMBALMER.
“A
farm, formerly
Woman
were elected:
President, Reuel W. Rogers;
drama that not only relates a captivating story
owned by Mr. Porter.
Leslie Nash wfent to
F.
Eben
Littlefield.
The
should see.”
of New England life, bur presents a highly clerk,
reports of the Union on business
CORONER FOR
May 2nd_Wesley Bowley
moral lesson. Just when matters appear darksold two cows last week... Thomas Ayer lost
COUNTY
est, everything is set aright and the play ends and the institution is in a flourishing condition. a valuable horse a few days ago_Mr. and
MAY
with an old fashioned “barn dance” that sends The advisory board of the hospital includes Mrs. William I). Tasker visited her
cousin,
CASH DISCOUNT
i
EVERYTHING MODERN IN
the audience from the theatre delighted. Wil- any regularly graduated and registered physi- Emma Jameson, in W’est Searsmont last Sunin
Waldo
cian
now
practicing
county.
liam Law’renee, who appears as “Uncle Dave,”
day-Miss Della Cook of Liberty is working
all Cash sales for
CASKETS AND
W’i 11 be remembered by many as “Uncle Josh”
The ! for Mrs. Cora Jones_Mrs. Hattie Clough and
Sale, Supper and Entertainment.
in “The Old Homestead,” a part which he
Ladies’ Circle and the Young Woman’s Guild
Mrs.
Abbie
Wrhite of Liberty, visit\her sister,
BURIAL
ONE WEEK.
played for five seasons. Price, 35-50-75. Tick- of the North church will hold a sale of food j 6d their cousin, Cora A. Goodwin, last Sunday.
=PRESENTING=
ets on sale at the Box Office Monday afternoon. and fancy articles at Memorial Hall, opening
-Mrs. Jesse Hill visited her niece last MonHome telephone 48-3
at 4 o’clock p. m. on Tuesday, May 17th. At ! day.
Stoves and Ranges not
43-4
Office
Class Vaudeville.
The Camden Disabled. The blowing out
the food table the Circle will offer a variety of |
of a condenser in the engine room of the
BELFAST
Included.
MAIN
72
STREET,
How’s This?
good things to eat, w’hile the Guild will show !
25, 35 and 50 Cents.
steamship Camden while lying at her Bangor what that
is doing in the arts and
society
We
offer
One Hundred Dollars Reward fo
I
wharf about 6 o’clock Sunday evening has laid
crafts. Tea will be served froip 5 o’clock to
| any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured b>
her off for a week or ten days, but the acci6.30. In the evening the Guild will present ji Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
MAY
dent was not allowed to interfere with the
“The Barrington's at home,” and “The Side
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
regular schedule of six trips a week. As soon
Show,” two clever little plays written by John ; We, the undersigned, have known F. J,
as the extent of the damage W'as ascertained
>
r
Opera House Block.
Kendricks Bangs. Ice cream, cake and candy Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him
the Belfast w7as ordered from Boston to BanI
will be on sale both afternoon and evening. perfectly honorable in all business transactions
gor to take the Camden’s place on the outward
Admission to entertainment, 25 cents.
BELFAST, MAINE.
and financially able to carry out any obligations i
FOR
trip Monday. This was about 9 o’clock Sunday
New Advertisements.
Read the offer of made by this firm.
was
ashore
I
Belfast
night. Capt. Sawyer of the
Carle & Jones by which you can get $4 worth
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin,
visiting relatives and could not be reached by
MACHINE
of Edison Amberol (4 minute) records free.
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo.
I
telephone, and several other of the officers and
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, actIf you take advantage of this offer any time
It was
crew were enjoying a night ashore.
before May 22, 1910, they will adjust the at- ing directly upon the blood and mucous sur
about 11.30, therefore, when the boat was
50 and 75 Cents.
tachment and clean your machine free of faces of the system. Testimonials sent free, Prices
with
Chas.
her
wharf,
off
from
to
swing
ready
The 9 cent sale in Carle & Jones’ Price 75 cents per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
charge.
Belcommand.
The
in
Crockett, second pilot,
Admission 25 Cents.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
basement, which began Monday, May 9th will
< that a dollar saved is as good as >
fast made a record run to Thatcher’s Island,
this week. They offer a
through
^ntinue
TWO dollars earned? Ain't you
(
S
but almost immediately ran into a dense fog
Belfast, Maine.
Shirt
17=r-ir==
<i
great variety of useful and indispensable artiaware that the cost of living is the
which lasted her all the way to Bucksporty
j
cles at only 9 cents. Don’t miss this sale.
The only stop was at Camden, where Capt.
has been for many
<
-The Linen Sale at James H. Howes’, Odd
Curtis was taken aboard, and the Belfast arFellows’ block, begins Saturday. May 14th and
rived at her wharf in Bangor at about 4.30.
20 percent on your
y
closes Saturday, May 21st.
Special sale, SatShe left on her return to Boston just as soon as
14th. Don’t miss these opportuniurday,
May
iT
BILL.
the
to
custom
driven
Capt. Curtis could be
ties for bargains in seasonable and desirable
THE PIONEER
house and ba^k, getting the necessary papers.
ing us supply you.
)
goods.
Spencer, Eaton & Company sell
She finally cast off at 4.55 and left Belfast
llity and bottom in <
a preservative for oilcloth and linLiquidene,
about 7 p. m. The Camden was towed to Hampi .:.
free
worth of Edison Amlotto.
v
oleum. Try it.
They also have in stock evOF
den Monday morning, where she will remain
for the home-Oakley’s toilet goods
erything
berol
records.
an attachment to fit
j
h
until repairs are finished on her engines. The
Sc
are on display and for sale at The Fashion,
j
of
City of Bangor left Boston at 5 o’clock Monday
more than the
On.
your machine pay us
Lord’s, High street.You are sure of a fit if 1
l RKET.
the
and
left
on
at
run,
night to take her place
0
you go to the Dinsmore Store for jrour footand
latest
Ambethe
10
attachment
we
will
return.
you
Capt. Brown,
the usual hour on the
wear.
They carry all kinds and can adjust
W’ith his pilots and quartermasters left Bangor
rol records worth
them to suit any foot—$1.50 to $3.... See anfor Boston in the eArly train Monday morning
nouncemement of the Spencer, Eaton Co., 47
to take command of the Bangor.
Main street, undertakers and licensed embalmDouble parlors up stairs, with running
ers.
A full line of caskets, robes and furnishwater and bath on Franklin street, opposite
For particulars call on or
ing goods always in stock. Satisfac tion guarthe Postoffice.
anteed. .The Holeproof Hosiery Co. sold5,400,address
o
10c. to 35c.
the next
000 pairs of stockings last year, and the past
If you take
of this offer
MRS. CARRIE E. PEIRCE.
15tf
three months’ sales indicate that they will sell
9
we will
10
or any time before
The proof of the Holea third more this year.
__—
Sold
at
The
is
in
the
machine
only
and
CLEAN
wearing.
the
attachment
proof
your
Dinsmore Store.Lancaster ft Staples receivFREE OF
(READ IT OVER AGAIN)
12>c. to 60c.
ed
10th
head of horses,
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I
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CENT
SALE
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CARLE & JONES’
BASEMENT.
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continuing through
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Pen

Self-Filling

items, we noticed that Belfast
ted to accept its city charter. One
assed was the incorporation of the j
ink Road company—Camden Her- j
r

i:r, Y

£

HOLEPROOF

day.

CONKLIN’S

board the steamer

interAge,” published in 1852,
It was largely devoted
the Maine Legislature,
us

|

1

kj

the steamer

and remained

passenger to Hewes Point,
ere and has not been seen since,
is about the wharf as usual.
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It enabled the-—

ft

a

igj;:
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Recently the male dove

hem.
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an
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and wires,

to

(sometimes).

I

Tarratine Tribe of Red Men have accepted
invitation to take part in the parade or
Memorial day. It will be the first time thii
order has participated in the exercises of th«

£

LIN N
i SALE

|

present and the church was prettily decorated
in red and white, the class colors, with
potted
plants in profusion. The sermon was appropriate to the occasion, “Wisdom is better than
riches, knowledge better than gold.” He gave
them words of counsel and advice that
may
profit them through life. The Monroe choir
rendered some fine selections.
Thursday evening, May 12th, the graduating exercises will
take place at the town hall and
Friday evening
a free dance will be
given by the Senior class
in honor of their graduation, and ice cream
and cake will be for sale.. .'Mr. Chas. A. McKenney of Winterport has been in town with
his new auto, and Mr. Charles M. Conant also
has a new one.... Mrs. Susan Dawson, who has
been very sick at George A. Palmer's, where
she spent the winter, is thought to be a little
better. Her sister, Mrs. Eliza Knowlton of
Belfast, has been with her and caring for her.
.The quarterly meeting of the W. C. T. U.
will meet at the village church Friday, May
20th. The last meeting was with Mrs. Della
Nealley_It has been so rainy that farmers
are late about their crops,
although an early

The West Realty Company have sold to Mrs
Harriet M. Godfrey the small house on Cedai
street owned by Mr. Charles F. Thompson anc
next to the house occupied by himself.

|

I

|

k and Ladder to Hose 1 to fill
ik-lcord's place w ill be filled by
Two men in the fire department
the Penobscot Bay Electric
know the position and location

;■

is the biggest I
1 influence in the world
today. It elects prdsi- 1

| dents, changes
boundary
|I lines and reforms
tariffs

/
MONROE.
Rev. C. H. McElhiney of Searsport delivered
the baccalaureate sermon to the
graduating
class of the Monroe High school at the church
last Sunday afternoon. A good audience was

The contract for the improvements on th«
Belfast Savings Bank building has been givei
to J. R. Russell of Old Town and work wil
be begun next week.

I opinion

|

meeting of Washington Hose
v
H. Gray resigned as a mem,nd Loring H. Colcordwastrans-

ears

[public!

|

anywhere,

ater

v.

Items.

Sch. Chase discharged
granite from Spruce Head last week for the
post office extension.. .Sch. Willis & Guy arrived at Bangor May 5th, from Belfast, light,
to load lumber for Boston_The new schooner on the stocks at I. L. Snow & Co.'s
yard,

nt

,,

of

Shipping

interesting relics,

astine had

men has been
getting the Conball grounds in condition and the
diamond is now in first class shape. Practice
will begin as soon as the weather
permits. The
team will go to Freedom May 28th to
play the
Academy nine, and on the afternoon of Memorial day a return game will be played on the
Congress street grounds.
crew

gress street

Girls wanted at the Leonard & Barrows’ shc«
Belfast.

factory,

n
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Hiss Avis

CARLE & JONES, Belfast, Me. S
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Paige
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fpay

Cash

UNDERTAKER,
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Play Every

I 20% |
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SUITS!
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High

j

j

j

WANTED

Wm. LAWRENCE

j

|

j

FREE!! S

Absolutely
(4 minute)

$4.00

price

[j

2

$5.00—you getting

Saturday, May 14.

JAMES H. HOWES.
—=^=====

May

twenty
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May 22, 1910,

days,
adjust

from 1,000 to 1,500,and they can be seen at the
Hayford stable on Federal street. They will j
have other shipments during the season, and
those wanting horses should call on them....
John Ward, the fastest record stallion ever
foaled in Maine, will remain in Belfast during
the season of 1910. For catalog showing pedigree of John Ward and others address M. A.
Nevins or Horace Chenery, Belfast Me.
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YOURS TRULY,

CARLE & JONES,
Phono

Department,
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Belfast, Mpine
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D. F.

WINDOW SHADES

Stephenson’s

Hot Holt
FOR BASEBALL.
The largest line of REACHES and SPAULDING’S Baseball Goods in the city. Come in
and look at them.

0. F.

STEPHENSON’S,

Next Door to Windsor Hotel.

ALABASTINE, JapJac, Ready Mixed
Paints, Dry Paste, Room Mould

1

•

mgs.

yoijrs

truly,

CARLE & JONES.
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.Annual Meeting
Travellers’ Club.

The annua] meeting of the Traveller?’
Club was held Tuesday, April 26th. at the
home of Mrs. Amos Clement, and was of
unusual profit and pleasure. It was made
a delightful social function as well, and
despite the rain which came down in torrents outside all was sunshine and cheer
within.
The meeting was called to order at 4 p.
m. by the president, Mrs. Edward Sibley,
and the routine business was quickly dispatched. The address of the president
and reports of the secretary and treasThe
urer were submitted and accepted.
two first are printed herewith by special

Bronchitis «n be

JQHISISOISTS
W

quickly relieved if Johnson's Anodyne Liniment
sprayed into the bronchial

yi

ANODYNE
m

PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.
Members of the Travellers' Club: Greeting: What more or different can be said
to you than has been said in the years
that have passed? I come before you to-

LBtwB^WNMmSm

tubes several times
m
daily. It is also
a tried and true remedy for Lolds,
Asthma,
In most cases
Diarrhoea and most human ills.
where internal use is necessary a few drops are
poured on sugar cr in sweetened water.

Sold at 25c and SOo

Respectfully submitted,

Elizabeth L. Brackett.

The feature of the afternoon was a
finely prepared paper upon “Arts and
Crafts” by the hostess, and the exhibit

displayed

in the southwest parlor was
worthy special mention. It excelled in
size and rare and unique articles many
of the exhibits of the State Federation.
Among them were hand hammered copper bowl from the Vanvoost studio, New
York; table mats, card cases of hand
tooled leather, also hammered brass bowl
and art jewelry made by Miss Evelyn
Morison; hand bound and illuminated
books from Roycroft shop, East Aurora,
N. Y.; one from Casa Guidi Art and
Craft shop, Florence, Italy; Navahoe
Indian baskets; also;baskets from Basket

bottjp

1- S. JOHNSON A CO.

in my heart to
each and everyone who has aided in so
many ways in the success of this year's
work. Accept my special thanks for the Is it boots or shoes?”
personal expressions of kindness which
“Neither.”
so far outweigh my just deserts.
“0, I see, dry goods.”
Of your individual work I will not
“Well, yes, they do call my sermons
speak in detail for doubtless your secre- that sometimes.”
tary will particularize in her report. As
With an average of five annual reports
club members you have been patient, ! each year, it is not surprising if some refaithful, conscientious, ambitious. Along ceive the bishop’s label,
literary lines your papers are deserving j I have sometimes wished for the gift
of mention in any catalogue of the reci- ! of
poesy, so generously given a dear
procity bureau, worthy of reading before j sister, that I might present more attractclub.
any literary
! ively the things worth seeing in our trips,
Although it is true that we believe in ! but the muse is very creditably repre“filling our pitchers freshly from the sented in our number, and the more
springs of culture,” we are not alto- prosaic way must still be mine.
Our travel story, however, for the
gether selfish. We do cultivate the still
fallow fields of our minds and souls. We eighth year lacks nothing of charm or
our
and
are constantly filling
trimming
interest.
Our “Castles in Spain” have materiallamps. We'humbly confess that we
have need.
ized as by the magic wand of the
woman’s
of
a
member
not
We have
any
Someone,
lamented poet Stevenson.
club, may ask “Why do you have study been transported to all parts of this enclasses? We went to school when we chanting land in an easy, comfortable
were children. Why don’t you just talk?” manner, journeying always first-class,
And our answer is the same as that of and we are certain that with all the opMiss Katharine Girling: “The attitude portunities afforded in our sfx months
of a learner is a humble one, good for abroad the so-called “polish of foreign
It is a useful one, making wise travel” must have fallen upon each memthe soul.
the simple. It is a gracious one, encour- ber of the party.
If we have sometimes
aging friendliness. When we say that offended by miscalling names and places,

giving “cacophanous equivalents” for
the real name, we have the consolation
of knowing that it did not detract from
the glories or loveliness of the objects
visited.
Our course through Spain was very
clearly marked by Miss Caroline Field,
who made a most delightful guide, and
to Miss Kelley are we indebted for a very
interesting bit of history of the Spanish
Colonizers and Settlers up to the time of
The life of
Ferdinand and Isabella.

wrongs and sorrows of the poor. There
is more to threaten our civilization in the
vulgarity of the uncultured rich in our
country than in tne deprivations oi our
poor. 'Whoever then makes refinement
of taste and mental stimulus seem desirable, is not living a fruitless life, especially in an age that we know to be turning these joint sovereigns was very graphtoward harmful and lowering pleasures. ically taken up by Mrs. Brown, and the
We are not selfish and idle. The work in crowning event of the most important
the different departments of the women’s year in the history of the material progclubs, even that of the art and literature ress of the world was illustrated by a
departments, binds us all in one, “a union sweet, original poem, all the sweeter for
We
of all who love, in the service of all who being so unconsciously delivered.
suffer.” The lesson this afternoon in arts would be glad to quote it entire if time
and crafts has not only been a delight to
and we hesitate to dissect it.
the senses and enriched our minds through
t was certainly fit to grace the pages of
the culture of the leader of this session, any publication.
jjuinun
Mrs. Clement, but it has also warmed
r lorn
Mrs.
ivnowuon, mis.
our hearts, so that we long to impart
and Mrs. Small we received an instrucothers
this pleasure to others, to serve
tive review of other rulers and the imby placing in their lives something bright portant events in connection with each
that
is
a
It
and lovely.
good thing
surely
reign, and in an extremely interesting
we have taken up'at this meeting the
way the life and masterpieces of Murillo
We
and
Crafts.
of
Arts
and Velasquez were described by Miss
hope
subject
we may have an afternoon next year deDunton and Mrs. Craig.
voted to the same topic. We earnestly
“It was these memories perchance,
desire also in our next program another
From annals of remotest eld.
That lent the color of romance
paper on Forestry. We cannot do much
To
every trivial circumstance.
work here along this line, but^some one
And changed the form and countenance
of our members can renew our enthusiOf all that we beheld."
asm and arouse the interest of others by
We visited the Alhambra under the
further study of this subject so farguidance of Mrs. Shaw, and all who have
reaching in its influence.
In one Club last summer, in another fallen under the spell of her words in
State, groups of women met at intervals prose or verse will realize the added
and took long walks in the parks to study charm given to its porticos, pillared
Love of halls, cool chambers, small gardens with
and know the trees better.
trees is general. Knowledge added to fountains rich with coloring and grace of
this love means power. Dr. Millspaugh architecture. It did indeed recall
“Aladdin's palace of delight.”
says that ”a forest is the oldest and
most important thing on earth.
The city proper of Granada with its
Is it Mrs. Browning who writes
I narrow, crooked streets, yet with charm“Here a Linder tree stood brightening.
ing public squares, its splendid cathedral,
Alladown its silver rind,
which contains the monuments of FerdiFor, as some trees draw the lightening.
nand and Isabella, its university and
So this tree unto my mind.
other puhlic buildings, were shown us by
Drew to eartii the blessed sunshine
Miss Annie Field, while her later acFrom the sky where it was shrined.”
count of the gypsies that inhabit almost
The sweet singer of Israel when he
the suburb called the Atbayzin,
wished to give expression to his noblest entirely
was so animated and familiarly given as
thoughts, said: “And he shall be like a to inspire the thought
that sometime,
tree planted by the rivers of water that
somewhere, she had sojourned with a
brmgeth forth his fruit in his season; Bohemian band.
his leaf also shall not wither; and whatWe had a fine glimpse of the imposing
soever he doeth shall prosper.”
somewhat gloomy city of Toledo,
And so may this beloved club prosner! yet
under the chaperonage of Miss Maude
Let us build better than we ever yet
and the view of its large
have done.
In my weak way, for five Mathews,
Gothic cathedral with its magnificent
I
have
tried
to
years
guide your steps, interior was exceedingly interesting,
but your success has been due to your
alike for its architectural beauty and
own quick wit, your faithful study and to
historical associations.
I thank
your excellent topic committee.
The side trip to the most important
you all for your kindly charity for my
city of Spain, Barcelona,
short-comings, for your strong sup- manufacturing
with Miss Mabel Mathews as guide, will
port, for your perfect patience. It long remain a happy memory. The
is difficult for me to understand how :
beauty of the old town and the new was
you can so readily and easily pardon my
upon us in full force, and our joy was
numerous blunders at these club meetnot wholly in the beautiful promenades,
ings—mistakes of omission and of com- the fine institutions and elegant churches,
mission.
Yet you seem to have done
this and more. In spite of my reiteratmusic hovered o’er us. and the strains of
ed
advice and urgent request that
the old Spanish love songs, so charmingly
you should elect from your number a rendered
by the sweet singer of the
more efficient
President, who could so 1 party, as well as the fine view of some of
easily be found, you invite me to hold Murillo’s masterpieces given us, w.ere a
this position another year. On one connever to be forgotten pleasure.
It was,
dition I accept the honor—it must be my
too, upon this occasion that our party
last year of service, and I will endeavor
were
accorded such sumptous apartso far as lies in my power to make it the
ments with everything delectable to
best year of the Club. Shall we not all
please'the appetite.
labor together for its prosperity and harOur visit to Madrid was happily dismony and ever increasing usefulness?
and it was given to Mrs.
Let me assure you that it is a pleasure appointing,
Craig to conduct us through this much
to serve this club as an organization, and
maligned city. Perhaps we were fortua greater joy to serve you
as indvidual
nate to schedule this trip during the
members and as friends.
I thank you
three months of winter,”
for this privilege and for the strength “proverbial
but as we recall our experience here we
which your loving kindness gives me. If are forced to
say: Could anything have
only I were better fitted to stand in this i been more delightful? Whether
in the
place! Y'ou cannot conceive how oft- view of the great suburbs, gates, prometimes I am overwhelmed with confusion
nades outside the city, or inside, the
and chagrin and mortification because of
squares and historical streets, the most
my ignorance and inefficiency—and long beautiful
armory in the world, or that
to efface myself—to hide my diminished
marvellous picture gallery which no pen
head like the ostrich, or like the Arab to
can describe, it was all too hastily seen.
fold my tent and silently steal away.
We were seized with an earnest desire to
Thank you, for your long-suffering
spend more time here.
kindness, your hopeful patience, and for
We were compensated, however, for
the love of which some of you assure me.
the loss of the concerts at the theatres
and the academy halls, as well as the
THE SECRETARY’S REPORT.
grand opera, of which the Spaniards are
To the President and Members of the so fond, by that one glorious song, “In
Belfast Travellers’ Club:—Some of us Old Madrid,” by Mrs. Pitcher, sung as
have been much interested of late in we left the city on our way to The
How
reading of the keen wit and sound prac- Escurial with Mrs. Knowlton.
tical common sense of Bishop Quayle of much might be said of this famous conthe Methodist conference, as reported to vent, the eighth marvel of the world, the
us in the daily papers.
Yet he is not origin of which is so well known, but it
averse to telling a good
story and the is too sad and gloomy after so much of
following purporting to come from him, sunshine. Even in all the grandeur of
a
not
though
personal experience, is the royal palace one remembers longest
worth repeating and furnishes a desired the cell-like room in which Philip II.
slept and had his last illness and died.
application:
A certain bishop met on the train one
To all the side trips,—beautiful Seville,
day a loquacious individual who mistook the city of poets and loves; Cordova of

the thirty suburbs and three thousand
mosques, the luxuriant gardens of
began as an opener.
Aranjuez, Burgos, Valladolid and fair
on
“Biggest
earth,” replied the bishop. Cadiz by the sea, shown us by our Presi“What’s the name of it?” continued dent, Miss Hopkins and others, no small
the inquisitive one.
bit of interest attaches, but may I drop
“Lord and Church,” smiled the bishop. my own unsatisfactory recount to quote
“Hum, never heard of them—got any from the inspired lines of our own beloved Longfellow (a more fitting tribute
branch houses?”
“Certainly, branch houses all over the to the scenes explored:
world.”
"White hamlets httaen in ueius of wheat
“That’s queer, never heard of them.
White^eitiea.alnmberingtby the sea.

Booton, Mato,
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The Boston Sunday Journal Makes
novation.

an

In-

was a

straight newspaper, giving all the

one

cent, the same

Yet something sombre and serene
O’er the enchanted landscape reigned,
A terror in the atmosphere
As if King Philip listened near,
Or Torquemada, the austere.
His ghostly sway maintained

baskets and birch bark boxes; hand made
silver articles; hand embroidery of Colonial period; modern hand embroidery;
The softer Andalusian skies
hand woven cloth from Philippine Islands;
Dispelled the sadness and the gloom;
f There Cadiz by the seaside lies,
Taborettein burnt work; embroidery on
j And Seville’s orange orchards rise,
grass linen, done in China at a mission
| Making the land a paradise
school.
I Of beauty and of bloom.
This was followed by a humorous
There Cordorva is hidden among
The palm, the olive and the vine;
sketch read by Miss Caroline W. Field,
Gem of the South, by poets sung
which was greatly enjoyed.
And in whose Mosqe Almanzor hung
As lamps the bells that once had rung
At six o’clock a delicious spread was
At Compostella’s shrine.
served in the dining room. The tables
But over all the rest supreme
were very attractive with finest napery,
The star of stars, the cynosure,
The artist's and the poet’s theme
beautiful china and cut glass, while the
The young man’s vision, the old man’s dream,
floral decorations consisted of carnations
Granada by its winding stream,
in pink and white, the club colors. The
The city of the Moor.
Ah yes, the hills are white with snow,
place cards, which came by post, each
And cold with blasts that bite and
contained a quotation of good wishes and
freeze;
But in the happy vale below
were individual in style and coloring.
The
and
orange
pomegranate grow,
And wafts of air toss to and fro
The blossoming almond trees.”
It has all been so pleasant and profitable, and those who planned the trip
with some little doubt must realize with
satisfaction that now we utter the name
of Spain more familiarly and with
greater sympathy.
But we recross the ocean
to take up our duties here with some-

as

To the man who wishes to get the news of
Saturday afternoon and evening—often the
most

to

buy

The follower of athletic sports, the financial
world, the woman of the home, all will receive
attention, and will find the eventB that interest
them carefully covered.
The Boston Sunday Journal comes to fill a
long felt need. It marks a return to simpler
conditions and already its coming has met with
approval from readers in all walks of life.

tne

presiueiii new
busineas was taken up and Mrs. Clement,
chairman of the nominating committee,
r,aier

at

call oi

tne

home

!

j

Robert F. Dunton.
“To the land of youth and freedom
beyond the
The members lingered after the close
ocean bars,
of
business for a social hour and to ex*
Where the land is full of sunshine and the
flag
is full of stars.”
amine at leisure the beautiful exhibit of
■«-nu louay
ere our
party breaks up tor arts and crafts, for which, and the many
the vacation season, we are to hear from
Mrs- Clement something of the advance delights of this most enjoyable occasion,
the

of arts and crafts in our own State and
country. We feel certain the paper will
be replete with interest and valuable

hostess

the

heartfelt

INSECT NOTES FOR 1909.

After all that the year has
given us
we not a little closer to our ideals—
to the great heart
under
the
pulsating
work for humanity?

Statistically,w'e have held 14 meetings,
with one by special call, and with an average, attendance of 15. The program has
varied but little from the year book, although on account of illness a substitute
has several times been
necessary.
A very pleasant social function was the
gathering at Mrs. Clement’s on May 5th,

when a silver-mounted ebony gavel was
presented our president as a birthday
gift from the club.
The annual field day at “The Barracks,”
August 2nd, which is always looked for-

ward to with pleasurable
anticipation,
this year counted a very
happy congenial
whose
party
only regret was that the
too

I

Oil Cook-stove

1

1

dreary

fleeting.

On August 27th we were the
guests of
Miss Belle Mathews and Miss Carrie
Cutter at the summer home of Mrs.
Spencer Mathews. It was a red letter
day without a cloud.
Gentlemen’s night was observed December 29th at the home of the
president, and like all social functions under
this hospitable roof was an
unqualified

dling moth,

fungus gnats,

crane

Cautionary Note: Be

eure

..

Every denier everywhere: If not at your.,
write for inscriptive Circular to the ne&reit
egency of the

(Incorporated)

CHILDREN

LIKE

IT

KENNEDY’S LAXATIVE
COUGH SYRUP

By invitation the Waldo County Veteru
Association met with Silver Harvest >
■
Waldo, May 5,1910. The day was coin acdgn;
and the travelling bad, but it was esr:mr~'
that about 125 Veterans, their wive
9
friends, assembled at the hall. One ir.ra^
was present from Somerset
county. <
Trask and wife came from Penobscot
K
eighteen miles away. In the absence of
President, L. C. Putnam of Belfast, and
secretary, Alfred Stinson of North Searsf fl
Lorenzo Jones of Brooks called the meet
I
((order and acted as presiding officer anu
I
Bowen of Morrill acted as
secretary pr
The President called for invitations f
.1
June meeting, and Comrade Trask invite
Association to meet at Newburg, and •
Bowen gave the usual June invitation
V
ril. The President appointed as a con

I
I

Washington, D. C., May 9th. It will
be well for the £>emocrats to take all the
comfort possible out of the two recent
very exceptional elections in Congressional districts.
Both of these districts
will go Republican next November, and
the result in the special elections will be
of great

fl

••

profit to the Republican party
throughout the country. Already the
fl
effect is very apparent in Washington,
and every one, from the President down,
flj
is fully alert to the situation.
There
fl
will be six weeks of very busy times at
fl
fl
the Capitol, and then it is expected that
upon place of meeting,
comrades
I
I
the administration can point to a record Trask and William
Vaughan.
Clubbing Offers. The following clubbing of
a
that
will
show
Brief remarks were made by
redemplegislation
n.ra>. I 1
offers apply only to subscriptions paid in adtion of pledges and a desire to meet as Crockett of Winterport and Trask of N.
H
vance; and when payment is made it should be
and it was then moved to adjourn until
far as possible the people’s needs.
]
stated what premium, if any, is desired. It g
While this legislation in itself will be a m. The noon hour was very faithfully
also necessary to say that none of these publito enjoying a sumptuous dinner, a tr. v
cations are mailed with The Journal or from large party asset, the general work of
gars, and in sociability.
this office. We have to pay for these publica- the administration will also make good
Agreeable to adjournment the 1
tions one year in advance, and they are then Republican
arguments in the coming called the meeting to order, and all ur
sent from their respective offices to our subto
It
of
natural
is,
course,
campaign.
singing America, Mrs. Thirza Jacks..i
scribers. Our clubbing offers are as follows
expect that the expenditures of the gov- dir.g at the piano. Prayer by the
t
--

■

v

c

v

one

year's subscription paid

in

advance:

The Journal and Farm and Home.$2.00
The Journal and Tribune Farmer.
2.25
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine.2.10
The Journal and New Idea Magazine.2.10
The publications included in our clubbing offers may be sent to different addresses.

ernment will show a normal increase
from year to year, because of the increase of population
and increased de-

Treasury.
expenditures

mands on the
fact that
under

the

And yet it is

a

have decreased

Taft administration.

How

Rev. William

by the

In passing I would like to
say that
dress had the true patriotic ring, and

improving.-Capt.

but this was the best one he had eve
pleasure of hearing. Comrade Bower
rill responded for the Veterans in 1
happy off-hand manner, showing th<
price that was paid for the liberty
nation; how one out of every four n,.
eluding old men and children, entered

Spuriing
the coming

has rented his cottage for
season to summer
people, who will take
their meals at the Stanley Hotel, and W.

The postal deficiency will be
considerably less, it being now $f>,-

amount.

very

000,000 less than last year to the present
time, and it will be found that every dehas responded to the request
R. Keene has also rented his cottage to partment
of the President for the utmost economy
Mr. S. V. A. Hunter and family of
consistent with the best service.
Brookline, Mass., for the coming season. possible,
have not
-W. R. Keene returned last week The fault-finding newspapers
the adfrom the Sailors’ Snug Harbor, Staten had time to notice this work of
the people will soon
Island, New York, where he accompani- ministration, but
ed Capt. B. W. Parker and James Long, find it out and give proper credit.
It is pretty hard work for the scolders
who have been admitted to the home.
-The

I
f

song,

thoroughly enjoyed by all. One men
association said that he, himself, i,
era! times given the address of welcoi
Veterans, and had listened to mam

Robert

|

Vaughan of Belfast, win
“Marching through t
The address of welcome was
given l
Cilley, an honorary member of the Ass.
ed

great this decrease will be at the end of
the present fiscal year cannot now be esManset.
Mr. Reginald King has
been very sick for several weeks but is timated, but it will be a very substantial

MOUNT DESERT CORRESPONDENCE.

regains of Mr. Merle Tracy’s to keep up their fault finding with the
flies, a potato maggot and a fruit feednew tariff in the face of the splendid rebeetle
are
described
at
ing
greater infant daughter, who died of measles and
length. A copy of Bulletin 177 will be who was cared for by her grandmother, sults that are being recorded. The insent to any resident of Maine on request.
success.
is now over $5U,U0U,UUU,
Mrs. Lewis Benson, in Boston, were creased revenue
Perhaps the most profitable and enjoy- Requests should be addressed to the
but that is one of the least of the results
able social event of the year occurred Maine Agricultural Experiment Station,
brought here for interment. Her parof its operation. It is estimated that
June 11th, when the president and vice Orono, Maine.
In writing please men- ents are in Texas.
the increase of wages during the first
president of the State federation, Mrs. tion this paper.
F. H. White and Mrs. C. F.
Maine Loyal Legion.
Flagg, toyear of the new law will approximate
Winter on The Farm.
gether with the two federated clubs of
half a billion dollars, and that every
the county, were our guests.
The annual meeting of the Maine ComIt has all
“I ciunno as we do have so much to do mandery. Loyal Legion, was held in worthy man in the country can find work
been so generously reported by the
press
that we refrain from repeating, but its in the winter as in the summer.” said Portland Wednesday evening, May 4th. at good wages.
Abimelech Clovertop to the commercial Officers were elected as follows:
influence has been far reaching.
All this
Capt.
splendid record would be
Our club, as a bit of philanthropy, pro- traveler, with whom he had fallen into Alfred Mitchell, commander; Lieut. Col.
it not reversed, if a Democratic
checked,
vided a holiday treat for the members of conversation at the country store. “An’ Frederick Rohie, senior vice commander;
of
the winter is our restin’ Major Henry S.
Representatives should be
the sewing school and have
Burrage, recorder: Ma- House
materially yit, although
aided the federation school at Jackson, spell, we manage! to keep considerable jor Charles H. Boyd, registrar: Capt. elected next fall. While there would be
Me.
busy. You get up at from three-thirty Thomas J. Little, treasurer; Edward A. no tariff legislation, yet the business
to four in the mornin’ an' scun out to Shaw,
We have received continued
chancellor; John S. Sewall, chap- world would be anxious about the future,
recognition
from the State organization and have your barn an’ milk fo’teen to fifteen lain; Lieut. Casper E. Marshall, Capt
been well represented at its meetings.
cows, an’ strain that there milk into cans Silas Adams, Harold W. Chamberlain, and this uneasiness would result in a
We are under obligations to the local an’ git it to the railroad station three Harry R. Virgin and Edwin R. Wingate, menace to capital and a consequent setpress and reporters for generously ad- miles away before breakfast, an’ then council. The paper was by Lieut. Geo. back to labor.
vertising our work. Several times the mebbe you cut cordwood all fo’noon an’ D. Bishee of Rumford Falls on “Three
The Democrats have no program to ofsympathy of the club has been expressed put up ice all arternoon an’ feed an’ Years as a Volunteer Soldier in the Civil fer that can
appeal to the people as an
by bright blossoms sent to members who water thutty or forty head o’ stock, an’ War.”
were shut in by illness, and words of turn to at night an’ milk agin’ an’feed
improvement on present conditions. They
comfort have been sent to those upon an’ bed down all the critters by lantern
Springvale Shoe Factory Leased.
are, of course, desirous of a change, simlight, an’ git ready for a good start in
whom the shaft of sorrow had fallen.
because they are office hungry, but
the
mornin’
an’
chore
around
until
bedA
for
lease
five
of
the
shoe fac- ply
We feel that the influence radiating
years
from our club has always been uplifting. time—. You do all that, an’ it keeps you tory at Springvale, recently vacated by thousands who are impatient at PresiI think we may safely attribute the or- considerable busy even in the winter W. L. Douglas, was taken Thursday by dentTaft because he has not accomplishganization and work of our branch of time when there ain’t much doin’ on a Sears, Roebuck of Chicago, who are ex- eckin a year what has taken four years
Red Cross to a spirit of sympathy and farm. Still, it’s in the summer time pected to come there soon and operate under some administrations, will hesithat you have to reely hustle to make the factory to its capacity of 400 or 500
good will emanating from this club.
hands.
The lease includes an option of tate when it comes to voting for a change
We have been fortunate in our leader, farmin’ pay. Then you air busy.”
Puck.
to Democracy.
who from qualities of mind and heart,
ten, 20, or 30 additional years.
The fact of the matter is that Presicoupled with an enthusiastic belief in
some

I

MEETING OF WALDO COUNTY \ r
ERANS.

I

Washington Letter.

through,

affability,

handle

Standard Oil Company

And everything except the sky is blue,
We fancy that the friends w'e used to know
have all forgotten us
And sunny days have all been gotten
We think that we have reached a point where
even bald civility
Is scarce where
comradeship was once so
free.
Then we get a salutation from that prince of

a

The nickel finish, with the turquoise
fc'ue of the enameled chimneys, makes
the stove ornamental and attractive
Made with 1, 2 and 3 burners; the 2
and 3-jurner stoves can be had with
or without Cabinet,

you get thia atove— see
that
the
name-plate
reads “New Perfection

THE

and monotonous

r

No half-hour preparation. It not oniy
is less trouble than coal, but it costs
less. Absolutely no smell, no smoke
and it doesn’t heat the kitchen.

this convention, but when he announced that he would not be a candidate for re-election to the United States
Senate he also asked the State committee to select another presiding officer for
the convention. Mr. Austin’s selection
as the temporary chairman of the convention at this time is a fine tribute to
one of the bright young Republicans of
Maine. He is a manufacturer and is one
of the type of progressive young men in
the party who are now so rapidly coming to the front in the management of
its affairs.

seem

' §>§•

rests, towel rack, and every up-to-date
feature imaginable. You want it, be.
cause it will cook any dinner and not
heat the room. No heat, no smell
no smoke, no coal to bring in, no
ashes
to carry out.
It does away with the
drudgery of cooking, and mekes it a
pleasure. Women with the light touch
for pastry especially appreciate it, be
cause they can immediately have a

quick fire, simply by turning

over

THE ROBIN.

] 11

Boils, bakes, or roasts better than any range. Ready in a second,
Extinguished in a second. Fitted with Cabinet Top, with collapsible

of

for

The Maine Agricultural Experiment
Station is now mailing Bulletin 177, containing accounts of insects which have
proved more or less injurious in various
parts of the State the past year. The
Saddled prominent, a greenish Caterpillar so destructive to beech and other
deciduous trees; the brown tail moth, a
serious and wide spread orchard and forest tree pest; the gypsy moth and the
San Jose scale, recently discovered residents in the State; the spruce and larch
sawflies, plant lice, flies, mosquitoes and
some others are briefly discussed.
Of
the less widely known insects, the spindle worm injurious to elder bushes and
corn, th. birch leaf bucculatrix, so very
prevalent last season, feeding on the
leaves of white and yellow birch so that in
the early fall every tree appeared infested and had a brown and scorched appearance visible even at a great distance; the
apple-leaf sewer, a small greenish-brown
leaf-folding caterpillar; the Lesser apple
worm, so often confused with the cod-

are

were

received

thanks of the members.

suggestion.

hours

New ¥br/Edion

Chairman of State Convention.

When shadows dark have made the world

H

is the latest practical, scientific cook-stove. It will cook the most
elaborate dinner without heating the kitchen.

now.

The robin who is singing on the tree
reported the following list of officers,
who were unanimously elected for the He tells a jaunty story of a million welcome
visitors
year 1910-’ll: President, Mrs. Edward
Who come to join and beautify his song.
Sibley; Vice Presidents, Mrs. Fred’k The ghosts of introspection slink away like
gaunt inquisitors
thing of the feeling expressed by Henry W. Brown, Miss Maude E. Mathews;
As hosts of summer sunshine
troop along.
Van Dyke that
Secretary and Treasurer, Mrs. George He takes the sting from every petty
human
“It is good to see the Old World and travel
up E.
Miss
animosity
committee,
Brackett; Topic
and down
Since nature, just as kind as she can be,
Among the famous countries and cities of re- Caroline W. Field, Mrs. Alonzo J. Is scattering her treasures with such
hearty
nown;
Mrs. F. W. Brown; Commitgenerosity
To admire the crumbly castles and the monu- Knowlton,
For us and for the robin in the tree.
A.
tee
on
Miss
ments of kings.”
Margaret
philanthropy,
Star.
But no feeling can surpass a return Dunton, Miss Annie V. Field, Mrs. —Washington

j

no

eventful part of the week—The Boston
Sunday Journal will come as a welcome relief
from the sixty-page bulky papers he is forced

H

cool and white as a dairy. No smell, no
smoke,
heat, no dust. No old-fashioned contrivances. The

as

news,

but not sending out any comics or any of the
so-called freak or special features common to
the conventional Sunday paper. The Price of
The Boston Sunday Journal, moreover, is a

novelty. It sells for
every other day.

I

Yon Can Have a Model Kitchen

Sunday, May 8th, The Boston Sunday Journal
male a decided innovation in the field of Sunday Neviapaperdom. The issue of that date

Augusta, May 3. Harry B. Austin
Phillips was selected tonight by the
Republican State committee to preside
over the State convention, which will be
shop, Bellefonte, Penn., (not Indian); held in Augusta the last of June. SenaIndian
tor Eugene Hale was to have presided
Shaker baskets and Penobscot

White sunshine flooding square and street
Dark mountain ranges, at whose feet
The river-beds are dry with heat,
All was a dream to me.

Fermitted,

him for a travelling salesman.
“Do you travel for a big house,” he

a

indigestion and
constipation.

gratitude

humility, usefulness and friendliness are
the fruits of culture, we need not apologize for the word. We do not. We believe in it. For the opposite is of more
danger to our present life than all of the

NS^INSAJNEdAI^ET

it is invaluable for applying to cuts, bruises, sprains,
burns and scalds. It Is the emergency remedy
almost a century old. It never fails.

THE

sincere

W

For 99 years the Family Doctor
Always keep a supply in your home, because

request.

day with

of the apring-time that comes to all of
us in the
"Bird-tons and wind together
And the hush of a sounding tea.
The echoes falling, the twilight calling.
Softly calling to thee/*
Shows also to your secretary a practical
side, with new cares and responsibilities;
and now, with the best good of the club
still in view, I return to you the trust so
long in my keeping, hoping that in my
successor you may find all that my service has lacked.
I

Belfast

H

the

vice,

and

one

out of every six

who

•'

v.

died before the war closed.
Comrade J. W. Vaughan of Belfast,
the audience with some interesting
At this point—for fear the exercises n

getting a little dry-the members
Harvest Grange furnished a fine treat
onade and were given three cheers,
being refreshed all united in singing
tramp, tramp the boys are marching
the close of the song Comrade Gilley u
large flag, and on motion of Comrad
three rousing cheers were given "Old
Comrade Edward Mason of Belfast w
called upon to give his experience
prisoner from October .until March a

I

1

Isle

prison;

Comrades Crockett, Trask, William V
Smart, Merriam and Grade Bowen we
a good deal of patriotic
displayed. Indeed,the spirit of

upon, and
was

ei,
p;.

seemed to be very active all the afterr
evidenced by the speeches and su
the old veterans. Comrade Smith of

was

was

called

sponded.
a re-.

upon

for

a

hap:

song and

Little Miss Vivian Wentw<

>

itation.

;

rising vote of thanks was given
Harvest Grange and the Veterans and
of Waldo, supplemented, on motion
rade Crockett of Winterport, by three
A

cheers.
The committee

on time and place f
meeting reported as follows; Time, Th
June 2, 1910; place, Morrill; no
postpo:

account of weather.— Grade Bowen,
tary, pro tern.

on

—

club work

and with favorable life cirto be
official head. We trust she may be
continued.
We
believe special commendation
should be expressed to the members of
our past and present
topic committee
who have so faithfully complied with
every duty imposed, and to whom we are
indebted for the well arranged programs.
In closing will you allow me a
personal
word. For nearly a decade I have served you in a triune capacity; as
secretary,
.treasurer and reporter, and I think always conscientiously. It has ever been
an esteemed
privilege. If I have at
times insisted that some of your acts be
bound with red tape, it has been because

cumstances,is most admirably fitted

^fe^^nEndThatSplIttin^
Headache!
1

our

JTU .] ‘1
AA.
,m|||ffx^w^x
1

MlH"

I
■

I
■

■
■
■
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^TRUE’S

the fashion of the day demanded it. No
club record is properly complete without

parliamentary fastenings.

Some of you know the origin of our
club and the major part your secretary
had in its birth. It has been my aim to
do what I could to properly nourish it.
What it has been to me
personally I do
not find it easy to express in words.
The personnel has changed with the years
Bright minds and large hearts have been
taken from us, but to be replaced by those
equally efficient, and always in its membership I have found not only pleasant
club associates but .friends who are dear
and fond and leal. It has been my desire to merit your approval, and my sincere thanks are extended to you for your
always kindly consideration. The lure

Don’t let the demons of pain drive hotspikes
through your throbbing temples—there's a
remedy—TRUE’S Elixir, it’s a reliable remedy
for “everyday ills.” Sets your stomach right
When it’s “off.” Makes digestion strong and
active. Keeps the liver working, the blood
pure and the nerves steady as a clock. Fewer
headaches for those who take

you

you better
The

use

which this wonderful Elixir are compounded are
for their curative properties. Many are imported
from far-off Russia and Egypt at great expense and are of the very
highest quality andpurity. The making of True’s Elixir is a science and
the product stands unrivaled as a dependable family medicine.
a»M*in>»a rear, an
pm*n
aa«, so*. ai.oo.

1

form cannot be enacted into law in

a

ANI)

gle year or in a single Congress.
important measures must go over

Some

Uh ll itN

EVERY THURSDAY
ON STEAMERS BELFAST xml CAMDI

90 Cents
May 12 to September

<

sin-

29.

ORRIN J. DICKEY,

I

Eusiness Manager

till the

For that reason, Mr. Taft should

Republican House of Representatives to work w.th the Republican Senate during the latter part of his term in
order that the full measure of legislation
may be had to meet his recommendations

I

and your children well"

it ?

ingredients of

register their approval accordingly,
The people should, and will, appreciate
the fact that all the promises of a plat-

BANGOR

will

gress.
have a

True’s Elixir puts everybody, young and old, in the sunshine—hadn’t

known the world

BELFAST TO

dent Taft and his Cabinet are not specMuch is being accomplished
from week to week that is not being
noted, but which will appear when the
record is made up. The people will find
it all out long before November 8, and
tacular.

next session and some till ihe next Con-

ELIXIR
"Keeps

EASTERN STEAMSHIP COMPANY

I
j*

over

^®8|j

Dr. w. C LIBBEY.
DENTIST,
92

MAIN STREET,

and the pledges of the party platform.

IA
CASTOR
For Infants and Children.
Till Kind You Han Always Bought
Bean the
Signature of

MMcSUAi

BELFAST, MAINE

TELEPHONE

223-2

Boot and Shoe
REPAIRING.
have bought the boot and shoe repair"'
business of Richard Ellingwood, 131 Main
"
opposite the postoffice, and am ready to at
to all work in that line at the old stand. Rea*
able prices and satisfaction guaranteed.
I

3ml8

L. E. MoMAHAN.

j

r

PIN THIS TO LETTER

fashions for future brides.

Where

Wedding
A 'P1'
,h

Gown Not

Necessarily Expensive.

Roses and Lilies.
The Four-Ribbed Parasol.

and Skirts.

ir,a":
tyP’
0Iw
th‘

/'iiridal

lace

or

make

prettily in
tunic models. Chiffon,
an inexpensive silk
lining

maune,

The Four-leaved Clover.
“Three leave*, of course. I’m bound to have,”
The little clover said.
still
“They're all I’m set to do, out
I think I’ll go ahead
And grow another if I can,
An extra leaf to show
That I am trying, with my might,
To live, and work, and grow.

Humphreys’

Paris, 51, rue des Petite-Champs
London, 49 Haymarket
Vienna, Stephanaplatz, 3
Brussels, 65, Boulevard de Waterloo
Amsterdam, Roden 8
Lisbon, Rua do Arsenal, 148 & 162
Barcelona, Ronda S. Pedro. 86
Madrid, Calle Tetuan 3
Alexandria, rue Cherif Pacha
Manila, 100 Calle Anloague
Rio de Janeiro, 80, Rua de S. Pedro
Buenos Ayres, 446, Calle Florida
Mexico City, Calle del Coliseo, 3
Valparaiso

bride of moderate means can be quite as prettily
y0RK, May 9. The
if she only understands just what to buy and the sort of
iier richer sister
look really smart when copied in comparatively inexpensive
hoose that will
Richness of effect but simplicity in design invariably marks the best
costume. Very charming are the partially made lace robes shown in
and many of these are not costly.
or other soft white clinging silks, lightly trimmed on the bodice with

Marine

OP CREDIT.

Will Find

Specifics.

Foulard Coats

[Correspondence of The Journal.]
w

Tourirt.

Constantinople

up

liam and Ann Streets, New York.

BOUQUET.

The bridal bouquet is this year a
huge
bunch of white roses,
lilies-of-the-valley
and ferns, tied with a broad, white satin
ribbon with long streamers.
If the wedding gown is made with
elbow sleeves, as many of them are,
the bride always wears long white kid
gloves and she may either wear white
satin or kid shoes or slippers.
“THE GOING AWAY GOWN.”
The backbone of Ihe trousseau is,
without doubt, the tailor-made gown.
Ihe modern woman could more
easily
get along without a hat than she could
without a frock, or at least, a skirt with
coat to match.
Some sort of a tailormade is always chosen for the
traveling
costume, or what most people call
“the going away gown.” Serge is the
favorite material for this purpose. The
fashionable tailors are making these
suits rather plain, oftenest
finished
merely by stitching, but occasionally
a touch of braid
collar, cuffs and pockets.

there is

COAT SUITS OF

Charming tailored

on

the shawl

FOULARD.

frocks

trousseau

also made of tussah or pongee, or
even foulard.
A novel costume is of
are

nattier blue

and white

foulard, made
and a pleated

a semi-fitted coat
skirt and peasant waist of the material
partially veiled with chiffon. These
foulard coat suits are great novelties,

with

and

though
glance the material,
does not seem suited to the purpose,
when one becomes used to them they
I.

are

at first

very smart.
A YELLOW AND WHITE WEDDING.

I.

Dame Fashion is very kind to the
bridesmaid this year, for nothing could

by The McCall
designs
New York, Designers and
McCall Patterns.
are

e

i

be more

appropriate

and

becoming

for

her than the chiffon veiled frocks and
uuwei

'I

ixxixiixicu

iiava

nuw

in

vogue.

MURDERED FOR a PAIL OF

Hold Their Annual Sessions in Portland.
The first of the annual sessions of the
Masonic grand bodies of Maine was held
in Portland, May 3d, the Grand
Lodge
with Grand Master Edmund B. Mallet of
Freeport, presiding. All except 32 of the
201 chartered lodges were represented at
the opening of the session and other
representatives arrived later. Eight of the
12 past grand masters were present and
the grand officers were nearly all in their

drews, Clinton; grand treasurer, Millard
F. Hicks, Portland; grand secretary,
Stephen Berry, Portland: committee of
finance, Albro E. Chase, Portland;
George R. Shaw, Portland; Hugh R.
Chaplin, Bangor; trustees, charity fund,
for three years, Frank E. Sleeper, Sabattus; Howard D. Smith, Norway.
The Grand Lodge spent Wednesday
afternoon in witnessing the conferring
of the third degree of Portland lodge,
Arthur W. Read, master. The closing
session was held May 5th. Charters were
; granted Meduncook Lodge at Friendship

were

again.”

A few days afterward she came to him
and said:
“Papa, I’ve got a word worth half a

!ue and green. The smartest of these new linens come in several
the weaves of the woolens-stripe, chevron, basket and mixed effect.

Verona Clark.
POLITICAL MAXIMS.
’i

—■——

A RELIGIOUS ASHMAN.

The ashman was raising a can of ashes
above his head to dump the contents into
his cart, when the bottom of the can
came out.
Ethel saw it ai.d ran in and
told her mother.
“I hope you didn’t listen to what he
said,” the mother remarked.
“He didn’t say a word to me,” replied
the little girl: “he just walked right off
by the side of his cart, talking to God.”

■

its place as a truthful
tyf j«ol tirian. Many
t;ons on politics will be

10c. and 15c.

■

truth and wit.
vi
played the game differ•*. but 1 couldn’t find the

le think
rn a

they
rag.”

are

ARE

peace in stock and fight
assortment and no trouble
know a rnan to get anyhe didn’t play the

tics, if

I

or no

BY

!

The World’s W. C.

ar

1

BELFAST

E^-NO WAITING TO SEND..-®!

honesty?”
political halos, when you
to ’em, something like
■ughnuts—holes surrounded

ty

IN

Who by special arrangement have all the
patterns all the time.

i

■

SALE

CARLE & JONES,

purifying

t

er

FOR

T. U.

—

Mrs. L. M. N.
Glasgow, May 5.
are some
things in politics that Stevens, president of the National Woione as gentle and careful as men’s Christian Temperance Union of
ose petal off a schoolma’am’s the United States, will preside at the
evening meeting of the World’s Woman
re blasted good in their way,
Christian Temperance Union Congress in
ics cut out the I a id attend to ! St. Andrew’s hall, June 7th, at which
It’s the only way you’ll get j time representatives from the United
j States, Canada, Australia, India, New
in politics is popular just as Zealand and South Africa will speak.

departing

named.

“I

Priest Franklin R. Redlon of Portland

A

Hicsn’t hit individuals.”

well or feel well with
your body.
Keep the
irh Burdock Blood Bitters. Eat

well, eat
feeding

■

exercise, keep clean, and you will

*

The convention proper will open in the
afternoon of June 7th and will be presided over by the international president,
the countess of Carlisle, when fraternal
delegates will be received from 50 na-

PITTSFIELD

PERSONALS.

I tional

you had a

LITTLE

Mat
■

und Murch and children of
visiting with Mrs. Murch’s
Chester Frost.

:

■

Mrs. J. W. Manson have open-

••ungalow,
Palmyra

“Broadview,”

on

for the summer.

Mrs. T. W. Hawes of Troy
to their home after

a

Hawes’ sister, Mrs. E.
family in Manson street.
1

visit

E.

'■>, Dr. E. A. Porter and A.
been in Portland for sevweek to attend the annual
the Grand Masonic bodies.

uve

,,

,,

place.

Mi

L. Luce

was in town Friday
f Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Frost.

L

pastor at one time of the
hurch in this village and many
glad of the opportunity to
gain.
He was on his way to
as

OF

If you think it

—

ui

[

record.

|

Children

■

is,

Cry

CASTORIA

the Balance up.
It has been truthfully said that any disturbance of the even balance of health causeB
serious trouble. Nobody can be too careful to
keep thiB balance up. When people begin to
lose appetite, or to get tired easily, the least
imprudence brings on sickness, weakness or
debility. The system needs a tonic, craves it,
and should not be denied it; and the best tonic
of which we have any knowledge is Hood’s
Sarsaparilla. What this medicine has done in
keeping healthy people healthy, in keeping up
the even balance of health, gives it the same
distinction as a preventive that it enjoys as a
Its early use has illustrated the wisdom
cure.
of the old saying that a stitch in time saves nine.
Take Hood’s for appetite, strength, and endurance.

P.M.

Boston,

A.M.

A..M.
°0
S 45
P.M.
12 55

?

W. D.

Bangor.

7 00

Thorndike.
Knox.
Brooks.
Waldo.

Citypoint.
FIGURED bY WHAT IT

FOR A

.COSTS

|

WHOLE YEAR, BUT BY HOW MUCH IT
SAVES EACH TIME IT IS USED.

CONSIDER THIS:
How

during

many’

the

nickels do

cor-

“Pay

lose

you

making

the trip

to

much money

do you spend in

care

lare, in shopping or

send

by telephone

delivering

twelve

the

We roamed through the fields
And through the meadows gay;
We helped Grandpa Wentworth
To get in his hay.

all this.

send

an

day

messages that you could

Agent

pays for a

Ask

our

to

talk

telephone

1

RKTrh.MXd

i

m.

Leave Rockland, daily, except Monday, at
5.15a. m., or on arrival of steamer from Boston.
FRED W. POTE, Agent,
Belfast, Maine.

and

matter

5,0
t5 0
16 00

Leave Boston, daily, except Sunday, at 5.00

Local Manager to
the

17
25

t

Leave Belfast at 5 p. m., daily, except Sunday, (Northport June 20th to September 5th,
inc.) for Camden, Rockland and Boston.
For Searsport, Bucksport, Winterport and
Bangor, at 7.30 a. m.. or on arrival of steamer
from Boston, daily, except Monday.

months for

mvch time and nerve force do you so lose?

A few cents a

4 22
4 33
4 50
09

STEAMERS BELFAST AND CITY OF
BANGOR

if you had one?

saves

t9 56
10 05
10 20
10 45
11 00
11110
11 30
til 40
til 50
11 55

DAILY. EXCEPT SUNDAY SERVICE

p.

Seven miles into the country,
In a team we did go,
And we stayed ten weeks,
In the county of Waldo.

7 02
7 13
8 35
8 54
9 02
t9 10
9 25
t9 35
t9 45
9 50

4 15
12 25

Belfast, arrive.
6 5
♦
Flag station.
^Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest, via all routes for sale by L. J. Sanborn
Agent, Belfast.
F. E. BOOTHBY, General Passenger Agent.
MORRIS MCDONALD,
Vice President & General Manager,
Portland, Maine.

j
do

9 50

Mm Steamship

Station”

Station?

How

A visit we did make;
We sailed from old Boston
To the Pine Tree State.

leave at the

year?

How_much^tinie
Pay

Everybody’s Maga-

you

6 55
7 00

P. M.

Benton.
Clinton.
Burnham, depart.

THE EXPENSE OF A TELEPHONE IS NOT

MASSACHUSETTS

over

SURANCE

with you.

BONDING

AND IN

COMPANY,

BOSTON, MASS.
DECEMBER 31, 1909.
Bonds.
$ 831.109 40
Cash in office and bank,
132,162 40
Premiums in course of collection.
127,465 46
Bills receivable.
3.843 51
Interest accrued,
8,116 63
ASSETS

So grandma fixed our dinners,
And off we went for fun;
We spent an entire day
At the famous Dutton pond.

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE AND

TELEGRAPH CO.

The children played and frisked around,
Just like as many eels;
They dove down in the water
And came up again like seals.

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted,
Admitted assets,

Pa and grandpa fished some perch,
And grandma cleaned them well;
We ate our dinner on the ledge
And I tell you it was swell.

I.IABII 1TIES

FOR SALE.

pretty soon a thunder shower
Came pealing o’er the way;
We had to run into the bushes,
And there for shelter stay.
But

COFFEE

pointed by the Honorable Judge of Probate,
within and for said County, Commissioners to

Washington, May 4. After 12 years
the ill-fated battleship Maine is to be
removed from the Havana harbor and
the bodies which went down with the
vessel will be interred in the National
cemetery at Arlington. A bill providing for such removal and. burial which
has passed the House, was today passed
by the Senate.
The bill directs the raising of the
vessel by the secretary of war and the
board of engineers with “all convenient
speed.”

The bodies in the ship are to be buried
in Arlington and the mast is to be lifted
above their graves as a monument.

47
59
05
13
35
07
16
10
22
30

_

7 00

W’aterville.

you are wrong from the start.

—

Keep

35

■

Unity

1

measures

20

25

__

OF COST?

How

President Al-

P.M.

3
*3
13
3
3
4
4
4
6
6
6
6
9

A.M.

A VISIT TO MAINE.

Kimball of Norway, presiding.
members
were
Fifty-five
present.
Twenty high priests from all parts of j
the State were received into the order, j
The following officers were elected:
i
President, Alfred S. Kimball, Norway;
Senior vice president, Albert M. Penley,
Auburn: Junior vice president, Henry R.
Taylor, Machias: Treasurer, Millard F.
Hicks, Portland; Recorder, Stephen Ber-

P. \1.

00
12 15
05
tl2 20
Waldo .47 15
112 30
Brooks. 7 27
12 42
Knox. »7 39
112 54
Thorndike. 7 45
1 00
7 53
1 08
Unity
Burnham, arrive. 8 13
1 30
Clinton. 8 39
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Benton
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Bangor
Waterville. 8 54
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Portland
11 50
4 50
E. D
3 30
8 00
u„.r
Boston, ,-w.D. 3 15
925
Til BELFAST

Portland. 10 35

that last famished wolf must have had
the other’ leven inside of him.”
“Well, come to think it over,” said the
story teller, maybe it wasn’t so darned

The order of high priesthood for Maine

Iy8J

follows:

BELFAST.
A.M.

MATTER

PRONUNCIATION.

[This local lyric is from the children’s
ner of the Bangor Commercial.]
I remember well one time,

run as

Belfast, depart. 7
Citypoint. t7

IS IT A

ing jaws, when-“Say, partner,” broke in one of the
listeners, “according to your reckoning

—

YORK.

NEW

■■BBMmnR

of at least a dozen famished wolves. He
arose and shot the foremost one, and the
others stopped to devour it. But they
soon caught up with him, and he shot
another, which was in turn devoured.
This was repeated until the last famished wolf was almost upon him with yearn-

famished after all.’’
zine.

land and Boston will

*

temperance and philanthropic so- ry, Portland; Master of ceremonies,
I cieties. The opening of the congress James E. Parsons, Ellsworth; Conductor,
So the fish they would no longer bite—
will be preceded by an all-day devotional James H. Withered,
Which ended all our fun;
Oakland; Chaplain,
1
a
and
that
But we don’t forget the good old time
reception
meeting Monday,
j William J. Burnham, Lewiston; Steward,
had at Dutton’s pond.
We
evening by the lord provost.
Benjamin L. Hadley, Bar Harbor; WarThe congress will close on June 11th der, Wilbur A. Patten, Portland.
A. B.' W.
|
Haverhill, Msss.
Rich and Fragrant..
; and will be followed by excursions into
Scotland, extending over the 16th.
At the annual meeting of the Grand
recommend it because the 1
Physicians
Just a Few Gems by America’s Jester.
of
Maine,
acrid bitter flavor of common coffee is
Commandery
Knights
Hives, eczema, itch or salt rheum sets you Templar, May 5th, the following officBe virtuous and you will be lonesome.
eliminated from the Tudor brand by melcrazy. Can’t bear the touch of your clothing.
ers
were elected:
Grand commander,
I wouldn’t give a cent to hear IngerDoan’s Ointment cures the most obstinate
Warren C. Philbrook, Waterville; deplowing it with age before roasting.
cases.
soll on Moses, but I’d give ten dollars
Why suffer. All druggists sell it.
uty grand commander, Albert H. Bur- to hear Moses on
Ingersoll.
GUARANTEE.
roughs, Westbrook; grand generalissimo,
A Maine Wild Cat.
George Washington couldn’t lie; I can,
Elroy H. Mitchell, Saco; grand captain but
Your money will be refunded without the
I won’t.
general, Charles W. Jones, Augusta;
Yes I smoke cigars, but rarely more return of the coffee if it is not a little better I
The wild cat hanging in the window of
senior warden, Ralph W. Crockgrand
Jr.
the B. F.
Wells,
sporting goods ett, Lewiston; grand junior warden, than one at a time.
than the kind you have been using. You to
I never had any parents, hardly—just
l store of Auburn is attracting much at- Charles F. Johnson, Waterville; grand
6wl7
j a father and mother—so I had to struggle be the judge.
It is a perfect
! tention from passers-by.
prelate, Rev. Jaftnes F. Albion, Portspecimen of the Canada lynx and is any- land; grand treasurer, Leander W. on the best way I could.
A. A. HOWES S CO.
What is my idea of happiness? Finding
thing but a pleasant companion. This Forbes,
Portland; grand recorder, all the buttons
on.
particular specimen was caught at Liv- Stephen Berry, Portland.
It being
words
in
are
the
the
What
sweetest
ermore Falls by Mr. Holmes and was Ascension
day, an address was given
COMMISSIONERS’ NOTICE
j
brought to Auburn by Ben Jones. The by the Rev. James F. Albion, D. D., world? “Not guilty.”—Mark Twain.
in
a
small
animal was caught
muskrat of Portland. Several speakers were
WALDO SS.
April 20, A. D. 1910.
been
have
must
weak
and
or it heard at the
trap,
The Maine Will be Raised.
banquet at 6 o’clock.
We, the undersigned, having been duly apwould have been able to free

itself. It
66 inches from the tip of its
nose to the end of the tail and weighs 42
who is a native of
Belfast, having been ap- pounds. Judge Wing,
said that in his boyhood days
pastorate of the church m Livermore,
town at the East Maine Con- such a visitor in the fields was not unweek.
Pittsfield Advertiser. common, but said that this one was as
large as they made them anywhere. “In
I those days,’1 said the Judge, “they were
\WIIIL
known as the loupcervier, and by that,
thousands of men and women die name, were doubly dangerous.’’—LewisI
c who
might have been cured if ton Sun.
'iad been discovered in time and a
k*
k
’nu*nt with Kidnets adopted. If
k
:>kache, kidney trouble or other
kidney disease, begin using KidFOR FLETCHER’S
IJs.. '"!lately. Druggists and dealers sell
I *«ents.
L

r

COMPANY.

COE-MORTIMER

started to

>

C. Bean and sister went to
lurday for a brief visit with a

THE

good day.”

MATTER

On and after October 4, 1909, trains connecting at Burnham and Waterville with through
trains for and from Bangor, Waterville, PortFROM

A man was
telling about an exciting
experience in Russia. His sleigh was
over
the
frozen wastes by a pack
pursued

Cole, Bangor; grand P. C. of work,
Harry E. Larrabee, Gardiner; grand land
treasurer, Leander W. Forbes; recorder,
Stephen Berry, Portland.
The officers were installed by P. G.
Master Charles Collamore of Bangor,
and the appointments include that of
Rev. Ashley A. Smith of Belfast as
Grand Chaplain.
May 4th,

see

U
M

I

JACKSON & HALL, Belfast Agents.

NOT SO DARNED FAMISHED.

I he committee bn credentials reported
14 of the 16 councils represented and 11
of the past grand masters present.
Grand Master Watson presented an interesting address in which he described
the triennial assembly of the general
grand council at Savannah, Ga., last
autumn.
Reports of the other grand
officers followed. The report on returns
showed 4,467 members, a gain of 108.
There were 204 candidates and 72 deaths.
The following officers were elected:
Grand master, James H. Witherell, Oakland; deputy grand master, Frank J.

m.,

absentmindedly

The mother of the girl baby, herself
named Rachel, frankly told her husband
that she was tired of the good old names
borne by most of the feminine members
of the family, and she would like to give
the little girl a name entirely different.
Then she wrote on a slip of paper “Eugenie,” and asked her husband if he
didn’t think that was a pretty name.
The father studied the name for a
moment and then said:
"Veil, call her Yousheenie, but I don’t
see vat you gain by it.”

242: exaltation. 462; deaths, 149. The
local appointments were as follows:
Grand Chaplain, Rev. Ashley A. Smith,
Belfast; Grand Principal Sojourner, William C. Libby, Belfast.

at 7 p.

he

tell you to use E. FRANK COE FERTILIZERS. Manufactured
in the Best Equipped Factory in the Country at Belfast, Maine.

I

|

is

They will

He apologized and went out.
When
he was going home in a street car with
his four repaired umbrellas, the woman
he had seen in the restaurant got in.
She glanced from him to his umbrellas
and said:

Royal Arch Chapter met
Tuesday evening, May 3d, Grand High

fred S.

K
I

LET YOUR CROPS DECIDE5

1857

take an umbrella from a hook near his
hat.
“That’s mine, sir,” said a woman at
the next table.

The Grand

met

I

A reputable citizen had left four umbrellas to be repaired. At noon he had
luncheon in a restaurant, and as he was

masters met

t

IBSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSfiSSSSSSSSSiBS

LOOKED SUSPICIOUS.

The grand council of royal and select
at 2 p. m., May 4th, Grand
MasterM. B. Watson of Auburn, presiding.

of a keen, dry sort in
the new novel by
r*.
t |.u
ished by the Har"
r- of the "Ih»ss,
Thelisilrawt, full-siae, and it

■

;

dollar.

■

c

DOLLAR A

The little daughter of a clergyman
stubbed her toe and said “Darn!”
“I’ll give you ten cents,” said her father, “if you’ll never
say that word

presiding. The committee on credentials
recent smart wedding the color scheme was yellow and white and the
reported 53 of the 60 chartered chapters
is wore frocks of shining yellow satin almost covered with
:
long draped represented, and 12 of the 15 past grand
Grand High
high priests were
f white chiffon. The'sashes were of the palest shade of primrose
to
yellow, Priest Redlon read present.
an
address. The resats worn were huge leghorns, faced with black velvet and trimmed in
it.
ports of the other grand officers were
t with big yellow roses and foliage.
f
presented and referred to the proper
committees. The following officers were
ATTACHABLE MARKINGS.
elected: Grand High Priest, Thomas H.
he dainty embroidered marking of bridal lingerie and linen one can now
Bodge, Augusta; deputy grand high
any good embroidery store or department, the Reis “Stitchon” letters priest. Wilmer J.
Dorman, Belfast;
c ams that are simply stitched on to the garment and look as if embroidered
grand king, George W. Goss, Lewiston;
De
Forest
H. Perkins,
scribe,
grand
rwhile for the household linenjthat most brides collect, the Reis “Foundation”
Skowhegan: grand treasurer, Leander
rvespecially nice. They come in many forms and sizes, retain their shape W.
Forbes, Portland; grand secretary,
and insure a handsome appearance in the finished work, beside
: c
saving Stephen Berry, Portland; committee of
finance, Millard F. Hicks, Portland;
Warren C. King, Portland: Herbert W.
BULGARIAN EMBROIDERY.
Robinson. Portland. The second day’s
rely new touch is given to some of the new linen frocks by trimmings of session was devoted to the installation
of
in embroidery.
For instance a nattier blue linen w as embroidered about the
foregoing officers and appointments.
ck. at the belt and on the cuffs with this coarse looking embroidery in A charter was granted to Castine chapter at Castine.
The committee on re.'tel pink, dull yellow and blue.
A white frock had touches of
bright turns reported 9C44 members, a gain of
i

MILK.

word!!

and McKinley Lodge at McKinley. Petitioners for a lodge at Swan’s Island were
granted permission to withdraw. Past
Grand Master Charles I. Collamore installed the grand officers and the ap-

pointive officers

(Wholesale prices) 1

was

BUT ROOSEVELT ONLY GETS A

328,

I

J

9

"In the street.
A man had her and
he vas going to kill her for her milk.”

pros-

perous year, the membership being 28,a gain of 464. The initiates had been
1206 and the deaths 545. The report of
the grand treasurer showed the finances
to be in the usual healthy condition.
Memorials of deceased members were
read. In the afternoon the grand master
reported at length upon the Philadelphia
conference of grand masters and the report was referred to the committee on
jurisprudence. Officers were elected as
follows: Grand master, Rev. Ashley A.
Smith, Belfast; deputy grand master.
Elmer P. Spofford, Deer Isle; senior
grand warden, Isaac N. Jones, Calais;
junior grand warden, Sullivan L. An-

8**1

turning over the pages of
his new reader. The picture of a cow
greatly excited him. “Teacher, teacher,” he called. “I vonce seen a cow!”
“Did you? Where”
Siegfried

places.

a

^ per pound)

1901
|910

GOOD THINGS FROM “EVERYBODYS”

The Grand Masonic Bodies

Grand Master Mallet reported

)V-In1896-5% M

Cost

But lo! men hailed the extra leaf
And grasped its meaning too,
For now the four-leaved clover stands
For Luck—a symbol true,
Since ’tis the added, willing work,
The extra bit of pluck
That conquers all the best of life
And brings the worker luck.
—[Priscilla Leonard, in Youth’s Companion.

Smyrna
princess or
Benguella, W. Africa
draped over
At all Drug Stores in Canada,
Cuba, Centralis delightful, and so is Brussels net, America, Honolulu, Porto Rico, the West In
dies, and in every City, Town and Hamlet ln
in
while for very youthful brides there are the
United States of America.
Dr. Humphreys’ Manual English,
frocks of the sheerest swiss or lawn,
French
Spanish, Portuguese or German, mailed free'
billowy with lace.
Humphreys’ Homeo. Medicine Co.. Cor WilTHE BRIDAL

BEEF

So while the other clovers stayed
Content with leaflets three,
Their braver brother added on
A fourth for all to see.
“How foolish!” cried the other ones.
“Why do an extra task?
Three leaves are all the world expects,
And all that it can ask!”

j

receive and decide upon the claims of the
creditors of Henry A. Bolan, late of Winterport, in said County, deceased, whose estate
has been represented insolvent, hereby give
public notice, agreeably to the order of said
Judge of Probate, that six months from and
after the twelfth day of April, A. D. 1910, have
been allowed to said creditors to present and
prove their claims, and that Ve will attend to
the duty assigned us at the office ot Ellery
Bowden, in said Winterport, at nine of the
clock in the forenoon of each of the first day
of June, A. D. 1910, and the twelfth day of
October, A. D. 1910.
ALBERT L. BLANCHARD,
FRANK W. CARLETON,
3wl7
Commissioners.

Net unpaid losses,

Business calling me away from Belfast the
greater part of the year, I wish to sell my residence. No. 10 Elm street, or will lease the
same for a term of
years to a desirable party.
Tnere is a commodious stable in connection.
C. E. PERKIins, Belfast, Maine,

February 24, 1910_3m8

BELFAST FAIR

Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,

Cash capital,
Surplus over all iiabilities,
Total liabilities and surplus,

information, apply

$1.*>66,118 89
31, 1909.
$ 40.030 43
259.236 96
58.859 07
500,000 00
207,992 43

$1,066,118
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f°r business, pleasure or invcstment: $300 to $30,0C'u; circularfree, a po'Aal brit ss it.
li you have ararm to sell, send
for descriptive card and terms.

We want agents where we are not now represented;
send for blanks. Please mention this paper.

P. F. Leland’s Farm Agency
Established 1892
113

Deroaskira Street,

BOSTON, MASS.

TRUCKING

ELMER WHITEHEAD,
37 Northport Avenue.

14tf

CUt Flowers
FOH

SALK

APPLY TO

IStf

MISS ALICE M. DUFFIE,
27 Charles Street, Belfast.

89

M Af’OM BK B, FAB B ,V WHITIKN.
State Agent*. Augusta, Maine
3H7

—THE--

Co.

to

ORRIN J. DICKEY,
Belfast. Maine.

•Itf

40

36,578 51

AUGUST 16, 17, 18, 1910.
For

I am prepared to do general trucking. Orders left at Fogg & Coombs’ market will receive attention. Telephone 211; ring 13.

1

DECEMBER

$1,102,697

THE BUSINESS FOR SALE AS
WHOLE OR IN PART

A

" e have decided to close out our

lnisiness and will sell it as a
whole or in part. It is an opportunity to secure an old,
established and successful
business. We wish to sell at
once and will answer all enquiries at our office.
We would like those indebted to
us to settle and all bills against
the company should be presented at once.

BELFAST LIVERY COMPANY

WANTED
A girl for general housework in a small
family. Apply to
S. G. SWIFT,

17tf

38 Cedar Street, Belfast.

Um ty.

SEARSPORT.

Absolutely

Mrs. J. C. Nickels and maid arrived Saturday
from Brooklyn, N. Y.

Vhirpj—

arrived

Sch. C. B. Clark
Tuesday with coal
lor the Searsport Coal Op.
Dr. A. A. Jackson of Everett, Mass., was in
town last week on business.

NORTH ISLESBORO.

EDWIN F. HASKELL

Miss Edna Pendleton returned Saturday from
Tuesday the body of William Hall was found
lying in a pasture near the Cates brook, where Foxboro, Mass., where she had been employed
he went
fishing Monday afternoon. He had in the straw shop.Mrs. Angelin Adams and

HASKELL brothers

complained for the past week of feeling ill, daughter, Miss Rosina, who spent the winter
but his condition was not considered serious. in New York and Boston, arrived home May
it is believed 3d.Miss Marian Coombs was at home over
From the
appearance of his body
that he died instantly. Mr. Hall had made his Sunday.Mrs. Lilia B. Dodge and children
home with Lindley M. Mosher's family most of spent a few days last week with her sister
the time for several years. He leaves one Mrs. Fred W. Coombs. Mr. and Mrs. J. O.
brother, Amos Hall. He was a kind hearted, Farrow of Saco are visiting relatives in town.
.At the annual election of the Free Baptist
honest, hard working man, and will be missed
school May 8th the following officers
Sunday
from our
village.
were re-elected: Supt., Miss Lena Rose; AsSWANVILLE CENTER.
sistant Supt., Mrs. Robert Coombs; Sec’y and
Miss Evelyn Knowlton and friend of SearsTreasurer, Miss Ethel Parker; Librarian, Curport were guests of her Uncle Eli last Sunday.
tis Thomas; organist, Miss Eunice Keller.
Much sympathy is expressed for Mr. and

/

Royal

Sch. Anne M. Lawrence, Capt. Ross, sailed
Wednesday for Newport News.

—Great Reduction Sale
13-DAYS——13

...

Pyam L. Gilkey arrived Saturday from Rochester, N. H., to visit his family.
Mrs. Frank Studley is visiting her sister,
Mrs. Dr. B. E. Larrabee, in lslesboro.
Mr. Edmun Eno has moved into the Mrs. A
S. Towle house on Steamboat avenue.
Master Austin Shute, who has been sick
with pneumonia, is able to be out again.
Lawrence Hamilton has moved into the Geo.
W. Partridge house on Steamboat avenue.

Judge J. W. Black has been confined to the
house the past week with heart trouble.

ers.

Antonio Croce and children left last
week to visit relatives in Bath, Saco and Lewiston.
Mrs.

Mr.

Nelson, the real

gor

estate broker and inagent, moved with his family to Ban-

Monday.

Miss Edith Thurston arrived Saturday from
Belfast and is with Miss L. W. Edwards on
Water street.
~~

The wind mill at the Searsport House was
taken down last week and sold to George Applin of Belfast.
Leon Blake, who has been attending the
Shaw Business college in Bangor, is at home
for the summer.
Albert Nickels has secured

position with
Co., steamboat agents, in

Eddy &
Brooklyn, N. Y.

jk^junk,

Eugene Porter

a

28a30 Mutton,
Beef, sides,
6$a8i Oats, 32 lb.,
fore
Beef,
quarters, 6j Potatoes,
60 Round Hog,
Barley, bu,
18 Straw,
Cheese,

Chicken,
Calf Skins,

Edmund Murch from Thorndike is passfew days with Mr. Lewis Murch.

Mrs.

ing

a

The many friends of Miss Frances Carter
sent her a shower of post cards May 1st.
Mrs. Frank Cunningham, who had a bad
nervous attack May 6th, is gaining slowly.
Mrs. Ware from Thorndike was the guest of
her granddaughter, Mrs. E. J. Vose, the past
week.
F. N. Flye recently bought a work horse of
his brothef-in-law, Dr. M. M. Small of Week’s
Mills.

Mrs. Almatia Wescott from Knox, and her
cousin, passed May 6th at her old home in the

village.
W. R. Sparrow recently bought a piect of
land with a blacksmith shop on it of H. H.
Larnson.

AMERICAN

Coal Co. at Mack’s Point,
and has entered upon his duties.

for the Penobscot

She arrived from Bellast last Sunday, accomher younger son and wife, Dr. and

panied by

Mrs. E. L. Stevens of Belfast.
and A. P. Goodhue,
2nd, left Monday for Northport to attend to a
little finishing upon the Harriman Bungalow,
built and plumbed by them last autumn. They
returned the middle of this week.
Messrs. P. D. Lancaster

who died in

Mr. Stewart
called a union school.
boarded with the late Capt.John S.Colcord,whose
widow Mrs. Susan Colcord, died a few weeks
ago, aged 96 years. Those who attended the
school now living in Searsport are Capt. James
C. Gilmore and Mr. Albert F. Mathews.

Misses Mary and Phoebe Calkin, students at
E. M. C. Seminary, came from Bucksport
last Saturday to spend Sunday with their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Calkin, School
street and returned in season for Monday’s
duties. They will be among the graduates of
the fast approaching summer.

Stewart, the Minneapolis millionaire,
that city May 3d and who was born
in Corinna, taught school in 1853 in the chambers of the Congregational church in Park, in
what

s

was

C. O. Fernald of
Bradford, Pa., is visiting relatives and friends
in Maine, and is looking much better than
when he left here... Almond D. Rivers of
Worcester, Mass., is soon to erect a house on
the W. C. Matthews lot near the lake. We
are glad to welcome our young men back and
wish more would come-Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Howard and daughter Laura Marie spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Geo. E. Chapin.
Dodges’ Corner.

Mr.

Carver, who was recently relievcommand of the U. S. collier Naushan, at Cavite, and who is now en route to
San Francisco on the transport Logan and who
was expected to spend a part of the summer
in Searsport, has orders awaiting him in San
Francisco, where he is due to arrive May 15th,
to take command of the U. S. collief Prometheus, one of the largest colliers in the service,
and will be employed on the Pacific coast, with
headquarters at San Francisco.
Capt.

Isaac

ed of the

surprise party was given
on Wednesday afternoon,
May 4th, to celebrate his birthday. Aftern oon
tea was served and the center piece on the
table was a large birthday cake bearing 72 candles, symbolizing the years passed. Those
present were Mrs. Martha Erskine, Mrs. Matilda Nichols, Mrs. Leander Sargent, Mrs.
Maria ffergent, Mrs. Clara Pendleton, Mrs.
Cora Dow, Mrs. Melvina Hichborn and Miss
very pleasant
Capt. A. D. Field
A

Emma Hichborn.

as

Geese,

the

Stockton extends heartfelt felicitations to
Rev. Ashley A. Smith upon the honor conferred upon him at the recent session of the
Grand Lodge, F. & A. M., in electing him Most
Worshipful Grand Master of Maine. He most
assuredly will honor the station which honors
him.
last week anCards were received
nouncing the marriage in Brooklyn, N. Y.,
May 4th, of Miss Blanche T. Nickels, daughter
Df Mrs. J. C. Nickels of Searsport and Mr. Lincoln R. Colcord, formerly of Searsport, now of
Brooklyn, N. Y. Congratulations and best
wishes are extended to the young couple, by
the recipients of the announcements.
in town

From Mr. M. P. Field, R. R. agent at Cape
JelHson piers, we received the following shipping report Monday evening: May 3rd, schooner Lizzie J. Clark arrived from Portland with
el cargo of gravel.
May 7th, schooner Forest
Maid, arrived with a load of lime from Rockland.
May 6th, schooner Northland sailed
with paper for New York; and schooner Lizzie
J. Clark, light, for Portland.

Capt. Ross of schooner Addie M. Lawrence,
discharging coal at the Penobscot Coal Co’s,
pier at Mack’s Point, accompanied by his wife
and two children, called Sunday on Capt. and
Mrs. Ralph Morse and attended church with
them. The most excellent sermon by Rev. A.
A. Smith, on womanhood was highly commended by them. They are residents of Portland, in the Woodfords district.

Crabtree, Tampa.
Bermuda, May 3.

ton, N. C.

Haverhill, Mass., reached Brooks Saturday
evening and will spend the summer here with

Potatoes sold at our station last week for 20
cents a bushel and our farmers are feeling very
poor. It is evidently better to keep some corn
even in a potato district.
Diversified farming
is the safer proposition in Maine.

PORTS.

Arrived, schr. Alice

a

Belfast

Them

Will

5
5

13al4
6
16
1.13

of

In

Gray, aged

.08
cans

.25
.25
.10
.25

.08
.08

15c Blueberries per can,
Blackberries 4 cans,

.10

10c Sardines .05 can 6 cans,
Imported Sardines 2 cans,
35c Coffee per can,
25c Coffee per can,
25c M-J Coffee 1 lb pkg,
$1.00 cans Coffee 5 lbs,
18c Rio Coffee 2 lbs,
60c Ceylon Tea i lb pkg,
50c Formosa Oolong Tea £ lb pkg,
40c Formosa Oolong Tea per ib,
Chocolate i lb cakes,
25c Cocoa per can,
10c Cocoa per can,
Lump Starch 5c lb 6 lbs,
Good Rice 5c lb 6 lbs,
Whole Rice 1 lb bags .07 4 bags,
10c Table Galt .06 bag 5 bags,
Tapioca .05 lb 6 lbs,
Brown Sugar per lb,

.25

.25

.25
.28
.20
.18
.75

.25

.05
.08

.07
.15
.25

1.00
.25
.05

.10
.19

.39
.50
.17
.10
.09
.65
.18

.08
.05

.15

supply

.06

10c Enameline per box,

.07
.15

Toilet Paper rolls or pkgs 7 for
5e W7riting Tablets 2 for

.25

Brooms,
Rat Poison (sure death) per bottle,
Imported Castile Soap, 2 cakes,

.10

his customers.

bottle,

per

Mapie Syrup

per

bottle,

French Mustard per jar,
15c Horse Radish per jar,
15c Salad Dressing per bottle,
N'ew large Olives per bottie,
Preserves per jar,
10c Ammonia per bottle.

.05

Brooms,

Ketchup

Pickles per bottle,
10c Sour Relish per bottle,
Worcestershire Sauce per bottle,
10c

.10

Flash 2 cans,

Swift’s Laundry Soap,
Naphtha Soap, 8 bars,
Sand Soap per bar,

.15
.05
.35

12

HASKELL BROTHERS,
DOCKLAND, MAI'S T.

|

__

Mail orders will have prompt attention.

Penobscot

Bay Electric Co,

To Reduce Its Rates for

GROCERIES,
DRUGS AND

Lighting

IN BELFAST 33 1-3 PERCEIM

MEDICINES.

Believing that the only equitable way to supply light and power is by the Meter
;he Penobscot Bay Electric Co. have been installing Meters on all its flat rates, with the
one and two light customers.
Following is the rate for lighting which will be in force May 1, 1910: 12 cents per
lour with a discount of 2 cents per K. W. hour if paid at the office on or before the 10th
nonth. Minimum Meter Rate $1.00 per month.
The Company have a force of careful, experienced men and shall be pleased to gi\
nates on cost of wiring.
don of the

lit--

■

■

dl

Baby
Carriages

HORSES

Re-Tired

FOR

The rubber tires on baby carriages
wear out and it has been
necessary
to send the wheels away to be retired. I have bought a machine to
do this work and

can

Chas. VV. Lancaster and J. E.
Staples received May 10th
twentv head ot horses weighing from 1000 to 1500 lbs.

do it prompt-

Bring

in your wheels and have
them re-tired,
14tf

ly.

h. e.
70 Main

can be seen at the Hayford stable on Federal Street.

They

McDonald,

Street,

SALE.

19tf

Belfast, Maine.

LOST

jfjjjgjjj.I

Notice is hereby given that Book No. 2291 of
the Searsport Savings Bank of Searsport,
Maine, has been lost. Finder will kindly return

same or

3tl7

<

j! Phonographs
$1.00 Down
$2.00

a

Month

CABLE ft JOBES.

\
i

j

{

LOST

notify
JAMES P. NICHOLS, Treasurer.
A

_

WEST

ten

j

to
17

Veterinary Hospital,
Spring St.,

yellow,
days. The

Inspector Proprietor.
Treats all diseases of domestic animals.
18tf
Phone.

coon

cat has been miss'

tinder will please return In
MRS. IDA HOLT,

Holt Street,

near

Lower Briilrs

For Sale

oppo. Revere House,

]
Dr.
W. L. WEST, Ex. U. S. Veterinary

male

A

Square Piano

for Sale

or

Rein

APPLY AT
i8tf

THE JOURNAL 0FF1CL
%

>

bars,

___

Willis E. Hamilton, Florist, will not sell
seeds this year and we have bought his
will

Tomato

.07

.03

bottle,

Hali. ut Fins per lb..
Salted Dry Fish per lb.,
New Smoked Alewives, each.

.05

pkg,

I

Slack

?05
.07

.05

Best

SWEET PEAS and
NASTURTIUMS.

stock and

.05
.10

Tacks per

75

Soda, A. & II. and Crow Brand, 3 pkgSpices, all kinds, per package,
Nutmegs, 12 in package, per pkg..
Graham Flour, 5-lb. package,
Granulated Meal, 5-lb. pkg. 15c, 2 fm
Gelatine per package,
Bird Seed per package,
10c Sulphur per package,
10c Salts per package,
10c Borax per package,
10c Cocoa Shells, per package,
New Tripe 5c lb., 7 lbs.
Tongues and Seunds per lb.,

1.00

Carpet

am;

Cream of Wheat, 2 packages,
Imported Maccaroni per package,
10c Corn Starch per package.
Shredded Cocoanut per package,
Mince Meat per package,
New Seeded Raisins, 7c pkg.. 4
pkgs.
Cream Tartar per package,
.06 ar

.15

Tooth Picks 2 boxes,

per

.40

Soda, (bulk) 8 lbs.,
Rolled Oats, large, with china, per pkg
Rolled Oats, small, per package,

.12

boxes,

Figs

bottle,

Schenck's Pills per box,
Allcock's Plasters, 2 for
Witch Hazel, £ pint 10c, 1 pint
John Bird Essences, 3 bottles,
10c Mustard per box,

.25

gal Jugs,
& 2 qt Jugs,

of

per

Malted Milk per jar.Ji
True’s Pin Worm Elixir per bottle,
Johnson’s Liniment per bottle,
Doan’s Kidney Pills per box,
Bromo Quinine per box,

.25

15c Brush

SEEDS in packages and
SEEDS in bulk.

Syrup

.08

Parlor Matches 12 Two-cent

We have seeds of all kinds, the
biggest variety we have every carried.

50c Beef Iron and Wine, per bottle.

.25

Best Lantern Globes,
Shinola per box,
Washing Fluid per bottle,
10c Potash or Lye per can,

Seeds.

.17

.17
.07
.25

Lanterns,
gal Galvanized Oil Can with Faucet,
25c 1 gal Galvanized Oil Can,
15c Mop Handles,
Ax Handles,
$1.00 Galvanized Wash Tubs.
25e Galvanized Pails,
Flour Sieves,
Curry Combs,
25c Horse Brushes,

Flower Seeds
Farm and Garden

Swamp Root

.15

5

1

.20
.25

Clothes Line,
25c Wash Boards,
$1.50 Wash Boilers No. 9 Copper
Bottoms Wood Handles,

1

Scott’s Emulsion per bottle,

.25

Mous^SCraps,

|

for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take no
other.

.08

50 Ft.

April 29, Mrs. Sylvia C.

Higgins, .n Brooklin, Mass., April 24, Allura
Ellis Parker, wife of Charles E. Higgins and
daughter of the late Allen and Sallie Parker of
Center Lincolnville, Maine, aged 69 years.
Jellison. In Bar Harbor, April 25, Mrs.
Fred C. Jellison, aged 34 years.
Nickerson. In Amherst, May 2, James H.
Nickerson, aged S2 years and 3 months.
Robbins. In Rockville, May 5, William J.
Robbins, aged 69 years, 9 months and 29 days.
Scott. In Bucksport, April 28, Mrs. Mary D.
Scott, aged 35 years, 7 months and 8 days.

j

portunity.”
For sale by all dealers. Price 60 cents. Foster-Milbum Co., Buffalo, New York, sole agents

.25

Yellow Eye Beans per qt,
Dried Peas per qt,
Jones Soda Crackers 2 lbs,
Jones Bar Harbor Pilot 2 lbs,
New Fig Bars .09 per lb 3 lbs,
$3.00 Fireless Cookers,
40c 2 gal Stone Jar with Cover,
Clothes Pins 3 doz,

Searsmont, May 9th, Mary
aged 75 years and 11 months.
Buzzell. In Monroe, May 5, Charles H.
Buzzell, aged 79 years.
Gray. In North port, May 8, Mrs. Lovina

So.

lot in Riverside cemetery.

.25

Pea Beans per qt,
Cream Beans per qt,

DIED

Gray,

.25
.15

12c Pumpkin per can,

Murch-Arensen.
In Belfast, May 7, by
Rev. Ashley A. Smith, Arthur R. Murch and
Elizabeth Arensen.
Norw'OOD-McLain. In Appleton, April 23,
Irving Norwood of North Union and Miss Pearl I
McLain of West Appleton.
Pitman-Taylor.
In Appleton, April 29,
Albert G. Pitman and Miss Evelyn C. Taylor,
both of Appleton.

80 years.
In Bluehill,
aged 66 years.

.65

Omaha Peas 4 cans,
15c Squash per can,

I

Maple Syrup, per bottle,
Dippers’ Maple Syrup,
Salt Fat Pork, per lb.,
Every Day Smoke Tobacco, per lb.,
5c Cigars, 50 in box,
10c Folding Rules,
Fancy Lemons, 6 for
Chocolate Drops, 2 lbs.,
M "-lasses Kisses, 7c
lb., 4 lbs..
Pop Corn, per lb.,
New Prunes, 7c lb., 4 lbs.
Newr Evaporated
Apples, per lb.,
New Raisins, 5 lbs.,
New Currants, per package.
Fine Granulated Sugar, 18 lbs.
Potatoes, per peck,
Turnips, lc lb., 12 lbs.
Kerosene Oil, 5 gallons.
50c Pure Molasses per
gallon,
Pure Cider Vinegar per gallon,
New Fancy Butterine, per lb..
10c Evaporated Milk, 4 cans,
Peruna per bottle,
Lydia Pinkham Compound per bottle,
Cooper’s New Discovery, per bottle.
Wampole’s Cod Liver Oil per bottle,
15c.

1.25

Salmon .09 can 3 cang,
15c Early June Peas per can,

4^

25c.

.75
2.25

12c

Appleton.

Gray.

Maine Stringless Beans .07

50c and 75c Whips,
Best Bread Flour, per bbl.,

6.00

4 cans,

3i

MARRIED

Find

stoop or straighten. My kidneys were very
weak and the secretions from these organs
caused me great annoyance and inconvenience
by their irregularity in passage. Doan’s Kidney Pills soon relieved me and since moving to
Belfast, I have used them on several occasions,
procuring my supply at Wilson’s drug store. I
have always received benefit and I therefore
recommend Doan’s Kidney Pills at every op-

12c

1.45
6
40
6

Clifford-Parlin. In Belfast, May 2, by Eben
K. Littlefield, Esq., Lyndon E. Clifford of Wytopitlock and Miss Annie Parlin of Belfast.
Hogan-Fletcher. In Freedom, May 3, at
the parsonage, by Rev. J. Burford Parry, Lewis
S. Hogan and Miss Millie Fletcher, both of
Thorndike.
Martin Towle.
In Appleton. April 22,
Palmer B. Martin and Mrs. Lucy Towle, both

$6.25

Canned Soups .07 can 4 cans,
California Peaches per can,
Bartlett Pears .09 can 3 cans,
Kidney Beans .07 can 4 cans,
12c Maine Sugar Corn per can,
12c Tomatoes per can,

1.10

J.

The girders for the new steel bridge came
Saturday and will be putin place this week....
M. O. Wilson, Treasurer of Oak Grove Cemetery Association,reports $1,338.07 of trust fund
on deposit in the Belfast Savings
Bank:.. .Our
local fishermen report big catches of trout. A.
L. McCorrison caught forty-eight recently....
The remains of Ira P. Alfeh of Montville were
brought here last week for burial in the family

1

3.00

Sld, sch. Herald, Wilming-

Household

|

C. Batchelder

To have the pains and aches of a bad back
Mr. Maddocks. Mrs. Mattie Ellis moved into
removed; to be entirely’ free from annoying,
the rent over the Hattie Jenkins store. Mrs.
dangerous urinary disorders is enough to make !
Abbie Irving moved into the F. K. Roberts
any kidney sufferer grateful. To tell how this
Roberts
rent. The
sisters about the same date
great change can be brought about will prove
moved into the W. S. Jones apartments, from j
comforting words to hundreds of Belfast readwhich John Jenkins had recently moved to the I ers.
Joseph Pattee place in Jackson. We are not ! W. J. Heal, 60 Miller street, Belfast, Maine,
at all sure that we have named all the recent i
says: “I have no reason to change my opinion
week.
changes, but this will do for this
of Doan’s Kidney Pills, which I expressed
*
j
through the local newspapers in 1904. I can
SEARSMONT.
recommend
them
more
than
ever
for
strongly
Oscar Wilkins has gone to Vassalboro, where
j
he has employment... Mr. Henry Ladd of the benefit I received has been lasting. Some |
Lowell arrived Thursday, May 5th, and will eighteen or twenty years ago when living in ;
Belmont, Maine, I began to have trouble from
pass the summer with his sister, Mrs. Mary E.
Packard.... Mrs. Emma Taylor and mother my kidneys. I was almost laid up with a lame
have gone to Montville to spend the summer. and aching back and at times I could hardly

CASTO R I A

25

11^ j

8.00 |
26a28 i

Billings. In Stonington, April 28, to Mr.
and Mrs. Almon Clayton Billings, a son.
Bowden. In Stonington, April 24, to Mr.
and Mrs. Roscoe B. Bowden, a daughter, Jessie
Leah.
Moody. In Appleton, May 4, to Mr. and Mrs.
Albert H. Moody, twin girls—one died soon
after birth.

Batch ELDER.

Laguayra, May 8, 6 a. m. Ar, stmr. Maracaibo, Hichborn, New York for Curacao and
Maracaibo.

Many

**"^™™*^**^—«

Best Flour (None better) per bbl,
Every barrel warranted.
Mother’s Best per bbl,
Best Bag Flour per bag,
Lard (Comp) 20-lb tub,
Lard vComp) 10-lb pails,
Lard (Comp) 5-lb pails,

BORN

mian, San Francisco.

Last Saturday was moving day in Brooks
Henry Cunningham moved into the Sargent
house, recently vacated by C. S. Hobbs. Merton Fogg moved into the Shadrick Hall house.
Perley Elwell moved into the Jenkins house.
Bert Maddocks moved into the Chase house,
vacated by Mr. Elwell. Eliot Stevens moved
into the rent in the Jenkins house, vacated by

FOR fLETCHER’S

6.50a7.25 Salt, T. I.,
2.50 Sweet Potatoes,
16 Wheat Meal,

Flour,
H. G. Seed,
Lard.

j

RETAIL MARKET. /

j

PRICE.

13 Lime,
Beef, Corned,
Butter Salt, 141b., 18a20Oat Meal,
78 Onions,
Corn,
Cracked Corn,
73 Oil, kerosene,
Corn Meal,
73 Pollock,
22 Pork,
Cheese,
Cotton Seed,
1.85 Plaster,
8a9 Rye Meal,
Codfish, dry,
10 Shorts,
Cranberries,
18 Sugar,
Clover Seed,

Port Spain, May 3.
Ar, bark Allanwilde,
Gold Coast (to load for Washington.)
Puerto Mexico, May 5, 4 a. m.
Arrived,
str. Oregonian, Curtis, New York.
Progreso, May 5, 4 a. m. Sailed, str. Esperanza, Rogers (from New York and Havana),
Vera Cruz.
Ar 7th, schr. NorSt. John, N. B., May 8.
ombega, Bar Harbor.
Salina Cruz, May 8, 11 a. m. Ar, stmr. Isth-

Mrs. Martha E. Luce and daughter Bertha,
who for the past few years have been living in

Children Cry

48

FOREIGN PORTS.

Matanzas, April 25.

treatment.

....

18.Wood, soft,

RETAIL

New York, May 4. Ar, schs. N. E. Ayer,
Long Cove; Abby Bowker, do; Normandy,
Frankfort; 5, sailed, schooner Edward Stewart,
Charleston; 7, sailed, sch. Susan N. Pickering,
Belfast, Ga.; 10, ar, sch. Estelle, Brunswick.
Boston, May 4. Ar, sch. Lois V. Chaples,
Calais; sailed, schs. Wm. B. Palmer, Norfolk;
Wyoming, do; 6, ar, schs. Wm. L. Douglas,
Baltimore; Annie and Reuben, Stonington,
Me.; Mary Augusta, Brooksville; 7, ar, sch.
Horace A. Stone, Sabine Pass; sld, sch. Brina
P. Pendleton. Fernandina; 8, ar, bark Antioch,
Brunswick; schs. James W. Paul, Jr., Fajardo,
P. R.; Helen W. Martin, New York; Cora F.
Cressey, do; Gardiner G. Deering, Newport
News; 9, ar, schs. Scotia, Georgetown, S. C.,
Mary A. Hall, Fernandina; sid, sch. Annie &
Reuben, Stonington.
Philadelphia, May 7. Cld, sch. Fannie & Fay,
Boston and Bangor.
Baltimore, May 3. Cld, sch. J. V. Wellington,
Providence; 4, ar, sch. R. W. Hopkins, Port
Jobos, P. R.; 5, sld, sch. Mt. Hope, Stockton; 6,
ar. sch. Gov. Powers, Port Tampa; 7, ar, schs.
Chas. A. Campbell, Searsport; Mary L. Crosby,

usual.

We learn that Mrs. Kendall, known here as
Josephine Brown, daughter of Fred. W. Brown,
Esq., is at the hospital in Portland for surgical

Agnes Lanpher, who is housekeeper friends.
for Capt. J. French Hichborn, returned last
Mrs.

week from a visit with her father and mother
in Canada, having left hpr two young children
with her parents for the summer, as-usual
since her widowhood.

Levi

covered and is about his business

10
70
8

16 Turkey,
13 Tallow,
3
22 Veal,
9al0
20 Wool, unwashed,
25
14 Wood, hard,
4.t)0a4.50

Duck,

FREEDOM.

STOCKTON

7$a8

Butter,

Dr. C. E. Britto went to Bangor last Saturday, to bring home his new Parry automobile—
Mr. Seth Banton was in Pairfield the past
36 horse-power.
The rain Monday rendered
of coal for the Penobscot Coal Co.
week, the guest of his sisier, Mrs. Charles Fernandina.
the traveling unfit for taking out any machine.
Mrs. Sarah P. Staples, who spent the winter
Fernandina, May 2. Sld, bark Kremlin. BosDanforth.
ton; 5, ar, sch. Wm. H. Sumner, New York; 6,
Thus far May has been wet and rather eoldf
n Portland, Oregon, with her sister, Mrs. EdMisses Ethel Vose and Orrie Worth were in ar, schs. Wm. L. Downes, New York; M. V. B.
somewhat discouraging to our would-be early
ward A. Noyes, returned home Friday.
Unity May 7th to have dental work done by Chase, do.
gardeners. However, if “A wet May brings Dr. Soule.
Key West. May 3. Sld, sch. Ilarry T. HayBarge Bangor arrived Sunday from South
of h: y,” there may be compensation
ward, Port Tampa.
plenty
Amboy with 3,630 tons of anthracite coal to later.
The brick has arrived for the foundation of
Savannah, May 7. Ar, sch. Wellfieet, Boston.
the Penobscot Coal Co. at Mack’s Point.
Norfolk, May 3. Sld, sch. Adelaide Barbour,
the new steam mill to be built by the Freedom
Miss Harriet D. Hichborn reached WashingPort Tampa; 5, sld, sch. Carrie E. Look, CharlesLumber Company.
Sch. Singleton Palmer, Capt. Potter, finished
ton; 7, sld, sch. Henry W. Crr.mp, Searsport.
ton, D. C., last Friday evening on her return
discharging Friday at the Penobscot Coal dock from South Carolina, and will rtmain a fewT
Charleston, May 3. Ar, sch. General AdelHon. G. E. Bryant and Mrs. Bryant and little
bert Ames, New York.
and sailed Saturday for Newport News.
days in that city before leaving for New son Harding from Burnham passed May 8th at
'Brunswick, May 3. Sld, sell. Estelle, Irvingtheir home in the village.
Miss L. \Y. Edwards returned iast week from York.
ton, N. Y.; 6, ar, sch. Pendleton Brothers, New
York.
a two weeks’ stay in Hingham, Mass., and BosV
Ken. D.
Dodge, W. R. Sparrow and F. N.
The Current Events Club will be entertained
Belfast, Ga., May 5. Sld, sch. Young Bros.,
ton with a full line of dry and fancy goods.
Wednesday afternoon, May ISth, by Mrs. Flye attended the funeral services of Dr. Ful- Portland.
Seh. Elizabeth Palmer, Capt. Wade, finished Elmer E. Thompson, Church street.
Georgetown, S. C., May 5 Ar, sch. John
The ler in Unity village May 8th.
Bossert, New York.
Robert Fuller has moved into Charles Sampdischarging at the Penobscot Coal dock Tues- studies are proving most interesting to the
Mobile, May 6. Ar, bark Mary Barry, Ponce.
and
saiieu
for
He has employment
day
son’s rent in the village.
Wednesday
Newport News. ladies.
Port Tampa, May 6. Ar, sch. Harry T. Hayward, Key West.
Charles Alley, who has been in the employ
We are glad to be able to report Mrs. Sarah with the Freedom Lumber Company.
San Francisco, Cal., May 7. Sld, steamers
of Pike Bros. :or the past two years, has mov- Snell as continually improving, and congratuThe funeral services of Mrs. Margaret Ste- Sierra. Honolulu; Nevadan, do.
ed to F’rankfort, where he is building a house.
late her and Dr. G. A. Stevens upon her escape p henson was held in her late home in the vilJacksonville, May 6. Ar, bark Herbert Fuller, New York; sch. Augusta W. Snow, do; 8,
Sch. Baker Palmer, Capt. McAloney, arrived from pneumonia, which seemed imminent at lage May 3rd, Rev. J. Burford Parry officiating.
sld, schs. Lyman M. Law, New York; Robert
one time.
The interment was in Pleasant Hill cemetery. H.
F'riuay from Newport News with 4,152 tons of
McCurdy, do.
West Sullivan, Me., May 2. Ar, schs. R. L.
Mr. A. M. Ames and Mr. Charles Kneelan^,
coal to the Penobscot Coal Co. at Mack’s Point.
is
Miss Minnie Webb
moving her household
Rockland; Franconia, Boston; A. F. KindShe will give up Tay,
Mrs. Clara Leonard, who has been visit- who attended the Grand Lodge, F. and A. M., goods to her home in Knox.
berg, do; 3, ar, sch. Ada J. Campbell, Rockland;
in Portland last week, reached home last rent in the Williams’ house and make her home 6, sld, sch. A. F
her
and
Mr.
Mrs.
J.
L.
Kindberg, New York; 7, ar,
arents,
ing
i
Hamilton,
schs. lzetta, Perth Amboy; Kit Carson, Jersey
for several weeks, returned to Boston last Thursday evening and report a most pleasant for a time with her sister, Mrs. J. B. Wiggin.
sch.
Grace
Davis, New York; 8, ar,
City; sld,
session.
week.
sch. Nat Meader, -; sailed, schs. Ada J.
Capt. Eumond Hichborn arrived home from
Campbell, New York; C. Taylor, 3rd, Bar HarIhe Mews of brooks.
Nehemiah Roulstone has entered the employ
bor.
mothof the Eastern Steamship Co. and is at work Philadelphia last Friday to visit his aged
Bangor, May 4. Ar, sch. Otronto, Belfast;
Mrs.
S.
B.
of
Mrs.
Robert
West
Main
street.
South
Brooks
has
been
er,
Hichborn,
Payson
in the steward's department on the steamer
5, ar sch. Willis & Guy, Belfast; 7, sld, schs.
to
ill.
He
will
the
middle
of
next
week
leave
Lucinda
rejoin very dangerously
Sutton, Newport News; Mary Ann
Camden.
McCann, Bridgeport; 10, sailed, schs. Otronto,
his vessel.
Mrs. John H. Gordon has been quite ill at
1 he Rockland & Rockport Lime Co. barge
Boston; Fred A. Emmerson, do.
We congratulate our young citizen Mr. L. her home for some weeks.
No. 5, arrived Saturday from Carterei with
Searspor*, May 4. Sld, sch. Elizabeth Palmer,
sch. Baker Palmer, NewMaster
of
Pownal
Albert
at
Gardner,
present
Mr. James Wilkinson is very sick at the Newport News; 6, ar,
1.&60 tons of fertilizer to the A. A. C. Co. at
Nesquehoning, Elizabethport;
Lodge, F. & A. M., upon his recent appoint- home of his brother-in-law, Charles E. Bowen. port News; barge
Mack’s Point.
&
R.
L.
R.
7, ar, barge
Co., Carteret; sld, sch.
ment as Grand Sword Bearer by the Grand
Gilbert L. Morrill spent the week-end with Singleton Palmer, Newport News; 8, ar, barge
Engineer James Coe and foreman, Martin
Lodge of Maine.
Bangor, Elizabethport; 10, ar, schs. Samuel J.
his family here after a month’s trip on the
Connelly of Boston, were in town last week to
Goucher, Norfolk; Van Allens Boughton, NewThe Ladies’ Aid Society will meet this. road.
stop a leak in the Searsport Water Company’s
port News.
3.
Thursday, afternoo.i, for sewing, with Miss
Stockton,
Ar, sch. Lizzie J. Clark,
plant at Mack’s Point.
f
Harry M. Brown has been employed as as- Portland; 6, May
sld, schs. Northland, New York;
Mabel F. Simmons, School street. All intersistant manager at the John H. Gordon pant Lizzie J. Clark, Portland; 7, ar, sch. Forest
Peter Ward, Nicholas Parse and Chesley ested in the work of the Universalist parish
Maid, Rockland.
shop.
Mathews are making some booms and gaffs are invited to attend.
Stonington, May 4. Sld, schs. Metinic, New
M. J. Dow was taken quite ill one day last York; Nellie F. Sawyer, do; 5, ar, sch. Pochasand minor repairs on the schooner Baker
is
the
of
J.
Stevens
of
Mrs. S.
Troy
guest
but with good care has apparently re- set, South Gouldsboro.
Palmer, at anchor in the harbor.
her son and wife, Dr. and Mrs. G. A. Stevens. week,,

George L. Morrill of Bangor has been appointed to till the vacancy caused by the resignation of William Robertson, Jr., bookkeeper

will sell our goods at cost and b
cost, commencing

we

goods guaranteed to be satisfactory. Mail and
telephone orders carefully filled. Free delivery in
Rockland and Thomaston. Telephone 316-4.

18.00

dried, per lb., 7| Hides*
Beans, pea,
2.50a2.75j Lamb,
Beans, Y. E., 3.25a3.50 I jamb Skins,

Mrs. Walter Nickerson is very much interested this spring in raising chickens and is having
SPRINGS.
! fine luck. A hen recently set on 15 eggs and
Edmund Murch moved his family to Bangor ! hatched 15 lively chicks.E. H. Nickerson
Capt. Horace Staples left last Thursday for
has lost two of his nice cows and a third is very
a business trip to Somerville, Mass., and reMay 4th.
sick, caused by eating Cooper’s dip that they
turned by Sunday morning steamer from BosMiss Hazel Sparrow returned from the hosgot at in the barn_The Swanville W. C. T.
ton.
pital May 3rd.
U. held their annual meeting May 7th and elecMiss Erdine Scott arrived last Saturday from
Marshall Lawrence caught 22 trout in Sandy
ted officers as follows: President, Mrs. Jane
West Upton, Mass., and is the guest of Mrs. stream May 2nd.
Nickerson; Vice President, Miss Cora E. ParCarrie A. Gardner, Middle street, for a few
Ferley Cross is helping his uncle, D. W. son; Corresponding Secretary and Treasurer,
weeks.
Dodge, on his farm.
Miss Alice Kane; Press Superintendent, Sarah
Mr. Flitner Staples returned last Thursday
Mrs. Elden Knowlton was the guest of Mrs. E. Crockett;
Purity, Sarah E. Crockett; Flower
from a trip to Boston and vicinity, where he
Frank Fuller May 5th.
Mission and Narcotics, Cora E. Parsons; Fairs
went for treatment for his long-standing
The Ladies’ Aid met with Mrs D. W. Dodge and systematic giving, Alice G. Kane; Sunday
spinal trouble.
school, Mrs. Abbie Hassy.
Thursday afternoon, May 5th.
Mrs. Frank Lancaster and son Manley have
Lawrence is in Unity village, where
Marshall
returned from Houlton and leased the former
he has employment as carpenter.
SHIP NEWS.
Alexander
place on the hill-top,

Sch. Samuel J. Goucher, Capt. Hart, arrived
Tuesday frcm Newport News with 4,448 tons

Cards have been received from Mrs. Jonathan Clifford Nickels announcing the marriage
of her daughter, Miss Blanche Thompson, to
Mr. Lincolp It. Colcord, in Brooklyn, N. Y.,
May 4th.

stock

All

PAID PRODUCER.

50a75jHay,

May ISth, and the club will go to the Eggs,
woods to gather material for fir pillows. Fowl,

building a dwelling house
Staples
for James D. Cunningham the real estate Church
street, for* the summer.
dealer, on Navy street.
Mr. A. M. Ames is the recipient of a very
Miss Harriet Kneeland arrived last week
handsomely engraved invitation to attend the
from New York and is visiting her father, Mr. session of the
Bangor Rose Croix on May 13th,
L. M. Kneeland, in Park.
he being a member of the order.
Mrs. Sewall Lancaster arrived Wednesday
Mrs. Charles C. Park has been quite ill for
from a visit with her daughter, Mrs. Edward some
time, but is now- recovering, although
Staples in Winthrop, Mass.
yet unable to get out of doors. We hope to
Sch. Van Allens Boughton arrived Tuesday hear of more rapid gain in the future.
from Newport News with 3,680 tons of coal
Mrs. W’illiam Calhous left last Saturday for
for the Penobscot Coal Co.
her home in St. Martins, N. B., after a fortMrs. Charles M. Nichols and daughter Lew- night’s visit with her brother and wife, Mr.
and Mrs. M. J. Goodere, Church street.
ene A., left Saturday for a week’s visit with
relatives in Dorchester, Mass.
The interior alterations and renovations in
^
Barge Nesquehoning arrived Friday from Mr. Everett Staples’ house on Church street
Elizabethport with 1,600 tons of anthracite are moving forward quite rapidly; carpenters,
masons, plumbers and painters are busy.
coal to the Penobscot Coal Co.
is
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Apples peV bu,

son,

C. H. Monroe has installed a gasolene tank
at his garage, corner of Main and Water

surance

our
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Corrected Weekly for The Journal.

Dolliff_ Mrs. Charles Marr went to Bangor
Friday to visit relatives and returned Tuesday.
-Hon. A. E. Nickerson went to Riverton
last week to attend the meeting of the Loyal
Legion.The Industrial club met last, week
with Mrs. Isaac McKeen. Three new members
joined ar.d a good deal of work was done. The
next meeting will be with Mrs E. A. Robert-

Marshall D. Meyers of Bangor was in town
Sunday visiting his brother, Capt. C. N. Mey-

streets.

To reduce

•.

Mrs. A. T. Nickerson in the loss of their infant
child.The infant of Mr. and Mrs. Ben
Knowlton passed away quite suddenly last
week and much sympathy is extended to the
parents.Miss Nellie Riley has gone to Jackson to work in the family of Rev. Frank S.

f
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